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ON PG. 538 of the にどなの┽なは ┸ running along the bottom┸ is Tyler Seguin╆s head shot and career sta┽tistical bio┻ Turn one page┸ to のねど┸ and also stripped along the bottom┸ you╆ll see Devin Setoguchi╆s mug and data┻ One player is a star in every sense of the word┸ a face of the league┹ the other is an aspiring posterboy for second chances┻ Yet┸ despite the chasm be┽tween them┸ there are intriguing career par┽allels┸ things they have in common beyond alphabetical proximity┻ We have the stories of both men in this issue┻pick┸ a player coveted enough by the San Jose Sharks they traded up to get him in にどどの with the eighth pick┻ Seguin went second overall in the にどなど draft┸ Boston╆s prize in the Taylor┽Tyler sweepstakes┻Setoguchi incubated in the Sharks sys┽tem for a couple years before earning N(L status at にど┻ Seguin broke in at なぱ and rode highs and lows as a teenager with the Bru┽ins┻ By the time both players were にに┸ they were putting up attention┽grabbing point 

A PAGE 
TURNER

totals┻ Setoguchi had ぬな goals and はの points ┽loting among wingers┹ Seguin recorded ぬば goals and ぱね points in にどなぬ┽なね and was sixth in (art Trophy voting┻And both young dudes liked to have fun┻ Seguin╆s story made headlines┻ Some of it may have been exaggerated┸ but there╆s no disputing he enjoyed the nightlife┻ Bruins GM Peter Chiarelli said Seguin needed ╉to become more of a professional┸╊ then subse┽quently traded him away in what has become a notoriously sore point in Bruins╆ lore┻ Seto┽guchi liked his beers with the boys┸ though he didn╆t make any West Coast waves┻ But as his production started to decline┸ he was also traded away┼and away and away┻ (is career┸ and life┸ spiralled to the minors┻

So what happened╂ We know there are myriad factors but┸ put simply┸ one guy got serious┸ the other got seriously depressed┻Seguin heeded the advice of his advisors and has become the ultimate workout beast┻ Just watching video of his routine can make mere mortals sweat┻ Away from his day job┸ he has lifestyle dreams but┸ as he shares with T(N╆s Ken Campbell┸ they╆re commensurate with his stature┻ (e realized a couple re┽cently when he bought a cottage and a motor boat┻ Setoguchi┸ in his heyday┸ drove an As┽ton Martin┸ the type of car that if you have to ask how much it costs┸ you can╆t afford it┻ On his worst days┸ he told David Pollak┸ he was drinking epic amounts of booze┻Ultimately┸ everyone is responsible for their own decisions┸ but this isn╆t about judg┽ing or preaching┻ We╆re all wired differently┹ help create complex tapestries┻What we know now about Setoguchi is that he╆s facing his demons┻ (e wants an┽other shot at the N(L and believes he can contribute┻ But even if that doesn╆t transpire and his bio among active players in the  soon disappears┸ he should be much better equipped to turn the page┻
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ROPING WITH 
THE DEVIL

New Jersey’s Taylor Hall gets into fighting 
trim at the BioSteel summer training camp in 
Toronto. Can the Canadian, featured on pg. 24 

of this issue, bring Captain America-like 
heroics to his new squad?

PHOTO COURTESY OF BIOSTEEL SPORTS
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Once again Ken Campbell takes the contrarian view ゅThe Last Word┸ Aug┻ なのょ┻ (e╆s on his soapbox blaming old boys╆ thinking for the (abs trading P┻K┻ Subban┻ Yes┸ P┻K┻ is younger and could still develop into a top defenseman┸ like Shea Weber┸ but to say he╆s better 

now is ridiculous┻ Just look at Team Canada╆s roster for the World Cup┺ Weber is on it┸ P┻K┻ is not┻ P┻K┻╆s play may be more electrifying┸ but he╆s also prone to major gaffs┻ The (abs don╆t need a player who routinely leads the league in giveaways┻ 
BRIAN WINCH, CALGARY

‘The Code’ Isn’t The Cause

No Way In H-E-Double Hockey SticksAfter pulling off the heist of the off┽season in the (all【Larsson deal┸ ) 
year or two away from playoff contention┸ but there is no way they 

MIKE DITOLLA, MAHWAH, N.J.

SOAPBOX

 The St. Louis Blues will struggle to 
make the playofs due to the loss of 
Elliott, Backes and Brouwer. Jake Allen 
will have a hard time adjusting as the 
No. 1 goalie. Loss of Backes means 
they lose a leader on and of the ice, 
as well as grit. Brouwer means even 
less grit. And Nashville, Dallas and 
Winnipeg have all gotten stronger.

– HockeyBabble 

 Blackhawks. An aging ‘D’ core 
hasn’t been replaced or supplemented 
with youth. Forward depth took a hit 
with cap issues, and there is a ton of 
pressure on the youth to fill big shoes. 

– Carleton Billingham 

 Edmonton. Lucic not the answer. 
Larsson definitely not the answer.  
Still not good enough on defense. 
Goaltending not any better.

– @AnthonyFitka 17h

 The Rangers. Their defense is in 
shambles. Girardi is a third-liner, and 
Henrik can’t stand on his head for his 
entire career. And they get little or no 
production from Nash.

– Greg Bunt

 The Penguins run will come to 
a halt. A Stanley Cup hangover and 
unsustainable D-corps will put the 
playofs out of reach by Jan. 1.

– @TheShannyPlan 

 My Red Wings are going to 
struggle. Datsyuk’s gone and the de-
fensemen are all just average. Unless 
Petr Mrazek actually becomes Dominik 
Hasek, the playof streak is probably 
over. That may be a good thing.

– Anita Bischo�

ANZE
KOPITAR

 Florida Panthers. They’ve got too 
many new pieces. I think it will take 
them a while to gel, and Luongo will 
be 38 in April.

– @DisplacedSabres 

 As a Ducks fan I hate to say it…
Bob Murray has got himself into a bit 
of a pickle, running into cap issues 
with still having to sign Lindholm and 
Rakell and hire another line. By the 
looks of the team right now, we aren’t 
even playof worthy.

– Rob Parkinson 

 The Stars goaltenders will con-
tinue their lackluster play that began 
in last year’s playofs. With this and a 
worse-than-average defense, Dallas 
will miss the playofs.

– Lucas Vandenbroek
 

 The Kings have quickly become 
a shell of their championship selves. 
Quick, Kopitar, Carter and an emerg-
ing Tofoli will keep them competitive, 
but a lack of depth and an average 
blueline will see them miss the show.

– Ken Jones 

44% Bruce Boudreau 
Minnesota

THN POLL

Which of these coaches will have the  
biggest positive impact on his new team?

Facebook.com/TheHockeyNews

20% Guy Boucher
Ottawa

14% Randy Carlyle
Anaheim 

12% Glen Gulutzan
Calgary

10% Jared Bednar 
Colorado
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The healthy return of Price to Montreal will 
ensure at least one Canadian team makes the 

playo�s. Chances are two will make it. Book it.

From tanking, to fighting and 
expanding, there is no shortage 

of storylines heading into the 
NHL’s centennial season

BY RYAN KENNEDY
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QUESTIONS

FOR 2016-17
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WE’RE APPROACHING the great unknown this season┻ On top of all the usual storylines┸ the im┽pending addition of Vegas adds another layer of intrigue to にどなは┽なば┻ The expansion draft that will happen in June will have big 
will hinge on preparing for that will lose a player┻ What else should you look out for╂ Glad you asked┻ We╆ve got など Q┃As here and ひど more in our team preview 
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HOW MANY 

CANADIAN TEAMS 
WILL MAKE THE PLAYOFFS?Last season was historically bad for the Great White North┸ as no Canadian teams made the post┽なひはひ┽ばど┻ Back then┸ only the Maple Leafs and Canadiens had to miss for the distinction┸ but now it means seven squads failed to make the grade┻ )t won╆t hap┽pen again┸ however┻ Not this year┸ at least┻Since Carey Price is healthy┸ the playoffs┻ With Price in the lineup┸ the (abs are a challenger for home┽ice advantage in the At┽lantic Division┻ Without him┸ the Bell Centre is the Upside Down from Stranger Things┻Could Price get hurt again╂ Anything is possible┸ but you could say the same about any player in the N(L┻ Bank on him being healthy and returning to his position as one of the league╆s great players┻ There is also reason for op┽timism out west┻ While the Flames┸ Oilers and Jets aren╆t go┽ing to contend for any banners┸ they all have the potential for a playoff berth and most likely 

conference┻ Don╆t be surprised the Central Division and steals a crossover wildcard spot from Calgary or Edmonton┸ who re┽So if we╆re picking chalk┸ at least two Canadian teams will make the post┽season┸ thus spar┽ing some very nice and expen┽sive golf greens from the anger┽fuelled divots of Rogers execs ゅat least for a round or twoょ┻

NO. 

1

Not that Tampa Bay was particularly stoked by the continuous 
circus, but the Lightning did manage to re-sign center Steven 
Stamkos before the July 1 free agent season began, killing any 
chance of the sniper heading elsewhere. It looked dicey for a 
while there, and the hopes of fans in Toronto, Detroit, Bufalo 
and beyond were dashed when ‘Stammer’ re-upped for eight 
years and $68 million. That’s a very reasonable cap hit of $8.5 
million for the two-time Rocket Richard winner. And GM Steve 
Yzerman followed it up with more extensions for key players 
such as Victor Hedman and Andrei Vasilevskiy, proving you can 
keep your elite core together if you have patience and buy-in 
from the players.

That may be good news for San Jose, because GM Doug 
Wilson has a lot on his plate. The Sharks’ most pressing cause 
for the campaign will be defenseman Brent Burns, who put 
up insane numbers and challenged for the Norris Trophy in 
2015-16. Burns can become a UFA in July, and no doubt will 
command the same kind of coin Stamkos did. Most likely, 
Burns re-signs in San Jose, but what about Joe Thornton and 
Patrick Marleau? The long-time Sharks (both former captains, 
interestingly enough) are coming of long-term, big-money 
deals, but they are pushing the NHL’s conventional wisdom 
in terms of age and efectiveness. Marleau has seen his role 
decline of late, but Thornton is coming of one of his best 
seasons – maybe not in terms of gross ofense, but his posses-
sion numbers were some of the sturdiest in the league. And 
really, with 82 points in as many games, Thornton finished tied 
for fourth in league scoring, so his scoring touch was still on 
point, even at 37.

Brad Marchand is also up for a new deal in Boston, so he’ll 
be an interesting case to watch. He has a Stanley Cup ring 
with the Bruins, but the team isn’t the same as it used to be. 
Will loyalty trump the desire to win again? Seems strange to 
picture Marchand in anything other than black and gold.

Which leads us to the most likely player to change uni-
forms: Tampa Bay’s Ben Bishop. Yes, we’re back to the Light-
ning, but this year it won’t be so gutting. The Bolts already 
have Vasilevskiy, and with all the other re-signings, Tampa just 
doesn’t have the cash for Bishop. Instead, he’ll make another 
franchise very happy. Really, the big question is whether 
Tampa tries to get something for him at the trade deadline or 
simply holds on to him while the team tries for the Cup again.W
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The past two drafts have been breathtaking affairs thanks to the talent available at the top┻ First┸ you had the Connor McDavid【Jack Eichel derby ‒ which gave us the truest tanking of late┸ since Buffalo was past summer┸ Auston Matthews was the prize┻ Mat┽thews┸ on top of being an incredible talent┸ was a great story because he went to Switzerland for his draft year┸ something that had never been done┻ But what can we expect from the にどなば draft class╂To be sure┸ there will be talent┻ But teams will not live and die by their draft standing┻ Center Nolan Patrick of the W(L╆s Brandon Wheat Kings comes into the season in the pole po┽sition┻ (e╆s got N(L bloodlines ゅdad Steve┹ 
WHO WILL BE 

THIS YEAR’S BIG FREE AGENT?

NO. 

3

IS THIS A 

TANK-WORTHY YEAR?

NO. 

2

BRENT
BURNS

BLAKE
WHEELER uncle Jamesょ and plays well in all three zones┸ though no particular skill stands out┻ (e╆s a late birthday┸ so he will be なひ if he can jump straight to the N(L in にどなば┻ (e lit up the W(L last season┸ but he is now recovering from off┽season surgery┸ which caused him to miss Canada╆s World Junior Championship camp in the summer┻ After Pat┽rick┸ there are intriguing players such as Maxime Comtois┸ Kristian Vesalainen┸ Klim Kostin and Eeli Tolvanen┻ Do any of them have the capacity to shoot up the rankings┸ as Patrik Laine did last season╂ For sure┻ But since the hockey world has been criticized for using the word ╉genera┽tional╊ to describe McDavid┸ Eichel and Mat┽thews┸ we╆ll lay off the term┻
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BUZZ

AND WHO IS THE 

TOP COACHING 
PROSPECT AVAILABLE?The crown still belongs to Tra┽vis Green┸ current bench boss with A(L Utica┻ There╆s internal pressure in Vancouver to suc┽ceed┸ so if the Canucks face┽plant early and decide to ditch Willie Desjardins┸ Green becomes the obvious and tremendously con┽venient successor┻ Other N(L teams have already kicked tires on the former N(Ler┸ including Anaheim ‒ the Ducks went with Randy Carlyle instead ‒ but ex┽pect Green to get serious consid┽eration once the axe falls some┽where┻ Another name to keep an eye on is David Quinn┻ (e quickly turned Boston University into a powerhouse and has pro experi┽ence behind the bench thanks to his time with A(L Lake Erie and as an assistant with the Colorado Avalanche in にどなに┽なぬ┻ )t╆s hard to leave the college atmosphere┸ but Dave (akstol has set up a nice template┸ going from North Dakota to the Philadelphia Fly┽ers last season┻
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WHAT HAPPENED TO THAT 

GOALIE EQUIPMENT 
CRACKDOWN?This was supposed to be the year goalies saw their padding leg┽in hopes of levelling the play┽theory┸ increasing scoringょ┻ But as Sportsnet╆s Mark Spector re┽ported in August┸ a few netmind┽ers were holding up the process by constantly changing their pa┽rameters for what they deemed to be safe sizes┻ And naturally┸ equipment manufacturers can╆t produce the gear if they don╆t have the size requirements┻ That means that introducing the new gear for this season has been dramatically put into question┸ and it╆s likely we won╆t see any changes until にどなば┽なぱ┻ After all┸ goalies don╆t want to be breaking in totally different equipment when regular season games are on and playoff spots are deter┽mined by just one or two points in the standings┻

NO. 

4

No doubt, the ‘Original 30’ are keeping an eye on their rosters already, figuring out how 
to best protect their assets when Las Vegas makes its picks at the expansion draft in the 
summer of 2017. Teams with two good goaltenders have the most to lose and that could 
result in a very interesting trade deadline as teams attempt to minimize the impact Las 
Vegas has on their rosters. Pittsburgh, for example, has Marc-Andre Fleury and Matt 
Murray – both of whom have helmed the Penguins to Cups. But Murray, 22, did it last 
season and comes with a brighter future than the 31-year-old veteran, so expect Fleury 
to be traded, since the veteran’s no-movement clause means he cannot be exposed in 
the expansion draft. Of course, that clause also means Fleury can’t be traded unless he 
grants permission, so things could get thorny in Pittsburgh.

Expect a lot of action in and around the trade deadline. Franchises gunning for the 
Cup or the draft lottery won’t be the only ones making moves. Pretty much every team 
will have to get its house in order, and that will lead to some deals that look strange on 
the surface but make sense on paper.

HOW WILL THE LAS VEGAS EXPANSION DRAFT 

AFFECT THE OTHER 30 TEAMS?

NO. 

6

)t╆s tempting to say Bruce Boudreau in Minnesota┸ but the Wild were already a playoff team and may even take a step back this season┻ )n┽stead┸ let╆s take a look at two teams in the Western Conference in need of a philosophical shake┽up┺ Calgary and Colorado┻The Flames nose┽dived last season┸ going from second┽round play┽off participant in にどなの to など points out of a post┽season spot altogeth┽greatlyょ┸ but possession was also a sore spot┻ Calgary hasn╆t been a good possession team in years┸ so new bench boss Glen Gulutzan has his work cut out for him┻ The talent is there┸ from Mark Giordano and T┻J┻ Brodie to Sean Monahan and Johnny Gaudreau ‒ it╆s the execution that needs work┻ )f Gulutzan can improve how the Flames hold onto the puck┸ Calgary will get back to the playoffs┻A similar problem exists in Colorado┸ where Patrick Roy╆s Ava┽lanche seemed allergic to the puck┻ New coach Jared Bednar is com┽ing off an A(L championship campaign with Lake Erie that saw the against (ershey┻ )f Bednar can harness the powers of Matt Duchene┸ Nathan MacKinnon and Tyson Barrie┸ Colorado all of a sudden doesn╆t look so hopeless┻ The playoffs might be a stretch┸ but at least they╆d be on the right track┻

WHICH NEW COACH WILL 

MAKE THE BIGGEST IMPACT?

NO. 

5

CORY
SCHNEIDER

MARC-ANDRE
FLEURY

TRAVIS
GREEN
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The short-term implications were obvious before the tournament 
started, with players such as Jamie Benn, Duncan Keith and 
Robin Lehner bowing out while they continued to recover from 
injuries in the of-season. Given that Benn and Keith will be chas-
ing the Cup and Lehner will be attempting to establish himself as 
a legitimate No. 1 goalie in Bufalo, it’s not surprising NHL goals 
outweighed the call of country when risk was involved. Because 
it does smart when a team loses a player who wasn’t even 
wearing their colors at the time. It happened to the New York 
Islanders when John Tavares was felled by a knee injury at the 
2014 Olympics. Canada still won gold without him, but the 
Islanders lost their captain for the remainder of the NHL 
season. That was also the only time in the past four 
seasons the Isles missed the playofs.

WHAT IMPACT WILL THE 

WORLD CUP HAVE ON HOCKEY?

NO. 

8

N(L commissioner Gary Bettman has been very cagey when it comes to participation in the next two Winter Games┸ to be held in South Korea in にどなぱ and China in にどにに┻ With the )nternational Olympic Committee refusing to pay costs for in┽surance and transportation ゅamong other thingsょ for N(L players┸ the motivation to upset a regular season lessens as time goes on┻ The Olympics have not grown the game since N(Lers began partici┽pating in なひひぱ ゅunless Japan and )taly are hiding a bunch of players somewhereょ┸ and the time zone difference is a nightmare for broadcasting purpos┽es┻ )f this summer╆s World Cup leaves a good im┽pression with fans┸ players and organizers┸ the )OC 

…AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR 

OLYMPICS PARTICIPATION?

NO. 

9

WHAT LEVELS OF 

FIGHTING 
WILL WE SEE THIS SEASON?Expect another slight decline followed by an uptick in にどなば┽なぱ ゅsee pg┻ はねょ┻ Not only are fewer enforcers keeping their jobs but others in the workforce are moving on to positions with brighter futures┻ )n Washington┸ for example┸ the Capitals want to see Tom Wilson as more of a net┽front presence┸ where he can score the tough goals┻ (e did it in junior┸ but he was relegated to fourth┽line minutes when he was rushed to the N(L┻ According ぬねね tilts in な┸にぬど regular sea┽son games last season┸ the same number as にどなね┽なの┻ But that plateau merely stopped a three┽year downtrend┸ and there╆s no reason to think the number will increase just yet┻ 

NO. 

10

TOM
WILSON

The grind of a long season will also be something to watch. 
Sidney Crosby is coming of a Conn Smythe Trophy run in 
Pittsburgh, and with World Cup duty, he had a very short sum-
mer. Crosby prepared himself (it’s not like the World Cup was a 
surprise), but it will be interesting to see how efective he and 
Russia’s Evgeni Malkin will be as the 2016-17 season drags on. 
What if the Penguins have to battle to the wire for a playof 
spot again before attempting another deep run? Luckily for all 
involved, there will be a longer break for all 30 teams this sea-
son. The NHL has popped in a mandatory five-day rest period 

to make up for a schedule slightly compressed by  
the World Cup. Teams cannot practise during the  

break, which will occur in either January or  
February, depending on the team.
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SIDNEY
CROSBY
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THE INSTIGATOR BY CHARLIE TELJEUR

THN’S 
PICKS

Who’s taking home the 2017 NHL awards?  
No need to wait, we already know…probably

THN  
BOOK  

REVIEW
THE RED KELLY STORY
$29.95, ECW Press, 384 pgs, 6" x 9", hardcover

It’s hard to believe it took 50 years after his final game for Leonard ‘Red’ 
Kelly to get his own book. He played 20 years in the NHL and was the first 
winner of the Norris Trophy yet was so ofensively gifted he spent the latter 
half of his career playing forward. He was an integral part of eight Stanley 
Cup teams. He served in parliament and pushed for the re-design of the 
Canadian flag while he played for the Maple Leafs. The Red Kelly Story, out 
in October, gives the eight-time NHL all-star the attention he deserves.

The 384-page book, written by Kelly with L. Waxy Gregoire and David M. 
Dupuis, goes in-depth about Kelly’s playing career, two years in parliament 
and a decade as an NHL coach. Written in third person, it digs up historical 
accounts of Kelly’s best games. It also details his marriage to figure skating 
champion Andra McLaughlin, his Cup-winning seasons, his travels and the 
low points of his life. Now 89, Kelly tells a tale worth reading. – SAL BARRY
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HART TROPHY
1 Sidney Crosby, PIT
2 Jamie Benn, DAL
3 Connor McDavid, EDM

ART ROSS 
TROPHY
1 Connor McDavid, EDM
2 Jamie Benn, DAL
3 Sidney Crosby, PIT

NORRIS TROPHY
1 Erik Karlsson, OTT
2 Victor Hedman, TB
3 Brent Burns, SJ

VEZINA TROPHY
1 Carey Price, MTL
2 Braden Holtby, WSH
3 Martin Jones, SJ

ROCKET RICHARD 
TROPHY
1 Alex Ovechkin, WSH
2 Steven Stamkos, TB
3 Jamie Benn, DAL

JACK ADAMS 
AWARD
1 Bill Peters, CAR
2 Jon Cooper, TB
3 Mike Sullivan, PIT

CALDER TROPHY
1 Auston Matthews, TOR
2 Patrik Laine, WPG
3 Mikko Rantanen, COL
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Aww yeah, that’s the stuf. We all knew Winnipeg 
had to be the Jets when the Thrashers moved from 
Atlanta, but the jersey wasn’t a throwback. While the 
new uniforms are fine, bringing back the old logo for 
this season’s Heritage Classic was a perfect move by 
the Jets, who will host the Edmonton Oilers at Inves-
tors Group Field, home of the CFL’s Blue Bombers.
Teemu Selanne is already on board with the throw-
backs (and he’ll look pretty good in one at the alumni 
game), and why shouldn’t he be? Those are sweet 
colors, and the whole look manages to capture the 
old logo while making it pop with the details around 
it. I don’t think I’ve ever seen a commemorative patch 
(right shoulder) fit so well on a jersey before.

– RYAN KENNEDY

JERSEY HOUND
WINNIPEG JETS  |  2016-17
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EXOTIC IMPORTS
Several NHL teams brought obscure names over from Europe this o�-season.  
Who are these guys? Could the next Artemi Panarin be among the new arrivals?

Marc Crawford had only one main-
stream trading card issued during his 

176-game NHL career, spent entirely with 
the Vancouver Canucks. But what a card it was. Made 
by O-Pee-Chee in 1982-83, it features the future NHL 
coach with blood running down his neck. It’s one of the 
very few times blood has been shown on a hockey card. 
Crawford’s cut was the result of getting slugged by Clark 
Gillies in Game 2 of the 1982 Stanley Cup final against 
the New York Islanders. Gillies received a two-minute 
roughing minor, while Crawford got a memorable 
hockey card. – Sal Barry of PuckJunk.com

IN  
THE  

CARDS

> GUY BOUCHER last coached in 
the NHL in 2012-13. He returns after 
three seasons in the Swiss League to 

helm the Senators. Expect a cerebral 
approach from a man with a Master’s 
degree in sports psychology. 

> ALEXANDER RADULOV arrives 
in Montreal as a low-risk, high-gain 
signing. If his maturity problems are 
indeed behind him, does he score like 
he did in the KHL?

> Will ADAM VAY become 
the first Hungarian to make 
the NHL? He blew the Wild 
away with his performance
in net at the 2016 worlds.

> DANIEL PRIBYL lit up the 
Czech League last season 
and hopes to crack Calgary’s 
lineup. Are expectations 
too high too soon? 

“Not a real guy. 

You clearly made 

that name up.”

“Oh yeah. The guy from 

that thing.”

> Does NIKITA ZAITSEV become an 
immediate starter on Toronto’s blueline? 
He drew rave reviews from ex-NHLers in 
the KHL, such as Ryan Whitney.

> Czech League stalwart MICHAL 
KEMPNY flourished in his KHL debut last 
year and gets another bump in competi-
tion with the NHL’s Blackhawks. For a 
preview, watch him at the World Cup 
with the Czech Republic.

“Who the heck is he?”

DANIEL
PRIBYL

NIKITA
ZAITSEV

MICHAL
KEMPNY

ALEXANDER
RADULOV
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PEARLE NERENBERG’S work as a sports dietician has seen her lend a hand to athletes in the N(L┸ CW(L┸ NCAA and major junior┸ but she╆s about to embark on one of her biggest undertak┽ings yet as co┽founder of the (ockey Nutrition Network┻The (NN┸ the brainchild of Nerenberg and Denis Collier┸ of┽)t╆s the result of four years of de┽signing and building a resource that will help deliver the best sports nutrition information from top dieticians┸ nutritionists and researchers to the hockey community as a whole┻ ╉They╆re missing resources to properly educate their hockey players on sports nutrition┸╊ Nerenberg a way to address that┻ There╆s nothing like it worldwide┻╊The most common questions directed at Nerenberg revolve around the perfect pre┽game meals and product inquiries┸ which see players ask about the ┽tein supplements┸ for example┻ That╆s something the (NN will address┸ Nerenberg said┸ but its real mission is to break down the barriers between dieticians and the hockey community┸ some┽thing Nerenberg discovered has less to do with their interest in learning about proper nutrition┻ ╉Just about などど percent of peo┽ple said the biggest barrier was not having the budget to hire a sports dietician┸╊ Nerenberg said┻ ╉That╆s the reason why they don╆t have professional nutrition advice for the hockey player or hockey team┻╊Delivering the information to the community will come 

through video lessons┸ which are going to be the focus of the (NN during its inaugural year┻ The videos will touch on a number of subjects┸ with the community╆s input as well as the dietician╆s expertise taken into consider┽ation when creating new con┽tent┻ )t╆s not going to be tough for the community to make time for some nutrition information┸ either┻ ╉The formula is to pare down the videos to less than など minutes┸ so you could feasibly watch them in the locker room┼or in the car┸╊ Nerenberg said┻ ╉)t╆s something we╆re trying to make bite┽sized so the time┽

pressed people can get the infor┽mation they need┻╊Also available will be video sessions and live chats┸ touching on subjects such as how to pre┽pare properly for tryouts┻ Neren┽berg said the (NN will also strive to deliver information in ways that makes it easy to understand for players at all levels┻ ╉My hope is that it╆s such great content that this sooner and want all their hockey teams┸ association and region to be seeing these videos to be up to date on sports nutri┽tion┸╊ Nerenberg said┻ 

BY JARED CLINTON

FOOD FOR 

THOUGHT

THE BIGGEST 
BARRIER IS NOT 

HAVING A BUDGET 
TO HIRE A SPORTS 

DIETICIAN
– Pearle Nerenberg, co-founder of HNN

Plate pedagogy goes online as the Hockey Nutrition Network 
gives young players digestible information in bite-sized videos

Nerenberg 
wants to reach 
busy players 
with short 
attention spans 
using quick 
nutritional 
videos they can 
easily watch in 
dressing rooms.
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PEAK WITH

PANCAKES
A strong, balanced breakfast can set 
the foundation for peak performance, 
and Jorie Janzen’s high-protein pan-
cakes are a surefire way to get your 
day started right. Janzen, the director 
of sports dietetics for Canadian Sport 
Centre Manitoba, said the recipe 
could be much more than breakfast, 
though. The pancakes also make for a 
great post-game or workout recovery 
snack without using flour or sugar. 
“What makes this recipe so beneficial 
to athletes is the macronutrient 
content,” Janzen said. “Carbs are the 
necessary energizers for performance, 
but protein is also needed to build 
and repair and fat helps (an athlete) 
stay full longer. This recipe has it all.” 

– JARED CLINTON

HIGH-PROTEIN 
PANCAKES
INGREDIENTS

1/2 cup (125 ml) uncooked oats
1/2 cup (125 ml) egg whites
1/2 cup (125 ml) low fat 
cottage cheese
2 tbsp. (30 ml) almond butter
1 tbsp. (15 ml) ground cinnamon
1 tsp. (5 ml) vanilla extract

PREPARATION

Place all ingredients in blender. 
Blend for one minute, or until 
ingredients are combined. Lightly 
coat non-stick skillet with cooking 
spray. At medium heat, pour batter 
into skillet in 1/4 cup portions 
and cook until bubbles form and 
pancake dries around edges. Flip 
and repeat until cooked.

Favorite road city: “California is always 
fun when you go out with the boys. 
You get to go to L.A. and San Jose, you 
stay on the beach – that’s definitely a 
frontrunner.”

Advice for 13-year-old self: “When the 
timing is right, you got to give it your all. 
Getting into the league as such a young 
player, I realized that when you have 
your chance you have to make the most 
of it. You play under-17s, everyone’s 
watching. Then you go to an under-18 
tournament and all the scouts are there. 
You can’t take one of because you can 
get your name crossed of pretty quick. 
So go out and give it your all. You can’t 
take any games of, because it could 
come back to bite you.”

First big purchase: “A Jeep SRT. That 
was pretty cool, buying my own car.”

– WITH RYAN KENNEDY

WITH WASHINGTON CAPITALS RIGHT WINGER TOM WILSON

FUEL

> Place two pucks inside 
blueline on opposite sides. On 
whistle, coach points at puck to 
play. Player on that side is on 
ofense, other player is on ‘D’

> Play 1-on-1 until second 
whistle, then reverse: ofensive 
player on defense and vice versa

KEY TEACHING POINTS
+ Gap control on defense
+ Stick on puck, body on body
+ Ofensive player gets to the 
puck quickly and attacks with 
speed, protecting the puck

RECIPROCATING 1-ON-1 BATTLES
Refine your heads-up game with this drill that pits player against player

CHALK TALK

SEE A VIDEO OF THIS WORKOUT ON THE SAMSUNG DRILL HUB AT HOCKEYCANADA.CA

Welcome to the NHL moment: “My first 
NHL game was in the playofs. I got 
called up from junior to Hershey, then 
called up from Hershey to Washington. 
I was in the coach’s oice, and they 
told me you’re playing tomorrow night 
against New York for Game 5 (in 2013). 
Before the game I was standing in the 
hallway and a couple guys said ‘Hey, it’s 
the same sport, don’t overthink it.’ You 
could hear the crowd from the tunnel, it 
was a pretty crazy experience.”

Favorite player growing up: “I was a 
Leafs fan when I was really young, so 
a guy like Mats Sundin…I had a Darcy 
Tucker jersey. Steve Yzerman, too.”

Best thing about being an NHLer: “Com-
ing to the rink every day and being with 
the guys. It’s so fun in Washington. Last 
year, we were winning and it’s a great 
group of guys, so it’s a blast.”

RAPID 
FIRE
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I was coming of four seasons with 
the Florida Panthers. We only made 
the playofs once in that time, so no 
one was really noticing you on a daily 
basis. Now a free agent, I felt I had 
to prove myself all over again. It’s 
like being at your first NHL training 
camp after being drafted. You have 
to be healthy, determined and, really, 
you have to go in there and take 
somebody’s job.

I spoke to St. Louis coach Ken Hitch-
cock a few times before camp, and he 
thought I’d be the perfect candidate to 
push some guys. Scott Gomez was in a 
similar spot. We were good teammates 
and both earned contracts of our 
tryouts. In a situation like this, you have 
to fit into what their plans are. You 
have to be a good pro, a good team-
mate. Young kids need guys to look up 
to, help teach them what it’s like to live 
on your own, and that’s something I’ve 
done in recent years.

Florida had some young kids, and 
in St. Louis we have Robby Fabbri, Joel 
Edmundson and Colton Parayko. It’s 
a part of my career that I’ll look back 
on, and I feel pretty proud about how I 
approached it. 

All summer, people were asking 
me, “Where are you going to play? 
Are you going to go to Europe?” But I 
knew I was still an NHLer with lots to 
ofer. I could still skate and play the 
high-paced game. It was kind of huge. 
We ended up having a great season 
and beat the rival Blackhawks in the 
playofs.

Chicago was a war. They had 
definitely gotten the best of us in 
recent years. This was one of the best 
series I’ve ever played in. There were 
lead changes every game, big saves 
and hits, amazing goals by both teams. 
It was fun. Going to battle with your 
boys like that is a good time. And now 
I’ve signed on for another season with 
the Blues.

– WITH RYAN KENNEDY

WHAT IT’S
LIKE...

…to earn a contract o� a tryout

TELLS US

SCOTTIE UPSHALL

1
1

G

C
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SLICK PUCKHANDLING BEER-LEAGUE BLISS

WHILE THE WORLD Cup of (ockey jerseys have been out there for a long time┸ Adidas has followed that up with a whole line of apparel related to the best┽on┽best tournament┻ And some of the gear is pretty sweet┻ Since it is hockey season┸ cold┽weather items such as tuques and hoodies are included┻ Sweden and Finland╆s tuques are particularly nice┸ while the big logos used on the hooded sweatshirts really pop┸ most effectively for the Czech Republic ゅthough all of them are goodょ┻ On the other end of the spectrum┸ you can even get baby jerseys in the World Cup style┻ Get those allegiances going early┻ (www.adidas.com) – RYAN KENNEDY

HEAD GOODIES AND HOODIES

IT’S HARD TO beat the star power packed into CCM╆s new training app┻ Pop it open and get greeted by Sidney Crosby┸ Connor McDavid┸ John Tavares and Matt Duchene before set┽ting out to improve your stickwork┻ The off┽ice drills are taught by skills coach and former N(Ler Lance Pitlick in a clear and easy┽to┽follow manner┻ The app also times all your reps as you follow Pitlick╆s instruc┽tion┻ For players of any age who want to get better┸ this app presents a ton of drills┸ plus some fun bonus moves ゅlike how to get the puck on your stick for lacrosse┽style goalsょ┻
(ccmhockey.com) – RYAN KENNEDY

SHOOT FOR THE STARS
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EVER TRIED JUGGLING ぬど pucks╂ The Trans┽puckter is a better option┻ The idea behind the puck holder emerged from problems arising in an older model that╆s been on the market for なな years┻ ╉Most players┸ including myself┸ would struggle while inserting or removing because of the upper lip┸╊ said Mike Lalonde┸ president┽founder of Transpuckter┻com┻The modern Transpuckter has an ergo┽nomic handle at the center┻ With six slots┸ ┽lows users to carry up to ぬど pucks or six wa┽ter bottles at a time┻ Made of polypropylene plastic┸ it is durable and light┸ weighing less than three pounds┻ The six integrated skids underneath allow for easy gliding on ice┻ ゅtranspuckter.com) – JIMMY HUYNH

BENCHAPP MAKES managing your rec┽league team a breeze┻ The app┸ originally called Beer┽Streak┸ launched in にどなぬ as a way to keep track of how many beers your teammates drank┻ Since then┸ creator Jon Marus added many more features to BenchApp┸ which is now used by more than のぱ┸どどど players┻ Captains can set lines┸ post schedules┸ input sends automatic game reminders┸ and play┽ers can check in or out of upcoming games┻ )t even keeps track of whose turn it is to bring the beer┻ BenchApp is compatible with all smartphones┸ tablets and computers┻ The free version is ad supported┸ while the Pro version ゅｕひ monthlyょ includes check┽in and team mes┽saging via text messages and photo sharing┻ 
(benchapp.com) – SAL BARRY
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SIDNEY CROSBY AND Alex Ovech┽kin have used True (ockey sticks for years┸ whether they know it or not┻ The company manufac┽tured sticks for other companies┸ including CCM┽Reebok┻ Starting in にどなね┸ however┸ True decided to enter the equipment realm under its own banner┸ and now word is catching┻ The company╆s origins actu┽ally stretch back more than などど years┸ when its focus was on steel gardening tools and other outdoor products┻ That led to the creation of a revolutionary steel golf club shaft┸ and for ばの years since┸ True Temper dominated products for companies such as 

Calloway and TaylorMade┻ Bike frames┸ lacrosse gear and other products followed┸ and in にどどど the company expanded into hockey┻ Engineering and manu┽facturing remained a strong suit┻ ╉We were designing and devel┽oping┸╊ said marketing and busi┽ness development manager Dave McNally┸ ╉and then selling it back to the industry┻╊Now True is building its own following┻McNally believes the consis┽tency in its production will help with durability ‒ which has been a big issue with sticks since the composite revolution┻ ╉)t all you are in your manufacturing 

BY RYAN KENNEDY

ENGINEERED

TO PERFECTION

True’s engineering allows for 
remarkable customization in 
its equipment. The Coyotes’ 

Chychrun is impressed with the 
company’s hockey o�erings.

True used to build equipment for other brands. Now it’s cutting 
out the middle man and flourishing with cutting-edge products

process┸╊ McNally said┻ ╉We can build など sticks or など┸どどど┸ and they╆re all identical┻╊True╆s sticks that is intriguing┺ the A Series is geared towards shooters┸ offering strength┸ bal┽ance and power in the twig┸ while the XCore line is mar┽keted to playmakers┸ who tend to prefer accuracy┸ control and feel┻ Even the blades are differ┽ent┸ with pucks coming off the XCore cleaner and off the A Se┽ries harder┻Along with sticks┸ True has ventured into gloves┸ and once again┸ there╆s an interesting angle ‒ this time┸ a replaceable palm┻ Arizona Coyotes にどなは has used the company╆s sticks and gloves┸ and he loves the in┽novation┸ particularly on the glove side┻ ╉)t╆s really cool┸╊ Chy┽chrun said┻ ╉) always hated new gloves┸ and the only reason )╆d get new ones is when the palm would break┻╊Using a system involving Vel┽cro and carefully placed zippers┸ the Z Palm gloves can have their palms swapped out in about ぬど 

seconds per hand┻ Not only will the gloves live on well after the original palms have worn out┸ ┽thin ゅhow most N(Lers prefer itょ┸ grippy and standard ゅa little of everythingょ┻ This sort of cus┽tomization extends to colors┸ too┻Now┸ the mission is getting players on board┻ True (ockey now has a license with the N(L and C(L┸ so it can recruit the best and brightest┻ Chychrun is a big fan┸ and he╆s the sort of player True wants┸ one that un┽derstands the vision┻ ╉) like the company in general┸╊ he said┻ ╉) went to their headquarters in Memphis┸ and from the bottom up┸ it╆s very well run┻ They╆re se┽rious about the hockey market┻╊The company wants to devel┽op a small group of players who support True┸ not just chase as many endorsements as possible ‒ something Chychrun appreci┽ates┻ (ow quickly can they fos┽ter that elite community╂ That will depend on the product┻ But based on the company╆s pedi┽gree┸ we know they have engi┽neering on their side┻ G
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EQUIPPED
The NHL’s most colorful personality isn’t 

afraid to change it up: he’ll even swap 

sticks in the middle of a game

BY P.K. SUBBAN

GOODS | GEAR | LIFE

HELMET

CCM FITLITE 3DS 
“Last year I used the CCM helmet, 
but for the majority of my career I 
used Easton. The CCM helmet and 
the Easton helmet are the most 
comfortable. They are the two best 
helmets out there from a protective 
standpoint.”

SHIN PADS

CCM ULTRA TACKS
“CCM’s under equipment is really good. I’ve 
never really tried anybody else’s. The shin 
pads hold up to shot blocks big time.”

SKATES

CCM 50K
“I’ve been CCM my whole life, all the way 
since I used CCM Tacks growing up. 652s, 
752s, 852s, 952s, 1052s, 1152s. Myself and 
Sidney Crosby have very similar ‘quarter 
package,’ which is the make of the boot. 
We’re the only two guys in the league, I think, 
that they allow to use that. We have very 
similar skates. I’ve got wide feet.”

GLOVES

CCM 4-ROLL 
PRO (CUSTOM)

“You’ve got to be  
careful. You don’t want 
to get hit in the hand 
with the puck. You 
could break your hand. 
You have to have pro-
tection. I try to switch 
them up as soon as they 
start to get sloppy. I like 
them snug.”

ELBOW PADS

CCM ULTRA TACKS
“I wear them very tight. One thing I hate is 
when they slide down. I wear the top strap 
loose but the bottom one really tight. If they 
slide down and I fall, I can hurt my elbow. 
That happened before when I was younger.”
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SHOULDER PADS

CCM ULTRA TACKS 
“CCM. I don’t like to switch my 
equipment too often, but I want to 
be protected. My stuf wears down 
a lot, so then I have to switch it out. 
I used to be a big Jofa guy, I wore 
Jofa everything. But now it’s CCM 
everything.”

STICK

CCM SUPER TACKS / 
EASTON STEALTH S19 

“I’ve always been an Easton guy. I’ve always 
liked their sticks, but now I’ve tried CCM, so 
now I’m swapping between them both. I like 
them both. But CCM and Easton, man, that’s 
the way to go. I always think you have to try 
diferent things to see if you can improve.”



SUITED
There’s a reason Subban is one of the league’s 

most stylish men: he knows what he likes 

and, from cut to comfort, every detail 

must be just right. 

BY P.K. SUBBAN

GOODS | GEAR | LIFE

SHOES

 “In everything I wear, I try to find a touch that 
nobody else has. So with my shoes, I like them 
to have a twist that nobody has seen before. 
And I don’t care how nice they are, they’ve got 
to be comfortable.”

SOCKS

“They’ve got to be funky. The time 
of plain black or brown socks is 
over. You’ve got to have some 
patterns in there. You’ve got to have 
something, some color, something 
that pops.”

BELT

“I’m not too picky on 
the belt, but it’s got 
to match the shoes. 
That’s important.”
Leather reversible belt 
$69.90

TIE

“Double Windsor. As long as it’s a double 
Windsor, it’s worn.”

 Cobalt blue skinny silk tie, $69.90

CUFFLINKS

“I like just cu�inks in 
general. If they’re plain, 
if they’re cool or if they 
have something that’s 
kind of crazy about 
them, that’s great, but 
every shirt needs to 
have cu�inks.”
Gunmetal culinks 
$45.90

SUIT

“It’s all about the fit. It doesn’t matter what color 
the suit is or what patterns it has. It could be the 
ugliest suit in the world, but if it’s the right fit, it’ll 
look good. I’m telling you, it will look good. Ninety-
nine percent of the time, if it’s the right fit, the suit 
will look good.”

Pinstripe double breasted blazer, $329.00
Pinstripe pant, $169.00

POCKET SQUARE

“It’s always got to be half an inch outside 
the pocket. Sometimes people like to throw 
the triangle in there, but no. I’m always half 
an inch out, straight line. Sometimes you sit 
down and it moves and shifts, but for photos, 
boom, half an inch.”

Navy geo pattern pocket square, $39.90

SHIRT

“French cuf. The odd time I don’t 
have a French cuf and it’s actually 
kind of cool, because you don’t 
have to put cu�inks in. But if 
I’m looking for all-around style, 
for me, in the back of my mind, I 
know it’s got to be French cuf.”

French cu� shirt, $99.90

HAT

“I always say, with the 
hat, you’ve got to feel 
out the occasion, you 
know? Sometimes a 
hat’s OK, sometimes 
it’s not OK.”
Panama woven hat, 
$59.90
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BUZZ
 MARC-ANDRE FLEURY 

PITTSBURGH
PENGUINS
WHAT THEY DID: They lost Ben 
Lovejoy and Beau Bennett but 
were able to re-sign free agents 
Matt Cullen and Justin Schultz. 
That’s pretty much it.

WHAT THEY DIDN’T DO: 
Despite rumors about moving 
a goaltender, the Penguins look 
like they’ll head into the 2016-17 
season with Marc-Andre Fleury 
and rookie Matt Murray sharing 
the crease.

THE VERDICT: Still, there’s time 
to resolve that issue. A more 
pressing concern may be the 
salary cap. The Penguins are out 
of room and will have to find a 
way to trim something before 
the season starts. For some 
teams, that would be a major 
strike against their of-season 
strategy. But when you’re still 
recovering from your cham-
pagne hangover, I suppose we 
can let some things slide.

Standing pat doesn’t always mean stagnation. 
In a lot of cases, it can mean sitting pretty

DOWN  
GOES  

BROWN

BY SEAN MCINDOE

AN NHL OFF-SEASON can be a funny thing┻ For some teams┸ it represents an opportunity to blow every┽thing up real good┸ hitting the reset button entirely or at the very least radically changing direction┻ For others┸ it╆s a chance to double down on what╆s al┽a true contender┻ )n either case┸ blockbuster trades can be made┸ big┽name free agents can be lured┸ and coaches and GMs can be replaced┻ Things are really happening┻And then there are the teams that decide to skip all of that and largely sit out the off┽season┻ They tin┽ker a bit┸ re┽signing a guy here and making a minor move there┸ but for the most part they decide to pass on doing anything especially newsworthy┻And let╆s be honest┺ while that approach may not be all that exciting┸ it can absolutely turn out to be the right one┻ Sometimes┸ it really is better to leave the bat on your shoulder┻ But only sometimes┻ ┽proach will end up being the correct move┻

NO. 

5

PHILADELPHIA 
FLYERS
WHAT THEY DID: They re-signed Brayden Schenn and Radko 
Gudas and bought out R.J. Umberger, but their only significant 
addition was Dale Weise.

WHAT THEY DIDN’T DO: Anything crazy, like spending eight 
figures on a washed up free agent, or dropping a massive ofer 
sheet on another team’s franchise player, or trading two of their 
best players so they could sign a certifiably crazy goaltender.

THE VERDICT: OK, granted, the Flyers have tried all that stuf 
in the past and it never really worked out. Still, we’ve come to 
count on the franchise to provide some of-season fireworks, 
and they’ve let us down the past few years. That time period, of 
course, coincides with Ron Hextall’s stint as GM, and it certainly 
seems like the man who was once considered the biggest loose 
cannon in hockey has evolved into a decidedly patient GM.

So is that good? Considering where the Flyers are right now, it 
probably is. Despite making the playofs last year, the Flyers are 
still in build mode. That won’t last forever, and there’s going to 
come a time when Hextall will have to get aggressive. Some have 
made the case that the time is already here, but I think the Flyers 
still have one more season to work with.

NO. 

4
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AND WHAT IT ALL MEANS
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WASHINGTON
CAPITALS
WHAT THEY DID: They swung a trade with Montreal for 
Lars Eller.

WHAT THEY DIDN’T DO: Pretty much anything else, with 
the exception of some very minor tinkering. 

THE VERDICT: When you run away with the Presidents’ Tro-
phy, it’s fair to say you don’t head into the of-season with 
a long list of holes in the lineup. Still, that hasn’t prevented 
other teams from overreacting to a disappointing playof 
performance by making big changes. That list includes 
previous Alex Ovechkin-led Capitals teams like the 2009-10 
squad that racked up 121 points by playing high-flying 
hockey and then decided it all had to change.

There was no such panic in Washington this time around, 
despite the sting of last year’s second-round exit to Pitts-
burgh. That seems like the right call.

NO. 

3

WINNIPEG
JETS
WHAT THEY DID: Apart from re-signing Mark 
Scheifele and Mathieu Perreault, the biggest 
move was taking Patrik Laine with the second 
overall pick in the draft.

WHAT THEY DIDN’T DO: They didn’t make 
any trades or sign any big-name free agents 
(although Shawn Matthias will help). They also 
haven’t found a deal with Jacob Trouba yet. 
That’s taking longer than expected, but after 
some early summer rumors, fears of an ofer 
sheet have dissipated.

THE VERDICT: This is a tough one. On the 
one hand, the Jets are coming of a season in 
which they missed the playofs by nine points 
while finishing last in the toughest division in 
hockey. While some of the teams ahead of them 
have been making big moves, the Jets seem 
to have lapsed back into the stand-pat mode 
that marked the first few years of GM Kevin 
Cheveldayof’s tenure. How are they going to 
make the playofs in the Central without making 
any changes?

But then you look through a young roster 
and deep prospect pipeline, and the conserva-
tive approach starts to make at least a little 
sense. The Jets are young enough that they 
really should improve on their own, and that’s 
especially true if a full season of Connor Hel-
lebuyck provides a big boost in the crease.

So let’s say the Jets’ quiet summer gets a 
pass – for now. But if they get out to a slow start 
in the fall, it may be time to get more aggressive 
before yet another season slips away.

LOS ANGELES
KINGS
WHAT THEY DID: They watched Milan Lucic 
head to Edmonton, replacing him (kind of) 
with Teddy Purcell. Luke Schenn, Vincent 
Lecavalier and Kris Versteeg also departed. 
Oh, and they stripped Dustin Brown of his 
captaincy.

WHAT THEY DIDN’T DO: While the Kings 
don’t have any glaring holes, it became 
apparent last year that blueline depth 
was a question mark, especially after Alec 
Martinez went down. With apologies to Tom 
Gilbert, it still is.

THE VERDICT: On the surface, this seems 
like an example of a good team not needing 
to do too much. After all, the Kings have 
won two of the past five Cups. But they’ve 
also won just a single playof game the past 
two seasons, and while the roster is still very 
good, it’s an aging one that doesn’t have 
much in the way of young reinforcements on 
the way. Ideally, you might think the Kings 
would be loading up to make the most of 
one or two more runs with their champion-
ship core, but their ugly cap situation just 
won’t let them. A quiet summer may have 
been inevitable, but that doesn’t mean it 
can’t also be disappointing.

IT SEEMS RON 
HEXTALL, THE MAN 
ONCE CONSIDERED 
THE BIGGEST LOOSE 
CANNON IN HOCKEY, 
HAS EVOLVED INTO 

A PATIENT GM

ALEX OVECHKIN 
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 ALEC MARTINEZ 

NO. 

2

 JACOB TROUBA 

NO. 

1
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LOS ANGELES
KINGS

POINTS: 101.7
Lost luster over past two seasons, but still 
an elite team. Beasts at possession. Top-
end talent great, but depth has taken a hit.

3
MONTREAL
CANADIENS

POINTS: 97.7
Radulov has first-line potential, and 
Weber is still a very good player (but he 
ain’t Subban). Oh, and Price is back.

10
ANAHEIM
DUCKS

POINTS: 91.6
Defense is top notch. A lot of trouble at 
forward outside Getzlaf, Perry and Kesler. 
Gibson hasn’t proven anything in net yet.

17

SAN JOSE
SHARKS

POINTS: 103.8
Top-three forward and ‘D’ group are why 
they rank so high. Core aging but still very 
talented. Could contend for Cup again.

2
DALLAS
STARS

POINTS: 97.8
Second-best forwards in league, but worst 
goaltending. Losing Goligoski and Demers 
hurts unless Johns and Lindell are real deal.

9
DETROIT
RED WINGS

POINTS: 91.7
Have fallen to mediocrity. Possession 
sunk from strong to middling. No Datsyuk 
could be dagger to playof streak.

16

PITTSBURGH
PENGUINS

POINTS: 108.0
Lots of talent throughout the lineup that 
came alive under Mike Sullivan. Having 
three superstars doesn’t hurt, either.

1
FLORIDA
PANTHERS

POINTS: 98.4
A team poised for regression after a big 
year, but made some big moves in the 
of-season that should mitigate that.

8
PHILADELPHIA
FLYERS

POINTS: 91.9
Biggest strength is goaltending, which 
is rare for Flyers. Two star forwards, but 
bottom six isn’t great. Blueline is suspect.

15

WASHINGTON
CAPITALS

POINTS: 100.9
Best regular season team wasn’t best 
team in its division. That’ll be the case 
again. Expect regression from 120 points.

4
CHICAGO
BLACKHAWKS

POINTS: 97.0
No team afected more by salary cap. 
Depth has been depleted, so they’re not 
as elite as in past years, but still very good.

11
NEW YORK
RANGERS

POINTS: 90.4
Some good forwards and ‘The King,’ but 
defense overrated and lost Yandle, Boyle. 
Play has slipped the past couple years.

18

TAMPA BAY
LIGHTNING

POINTS: 100.3
Only team top-10 at every position. Well 
rounded with superstar talent and at 
every position. ‘D’ depth is a concern.

5
NASHVILLE
PREDATORS

POINTS: 96.3
Best ‘D’ in the league got better with 
Subban, but forwards are just average, 
and Rinne isn’t the goalie he once was.

12
CALGARY
FLAMES

POINTS: 90.0
Top three ‘D’ among NHL’s best. Young 
studs at forward, but poor depth. Elliott a 
huge add in net but may not be enough.

19

BOSTON
BRUINS

POINTS: 99.7
Underachieved the past two seasons. 
Bergeron, Marchand one of the best duos 
in the league. ‘D’ not as bad as perceived.

6
OTTAWA
SENATORS

POINTS: 90.0
Below average across the board. Karlsson 
excellent, but rest of ‘D’ severely lacking. 
Ditto for forwards in the bottom six.

20

ST. LOUIS
BLUES

POINTS: 99.7
Lost some good players over summer, but 
still a strong team. Few can match Pietran-
gelo, Shattenkirk, Parayko on back end.

7

MINNESOTA
WILD

POINTS: 94.9
Staal’s a nice add, and they should get a 
bump from new coach Boudreau. They’re 
a solid team, nothing more, nothing less.

13

WINNIPEG
JETS

POINTS: 89.1
One of best top sixes in league. Potential 
playof team if Hellebuyck starts in goal. 
Rookies Laine and Connor can help, too.

21
NEW YORK
ISLANDERS

POINTS: 94.0
Losing Okposo and Nielsen hurts, but 
Isles are still a decent playof bet. Defense 
is underrated and among the best in East.

14

BY DOMINIK LUSZCZYSZYN

Which teams grade out as the 
best bets for 2016-17 according 
to a point-predicting formula?

HIRINGS OF analytics experts N(L┽wide have robbed us of the best hockey stat┺ WAR┻ You might know the concept if you follow baseball┸ but there was a hockey version┸ too┸ until the creators ‒ war┽on┽ice┻com founders and A┻C┻ Thomas and Sam Ventura ‒ got hired by Minnesota and Pitts┽burgh┸ respectively┻ That left a void in the advanced stats world for those who wanted to know just how good a player was┻ ) created my own model for the cause┻ )t╆s not WAR┸ but it╆s ╅WAR Lite╆ while we await something more advanced┻ )ts goal was to measure single┽game productiv┽ity┸ but it has full┽season applica┽tions┸ as the best players gener┽ally have better games┻ )t╆s called Game Score┻ )t assigns weights to the most relevant stats ゅgoals┸ assists┸ shots┸ Corsi┸ goal differ┽ential┸ penalties┸ faceoffs┸ blocksょ based on how instrumental the stat is in creating goals┻Using Game Score┸ we created にどなは┽なば projections for all play┽ers based on how they played in their past three seasons ‒ the most recent seasons were weighted heavier ‒ and adjusted for age┻ For rookies┸ we convert┽ed point projections into Game Score┻ Plug those numbers into every team╆s projected starting lineup and you get an estimation of team strength┻ (ere╆s which teams the model loves and hates going into にどなは┽なば┻
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THE GAP BETWEEN teams is so tight in today╆s N(L that even elite franchises must constantly tinker to counter their rivals╆ summer upgrades┻ Yet the Stanley Cup cham┽pion Pittsburgh Penguins top our Game Score ratings on pg┻ にね despite leaving their roster almost untouched┻ Defenseman Ben Lovejoy left for New Jersey as a free agent and┼that╆s it┻ Left winger Garrett Wilson was the Penguins╆ top addition┻ So why is our outlook for them so sunny╂For starters┸ Sidney Crosby was the best player in the world from January on last season┻ Blueliner Kris Letang can domi┽nate games on his own┻ Ev┽geni Malkin is still a borderline superstar when healthy┻ But there╆s more to it than that┻ The Penguins look like a powerhouse again for にどなは┽なば because they peaked so late┻ They may not even be their best selves yet┻The Penguins skulked around the playoff perimeter in mid┽De┽Mike Johnston and replaced him with Mike Sullivan from A(L Wilkes┽Barre【Scranton┻ Per war┽

on┽ice┻com┸ Pittsburgh ranked にどth in の┽on┽の score┽adjusted Corsi Dec┻ なに when Sullivan took over┻ After that┸ only the Los An┽geles Kings ranked higher┻ Crosby┸ who had a miserable start to the season┸ went off for はは points in のに games under Sul┽livan┸ who changed the way this team played┸ focusing on north┽south puck movement and quick stretch passes┻ GM Jim Ruther┽ford traded for left winger Carl (agelin and defenseman Trevor into Sullivan╆s system┸ as did ob┽scure A(L call┽ups Bryan Rust and Conor Sheary┻ What did they all have in common╂ Wheels┻ And that helped the team gener┽ate oodles of shot attempts┻ ╉One of the things we tried to do as a coaching staff is instill a game plan where we could play to our strengths┸╊ Sullivan said┻ ╉When you look at our core players┸ they all want to play a speed game┻ They can all skate┻ They all have really good hockey sense┻ They have the ability to move the puck and change the point of attack┻ So speed in all its forms┸ whether it╆s foot speed or team speed and your ability to move the puck and change the point of attack quickly┸ and to create opportu┽nities or to create a competitive advantage┸ is what ) envisioned with this group┻╊That mentality also helped forge the ╅(BK Line╆ ‒ (agelin┸ Nick Bonino and Phil Kessel┻ Especially since they were de┽ployed as a second line behind the Crosby unit┸ teams simply had no answer for the speed of (agelin and Kessel┻ Malkin cen┽tering a de facto ╉third╊ line was 

almost unfair┻ The up┽tempo for┽mula worked amazingly well┸ and it╆s still in its infancy┻ )t╆s less than half a season old┻ We haven╆t yet seen what damage this team can do on the scoresheet and in the standings under a full season of Sullivan┻ ╉)t╆s reading and react┽ing and understanding that the faster you can be┸ the faster you can do things┸ it puts your team┽mates in a better situation when they get the puck┸╊ said left wing┽er Chris Kunitz┻ ╉Gives them more time to make that next play┸ catch someone else out of position┻╊Goaltender Matt Murray┸ fresh off tying an N(L rookie record with なの playoff wins┸ is still Calder Trophy eligible┻ (e repre┽sents more than anyone just how new this iteration of the Penguins is┸ especially if he holds off Marc┽Andre Fleury for the starting role┻So we like the Penguins to carry over last season╆s second┽half excellence┻ Why haven╆t we picked them to win the Cup┸ then╂ First off┺ no team has re┽peated as champ since the De┽troit Red Wings in なひひば and なひひぱ┻ Call that evidence circum┽stantial┸ but it╆s overwhelming nonetheless┻ The modern game is so demanding on the body bouncing back after the short┽ened summer that accompanies a championship┻ Secondly┺ in Pittsburgh needed seven games to edge a Tampa Bay Lightning team missing its star goalie┸ Ben Bishop┸ and with a rusty Steven Stamkos suiting up for just one game┻ We expect the Bolts at full strength to usurp the emperor Penguins╆ throne┻ 

Sullivan’s Penguins may not 
have even peaked yet. That’s a 
terrifying thought for their rivals

RIPE TO

REPEAT?

EDMONTON
OILERS

POINTS: 87.4
McDavid isn’t enough. Hall-for-Larsson 
trade incredibly lopsided. Lucic will be 
good, but depth remains a big issue.

23

COLORADO
AVALANCHE

POINTS: 85.9
After MacKinnon, Landeskog and Duch-
ene, forwards are lackluster. Same on 
defense outside Barrie and Johnson.

24

TORONTO
MAPLE LEAFS

POINTS: 85.2
Hard to project what the lineup looks 
like. Another year of pain. Matthews and 
Nylander should have good seasons.

25

NEW JERSEY
DEVILS

POINTS: 81.3
Worst ‘D’ in league. We might’ve said 
the same about forwards if not for Hall. 
Last place without goalie Schneider.

26

CAROLINA
HURRICANES

POINTS: 80.7
Goaltending main issue for past few 
years. Some nice pieces, but not much 
high-end talent aside from Faulk.

27

ARIZONA
COYOTES

POINTS: 80.5
Adding Goligoski solidifies defense, but 
forwards still need work. Young players 
leave reason for future optimism.

28

BUFFALO
SABRES

POINTS: 77.5
Horrible 2014-15 drags down overall 
score. Second-weakest ‘D’ group in 
league. Okposo is a terrific add, though.

29

VANCOUVER
CANUCKS

POINTS: 76.1
Worst forward group in league despite 
legit top line of Eriksson and Sedins. De-
fense and goaltending bottom-five, too.

30

COLUMBUS
BLUE JACKETS

POINTS: 88.1
Unremarkable forward group. Jones a 
future star and Werenski could be, too, 
but D-corps has long way to go overall.

22

Crosby regained his status 
as the world’s best player 
once coach Sullivan installed 
his up-tempo system.

BY MATT LARKIN



SHOOTER
STRAIGHT

Hall is among 
the NHL’s most 
refreshingly honest 
players. He’s excited 
about his new life 
in New Jersey 
but isn’t afraid to 
admit it hurt when 
Edmonton dealt him

BY MATT LARKIN
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T
AYLOR HALL BELONGED to an Edmon┽ton Oilers core often derided for its on┽ice immaturity┻ The group┸ 

Was the stunning な┽for┽な trade sending (all 

┽(is close friend and Oilers teammate┸ Jor┽┽and was extremely disappointed with the 
he ┽playoffs a などth straight year┻ ┽

is already the stuff of legend┸ in his home┽

for him on and off the ice┻ The Oilers feel the 

THEY GROW UP SO FAST
Hall, 24, thinks of himself as a veteran now, 
not a kid. He wants to immediately take on a 
leadership role in the Devils’ dressing room.

Was Hall the defensive liability he was often perceived to be? The 2015-16 advanced stats relative to his teammates suggest otherwise. He ranked 
among the NHL’s best forwards in generating shot attempts, and while his shot suppression was merely average, it placed him in the middle of the 
pack among the 438 forwards who played 200 or more minutes, per puckalytics.com. He won’t win a Selke Trophy, but he’s hardly a defensive drain.

IN HIS DEFENSE

the same thing┻╊of welcoming texts from 

me to get in there and get 
are some guys on that team 
leadership role and do my part there┻╊
game there last season┸ (all was surprised 
louder than he expected┻ After he found him┽self an apartment late in the summer┸ he ad┽

no longer feels the need to spew canned ┽┽
who is open and honest and will tell you ex┽
not afraid to say something┻╊
personality trait┻ What matters is whether (all can translate this maturity into his game 

┽┽cellent at pushing shot attempts toward the 
Ottawa Senators┻ ┽

┽mit playing away from the distraction of an 
starts and you start seeing Edmonton piling 
my play on the ice┻╊ 

5-ON-5 CORSI 
FOR PER 60

58.92

VS. OILERS 
AVERAGE

+6.30

NHL
RANK

46TH / 438

VS. OILERS 
AVERAGE

-1.56

5-ON-5 CORSI 
AGAINST PER 60

55.12

NHL
RANK

275TH / 438

VS. OILERS 
AVERAGE

+3.52

5-ON-5 CORSI 
FOR PERCENTAGE  

51.67

NHL
RANK

63RD / 438

OFFENSE DEFENSE TOTAL





With his career in a tailspin, Setoguchi turned to alcohol 
to ease his depression. Once out of shape and out of 
excuses, he’s now fit and sober, hoping for another 

chance at the NHL dream he drank away
BY DAVID POLLAK

GLENS FALLS, N.Y., likes to consider itself  ╉(ometown┸ USA┸╊ a tag hung on it by Look magazine in なひねね for typify┽ing post┽WW)) America┻ )t has a long minor league hockey history┸ and for the にどなね┽なの season it served as temporary But after one year┸ Calgary moved the team to Stockton┸ Calif┻┸ a ひど┽minute drive from where Devin Setoguchi be┽the San Jose Sharks nearly a decade ago┻Setoguchi spent most of that にどなね┽なの season in Glens Falls┸ but it never felt anything remotely like home┻ After Calgary demoted Setoguchi to the A(L in November にどなね┸ an already serious drinking problem got worse┻ )n fact┸ he said he can╆t remember going more than a day without a drink during his entire time there┻ Midway through the season┸ Setoguchi sustained a her┽Glens Falls to begin the healing process┻ )t was there┸ alone in an isolated town of なね┸どどど and unable to play┸ he turned 

to )rish whiskey as his drink of choice after walking into a local bar┻ ╉) saw this guy┸ he was like はの years old┸ and he╆s there just drinking Jameson on the rocks and ) was there by myself drinking Bud Light┸╊ Setoguchi said┻ ╉) drank about six of them┸ and )╆m watching this guy drink Jameson on the rocks┸ doubles┻ And he╆s just slamming them down┻╊ Curious┸ Setoguchi started a conversation┻ ╉(e╆s like┸ ╅)╆m retired┸ my wife passed a few years back┻ ) just come in here┸╆ ╊ Setoguchi said┻ ╉So ) sat with him and drank Jame┽son until they had no more left┻╊The next day┸ Setoguchi scoured four liquor stores in search of Jameson┻ That╆s when he began polishing off an entire には┽ounce bottle each morning┻ Eventually┸ that esca┽lated into two every day┻ (e knows how stupid it all sounds now┸ but at the time┸ the goal was to ╉mess me up faster┸╊ and whiskey accomplished that better than beer┻)t all caught up to him April な┸ にどなの┻ Back in St┻ Louis┸ two and a half months after his surgery for a follow┽up medical exam┸ he got sick┻ (is stomach started to burn and 

ROCK

OF THE BOTTLE
BOTTOMBOTTOMO       MB O

RISING FROM
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he was coughing up blood ‒ a result┸ he later learned┸ of a stomach ulcer and liver problems he had devel┽oped from all the drinking┻ Despite swearing off booze earlier that day┸ Setoguchi was shaking so badly on the way to the airport that he headed straight to the bar┻ ╉) ordered a double Jameson and boom┸ shot it back┸ had another one┸ shot it back┸╊ Setoguchi said┻ ╉) sat there bawling┻ ) just sat there and ) cried and ) cried and ) cried┻ The bartender said┸ ╅Are you OK╂╆ And )╆m like┸ ╅No┸ but keep pouring me drinks┻╆ ╊
founder of the substance abuse program endorsed by said Shaw told him he had to continue to drink until he got into rehab or the alcohol withdrawal could kill him┻ Four days after that┸ Setoguchi arrived at a rehab and down the coast from San Jose where he lives now ‒ sober for more than a year and hoping for one last shot 

)n にどどの┸ the Sharks wanted Setoguchi so badly┸ they moved up four spots in the draft to take him with the eighth overall pick┸ ahead of players like Anze Ko┽pitar┸ T┻J┻ Oshie and James Neal┻ After two more years of junior┸ Setoguchi arrived in San Jose carrying an uncommon swagger as a rookie┻ ╉Devin╆s Devin┸╊ said ┽ward┻ ╉(e hides his insecurity with who he is┻ Some people might think he╆s cocky or arrogant┻ The thing with Devin is people don╆t really know how big his heart is and how much he does care because they only see the outer shell┻╊ With the Sharks┸ Setoguchi eventually earned a spot scoring a career┽high ぬな goals in にどどぱ┽どひ as a sopho┽more┻ Two years later┸ he was a key component of the 
and Detroit ゅincluding a hat trick against the Wingsょ along the way┻Yet after cracking the ぬど┽goal mark┸ Setoguchi dipped to にど and にに the following two seasons┻ Re┽didn╆t factor in the role his setting played in his suc┽cess┻ Able to drink and still score にど goals┸ he lost track of the bigger picture┻ ╉)f ) didn╆t drink┸ maybe )╆d have had ぬど ‒ that was the side ) didn╆t see┸╊ Setoguchi said┻ ╉Maybe )╆d have had はど points and signed a big was happy with where ) was at┻╊Setoguchi╆s drinking started innocently enough┻ As a teenager from Taber┸ Alta┻┸ he would indulge so┽cially without ill effects during his years as a junior なひ┸ and you go out and party during the summertime and you have your drinks and you hang out with your buddies┸╊ said Versteeg┸ who grew up ぬぬ miles from P
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Setoguchi╆s hometown┻ ╉(e wasn╆t doing anything dangerous or being dangerous to people┻ (e was just like anybody else┻╊When Setoguchi arrived in San Jose┸ he became close at the same time┸ lived together and partied together┻ On one night in にどどひ┸ as detailed in then┽teammate Jer┽emy Roenick╆s にどなに autobiography┸ J.R.┸ Setoguchi and Mitchell showed up naked and giggling on Roenick╆s incident now┸ though Mitchell emphasized it happened after the playoffs not during the season┻ ╉When you╆re was never a point where ) thought┸ ╅(mm┸ ) think ╅Seto╆ has another level here┻╆ ╊
 One day before the にどなな draft┸ San Jose GM Doug Wilson announced Setoguchi had signed a three┽year┸ ｕひ┽million contract extension┻ As a pending restricted free agent┸ Setoguchi could have held out for more money┸ but he was happy in San Jose┸ playing on a winning team with Thorn┽ton and Marleau┸ and he had just met his future wife┻The next day┸ Setoguchi was traded to the Minnesota Wild in a deal that brought came together on draft day and that he didn╆t know Setoguchi would be going to the Wild when the new contract was signed┻ ╉) just had a lot of resentment toward that trade┸╊ Setoguchi said┻ ╉) had a tough time cutting the cord a bit┻ ) just wish it would╆ve happened differently┸ but that╆s what busi┽ness is┼) talk to ゅWilsonょ in the summertime when should have won the Norris this year┻ ) was in Swit┽zerland last year┻╆ That╆s just kind of the way it goes┻╊

Statistically┸ Setoguchi╆s play with the Wild was (e was still considered a streaky right winger who could show up anywhere from the top line to the fourth┻ trade┸ and his drinking had started to increase┻ ╉)t built and score a goal and an assist┸╊ Setoguchi said┻ ╉Do it again┸ do it again┸ do it again┻╊For the most part┸ Setoguchi was able to keep his reputation for partying quiet┻ The one time it caught up with him was when the Sharks were in Minnesota for was late for the morning meeting┸ and coach Mike Yeo made him a healthy scratch┻ Rumors spread that Setoguchi was out drinking the previous night with several of his former teammates┻ Not true┸ Seto┽guchi said┻ (e had invited Mitchell and Sharks defense┽man Jason Demers to his home that night for dinner and to watch the college football championship┻ ╉) 

I JUST SAT 
THERE AND 
I CRIED AND 
I CRIED AND 
I CRIED. THE 
BARTENDER 
SAID, ‘ARE YOU 
OK?’ AND I’M 
LIKE, ‘NO, BUT 
KEEP POURING 
ME DRINKS’
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think maybe ) had a glass of wine┸ and ) was in bed at なな o╆clock┸╊ Setoguchi said┻ ╉) plugged my phone in┸ and the cord wasn╆t plugged into the brick┻ My phone just died┻ That was it┻╉No one╆s going to believe you┸ but ) look back at that and laugh now┻ ) tried to do the right thing one night and it bites me in the ass┻╊scored the winning goal that propelled the Wild into the playoffs┻ (e expected to be coming back the following fall┸ but in July┸ while in Mexico attending teammate Clayton Stoner╆s wedding┸ he learned he had been traded to Winnipeg┻
visioning himself playing alongside Evander Kane and Mark Scheifele┻ But he wasn╆t in good shape when he reported to training camp┻ Before long┸ his drinking became a bigger problem┻ ╉) was always kind of by myself there┸╊ he said┻ ╉Going to all these new teams so many times┸ you can only get close to certain people┻╊Players of a similar age such as Andrew Ladd┸ Bryan Little and Blake Wheeler all had family responsibilities┸ Setoguchi said┻ (e╆d go out with the younger guys on the team occasionally┸ but they didn╆t drink┸ so he╆d just have dinner with them┸ drink┸ and then they╆d drive him home┻More often than not┸ however┸ Setoguchi drank alone┻ That added to a growing depression┸ which led to even more drinking┻ By his count┸ he missed three different meetings with the Jets because of it┻ (e often headed to the bar in the casino across the street from the MTS Centre┸ Winnipeg╆s home rink┻ Later┸ he learned the casino┸ like the team┸ was owned by True North Sports and Entertainment┻ Word likely got back to the Jets┻ ╉But at that point┸╊ Setoguchi said┸ ╉) didn╆t really care┻╊Alcohol wasn╆t his only problem┻ Over the years┸ there were times he abused Ambien┸ a prescription drug that helps players sleep after games┻ )n Winnipeg┸ he was offered cocaine and did not turn it down┻ ╉) did a lot there where ) would stay up all night till は in the G
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WHEN YOU’RE 
THAT YOUNG, 
IT’S COLLEGE 
MODE. BUT 
THERE WAS 
NEVER A 
POINT WHERE 
I THOUGHT, 
‘HMM, I THINK 
‘SETO’ HAS 
ANOTHER 
LEVEL HERE’
– Torrey Mitchell, ex-teammate

Setoguchi went from a star in San Jose on the top line with Thornton to a 
shell of his former self by the time he landed in Winnipeg, playing with 
Wheeler and Little. By then, he was living on the edge with alcohol and 
cocaine, and living large, too, uncharacteristically buying a white Aston 
Martin sportscar. He has since downgraded to a Ford truck (see pg. 32), the 
kind he drove regularly as a farmboy in his hometown of Taber, Alta. 
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morning┸ ば in the morning┸ do a little bit┸ go to morning skate┸ go home┸ sleep for six hours and get up to play┸╊ Setoguchi said┻ ╉)╆m surprised sometimes ) didn╆t have a heart attack┻ Three or four months of that┻╊Stuck in coach Claude Noel╆s doghouse┸ Setoguchi welcomed the mid┽season arrival of Paul Maurice as Noel╆s replacement┸ but he was in no condition to play well┻ Those close to Setoguchi were aware his situa┽tion was getting worse in Winnipeg┻ Versteeg said he received calls from friends on the team┸ Ladd in par┽ticular┻ That╆s when Versteeg became concerned about Setoguchi┻ Looking back┸ Setoguchi acknowledges he had been feeling the pressure to live up to the big con┽tract he signed with the Sharks┸ and when he wasn╆t producing┸ that contributed to the depression that led to the heavy drinking┻ ╉The N(L┸ it╆s a high┽stress job┸╊ Versteeg said┻ ╉There╆s a lot you go through on a daily basis that people don╆t really see┻╊

But that August┸ Calgary signed him to a one┽year┸ ｕばのど┸どどど contract┻ To get even that┸ Setoguchi said┸ he told Flames GM Brad Treliving he would stay away from alcohol┸ ╉that )╆d keep it clean┻╊That vow was soon broken┻ Taber is なはぬ miles from Calgary┸ not far by Alberta standards┸ and Setoguchi began drinking again with his old crowd┻ (e went scoreless in his なに games with the Flames┻ Getting 

bag┽skated and looking for excuses┸ he admitted he wrongly focused on coach Bob (artley┻ ╉(e demands so much of people┸ and ) wasn╆t in good enough shape┸╊ Setoguchi said┻ ╉) just kind of said ╅Screw this guy┼he╆s picking on me┻╆ ) didn╆t really care┻ )t was like┸ ╅)╆m done┻ ) got a one┽year deal┸ whatever┻ What are you going to do about it╂╆ ╊That╆s when Calgary shipped him to the Adirondack Flames in Glens Falls┻
Life in the minors was a tough adjustment for Seto┽guchi┸ especially in a small town┻ (e did produce while he was there ゅthree goals and など points in なひ gamesょ┸ but the hernia injury killed any remote hope the にぱ┽year┽old had of getting back to the N(L┸ and recov┽ery from the surgery only added to his downtime┻Things improved when Brian McGrattan landed in Glens Falls with Setoguchi after being demoted by the Flames┻ The two roomed together┸ with Setoguchi cooking meals for them on a regular basis┻ McGrattan had gone through his own substance abuse problem before entering the league┽sanctioned rehab program in にどどぱ┻ (e recognized Setoguchi needed help but didn╆t push him to get it┻ ╉)╆m not a big preacher about it┸╊ McGrattan said┻ ╉) try and lead by example┸ the way ) live my life┻ ) can enjoy every part of life┻ ) don╆t have to have drinking and drugs involved in it┻ People see that┻ Maybe it made ╅Seto╆ realize he did have a problem and made him look at himself┻╊

DO I CONSIDER 
MYSELF AN 
ALCOHOLIC? 
YES, BECAUSE 
I WAS AT THE 
TIME. DO I 
FEEL THAT 
DEPRESSION 
LED TO 
MORE OF MY 
ALCOHOLISM? 
ABSOLUTELY
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Setoguchi doesn╆t disagree with that approach┻ ╉There were a lot of people who had been around me at the time who said┸ ╅Maybe you shouldn╆t be drink┽ing like that┸╆ ╊ Setoguchi said┻ ╉But ) think if someone would have told me┸ ╅Go in┸ go in┸╆ ) would have stayed out longer just to prove them wrong┻╊The N(LPA doesn╆t release data on how many play┽ers have taken part in the substance abuse program in effect since なひひは or what the success rate is┻ Not all situation in Toronto a year ago┻ For him┸ rehab was mostly about dealing with the depression and insecurities that led him to drink┻ Shame and guilt also were on the table┻ ╉Do ) consider myself an alcoholic╂ Yes┸ because ) was at the time┸╊ Setoguchi said┻ ╉Do ) feel that depression led to more of my alcoholism╂ Absolutely┻ You know┸ you come to the rink and you╆re on the third line or not playing that night┻ Well┸ then it╆s ╅Screw this guy┸ )╆m going to go out and get wasted tonight┻╆ ╊
life since he entered rehab in April にどなの┻ Sitting in a Starbucks in the Willow Glen neighborhood of San Jose┸ he looks trim and said he has dropped ぬど pounds┸ down to にどど┸ his listed weight when he broke into the N(L almost a decade ago┻ (is white にどなな Aston Martin Vantage is gone┻ )nstead┸ Setoguchi now drives a burly にどなは Ford Fなのど truck┻ ╉)╆m a farm kid┸╊ he said┻ ╉) don╆t 

know why┸ when ) broke into the N(L┸ ) didn╆t just buy a Ford truck┻ Drove one my whole life┻╊Setoguchi is now one of the married guys┸ too┻ (e married his longtime girlfriend┸ Kelly┸ a San Jose na┽tive who left medical school to become a physician╆s assistant so that her career could better accommodate his life as a pro athlete┻ ╉(e has a huge support group and that makes a huge difference┸╊ she said┻ ╉They were willing to talk about things and not pretend like noth┽ing happened┻╊Setoguchi did get a shot at returning to the N(L a year ago when the Toronto Maple Leafs offered him a tryout┸ but he was released during training camp┻ Shortly thereafter┸ he secured a roster spot in Davos┸ Switzerland┸ thanks in part to a phone call from his for┽mer Sharks teammate Joe Thornton┸ who played there during N(L lockouts in にどどね┽どの and にどなに┽なぬ┻Setoguchi felt he rediscovered his game in Davos┸ putting up なな goals and にね points in ぬど games┻ Return┽ing to Switzerland┸ or elsewhere in Europe┸ would be said┸ but they╆re both hopeful for a return to the N(L┻ ╉)╆ve helped myself┸ and every day ) try to help myself be a better person┸╊ said Setoguchi┸ now にひ┻ ╉) feel like )╆m a pretty good gauge for young kids as to how quick it can hit and how fast it can stop┻ ) wouldn╆t say a men┽tor┸ but ) think )╆d be good to have around an A(L team for a bit┻ (opefully someone can see that )╆ve turned it ╉)t hits you so fast that you don╆t know when it╆s done┻╊ 

Setoguchi is hoping to remain in 
North America, but he and his 
wife, Kelly, are prepared to return 
to Switzerland where he played 
last season with Davos in the Swiss 
National League.
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Dedicated, disciplined and 

surprisingly strong. Meet the 

Tyler Seguin you don’t know. 

At 24, his party years are behind 

him. But ahead is the glory 

he sampled in Boston that he 

wants to now savor in Dallas

BY KEN CAMPBELL 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CAREY ANN

LIKE A LOT of factories┸ this one is tucked away in a nondescript cranny┸ all the better for those on the assembly line to do their work in anonymity and without distrac┽tions┻ This particular factory is lo┽cated in midtown Toronto┸ set back from the busy street with a private school run by Basilian Fathers that traces its roots back more than なのど years on one side and a mas┽sive grocery store on the other┻ God is surely watching┻ And so is Matt Nichol┸ who runs his factory in a space no larger than a dressing 

room at the St┻ Michael╆s College School Arena┻ )t can be oppressive┽ly hot and a little stinky in the dog days of summer┸ when Nichol does his most important work┸ building N(L players and wannabe N(L players into bigger┸ stronger┸ faster they already are┻)t is here where Tyler Seguin feels most at home┻ Even though on this morning there is a gaggle place smells and feels like hockey┻ (undreds of N(L players have skated on this ice over the past はど years┸ including (all of Famers Dave Keon┸ Frank Mahovlich┸ Gerry Cheevers and Eric Lindros┻ Seguin went to school here for two years and even played for the high school varsity team┻ (e dreamed of play┽ing for the St┻ Mike╆s Buzzers Jr┻ A team┸ then going off to play for Red Berenson at the University of Mich┽igan┸ whose hockey schools Seguin began attending when he was など years old┻ )f he had done that┸ Se┽guin╆s name and picture would in the pantheon of great players who played at St┻ Mike╆s┸ more than にどど 



of whom played at least one game in the N(L ‒ from Ted Lindsay to Les Costello┸ who won a Stanley Cup with the Maple Leafs before leaving pro hockey to become a priest┻ But then came a growth spurt┸ followed closely by O(L scouts┸ and off Seguin went to Plymouth with his otherworldly tal┽ents┻ Less than a year after his senior prom┸ he was holding the Stanley Cup over his head┻Every summer┸ Seguin comes back here┻ (e could stay in Dallas or go down to Santa Monica and train with a bunch of muscle heads and N(L play┽ers┻ But it╆s here┸ at Nichols╆ BioSteel facility in the St┻ Mike╆s Arena that Seguin has been tethered to in the off┽season since he was なぱ┻ ╉The big thing with Matty is ) can╆t leave him yet┸╊ Seguin said┻ ╉Maybe it╆s a maturity thing┸ but ) can╆t not work out here┻ ) can push myself┸ but ) don╆t know if it would still be as hard as still knowing he╆s there┻ (e╆d yell at me if he saw me leaning over like ) am right now┻╊)t╆s just before noon┸ and Seguin is workout of the day┻ (e has been here since ば a┻m┻ (e╆s already done an on┽ice session┸ another in the gym┸ and he╆s here now to work his upper body┻ At one point in the session┸ Seguin wears a なの┽pound weight jacket and has two ねの┽pound plates strapped to him so they╆re hanging between his legs┻ With などの pounds added to his にどど┽pound frame┸ he does three pull┽ups┻ (e yells on the third one┻ )t╆s a pride thing for him┻ (e╆s always trying to stay one step ahead of Tom Wilson and Wayne Simmonds┻ ╉(e╆s the pace car around here┸╊ Nichol said┻ ╉(e╆s a lot stronger than people think he is┻╊)t turns out that╆s not the only misconception about Seguin┻ Early in his career┸ he was portrayed as an irresponsible party boy┸ largely because that╆s what he was┻ Seguin even had an entou┽rage┻ During the Boston Bru┽ins╆ playoff series against the Toronto Maple Leafs in にどなぬ┸ the team had a long talk with him about his partying and allegedly hired a guard to make him stay in his room┻ But even in those days┸ it was relatively mi┽nor┻ Seguin never saw the inside of a police station┸ never hurt anyone else 

I’VE TURNED THE 

PAGE. PEOPLE WHO 

ARE CLOSE TO ME AND 

ARE IN MY CIRCLE ARE 

CONSTANTLY WORKING 

TO MAKE SURE THAT 

PAGE DOESN’T GET 

TURNED BACK



and never shortchanged his team or his teammates on the ice┻ (e never shortchanged himself┸ either┻ There may have been some indiscretions in his Boston days┸ but he was always a beast in the gym and on the ice┻ Nichol recalls times when they╆d have to call off a bench press workout be┽cause his hands would be ripped up from shooting pucks for two hours┻ Seguin is still as committed┸ and you can see it on the ice┻ (e╆s one of the elite players in the N(L┻ )f he were still a party animal┸ he wouldn╆t have been on Canada╆s World Cup team┻ (e wouldn╆t have been sixth in the N(L in points per game last season┻ For three straight years┸ he╆s been better than a point┽per┽game player┻ The league is just too good for him to be able to accomplish that and be a party boy at the same time┻ (e has learned to channel his energy into the work more than the fun┻ The same kid who won the Stanley Cup at なひ and found himself driven out of Boston has grown into a guy who gets it┻ ╉)╆ve turned the page┸╊ Seguin said┻ ╉People who are close to me and are in my circle are constantly working to make sure that page doesn╆t get turned back┻ ) think they╆re more anal about that than ) am┻╊)f you need any evidence of wheth┽er Seguin has turned the page┸ taking in his workout this day would be all the proof you╆d need┻
EXERCISE NO. 1  ANKLE MOBILITY 

AND SCAPULA STABILITY WORK

Ankle mobility is important for every hockey 
player but even more so for Seguin, who missed 
10 games and all but one playof game last sea-
son after he had his right Achilles tendon cut. It 
involves putting the ankle in diferent positions 
while standing on a vibrating power plate. “It’s 
like a party trick,” Nichol said. “If you do it yes-
terday and you don’t do anything about it today, 
tomorrow you’re going to be right back. But 
even if you improve a tenth of a percent, you get 
a little more range.”Tyler Seguin is proud of himself these days┻ Just this summer┸ he ful┽cottage┻ Then he bought a bass boat with a trolling motor on the back┸ not a speedboat or a hulking possibly┽overcompensating┽for┽something behemoth┻ (e talks about looking for┽ward to that weekend when his father┸ Paul┸ is due to come with him to do 

with my dad┸╊ he said┻ ╉) always had a goal to own a cottage┻ To have my dad special to me┻╊When Seguin is on the road┸ he╆s his hand┻ Usually when he╆s able to get away for an entire weekend┸ he╆ll ┽ously keeping them in the legal limit┸╊ and fry them on Saturday┻ Aside from that┸ it╆s catch and release┻ Sometimes he╆ll catch seven pike on a Friday night then not see another one for three weeks┸ especially when it gets hot┻ The pickerel usually hit early in the morning and late at night┻ Aside from that┸ Seguin spends most of his time with his two dogs┸ a choco┽late lab named Marshall and a black lab named Cash┻ Marshall gets bouts of anxiety occasionally because he╆s lived in so many different places┻This is Seguin╆s life now┻ Buying that cottage and a simple bass boat almost represent a passage into man┽hood for him┻ (e is building a gym in one of the garages ‒ one of them ‒ and some day may decide to break away from Nichol full┽time and stay at his cottage and work out there all sum┽mer┻ But for now┸ he trusts Nichol more than he trusts himself┻Things are coming together for Se┽guin on and off the ice┻ (e╆s on a team that made an enormous leap last season and is poised to continue its upward trajectory┻ The Stars scored themselves out of trouble too often last season┸ and there are concerns about their goaltending┻ As a center┽man┸ Seguin was taxed more than most of the others because coach Lindy Ruff demanded his forwards 
on the blueline and in goal┻ But there are good things happening in Dallas┻ Seguin╆s running mate┸ Jamie Benn┸ signed an eight┽year extension over the summer┸ and there╆s a sense the Stars are primed to be a serious con┽tender for the next couple seasons┻ window┸ and ours just opened┸╊ Se┽guin said┻ ╉) don╆t want to call it a Chi┽cago dynasty┸ ) know that╆s a strong word┸ but our window just opened┸ and it╆s exciting┻╊The goals and dreams Seguin had as a child are falling into place┻ (e╆s 

already made the N(L and won a Stanley Cup┻ (e╆s represented Canada at the にどどひ )van (linka Memorial tournament and led all goal scorers with nine to help Canada to the World Championship in にどなの┸ but the World a best┽on┽best tournament┻ ╉So many good things are happening right now in my career and my life┸╊ he said┻ ╉Just everything┻ My new cottage┻ ) have a couple of mortgages┻ You always have dreams and goals┻ Mine were to own a house┸ have a few dogs┸ own a cottage┸ start a family at some point┻╊
EXERCISE NO. 2  PULL-UPS

One set with his body weight, then one set with 
a 15-pound weight jacket, a set with a 45-pound 
plate strapped to his waist and another with 
two of them strapped to his waist for a total of 
105 pounds. One set with one plate removed, 
another with the second plate removed, a third 
with just the weight jacket. Then one set of sev-
en pull-ups with body weight, with him coming 
down on a 10-second count on the seventh. “I’m 
sure there are a couple of guys who can do more 
than that,” Nichol said, “but I don’t know who 
they are or what they can do. That’s pretty legit, 
any sport, any gym.”Seguin is asked what is going through his mind when he╆s strain┽ing to do that third pull┽up with などの pounds strapped to his body┻ ╉My thing the past few years that )╆ve al┽ways thought about┸ especially in max sets┸ is ╅What is the next guy doing right now╂╆ ╊ Seguin said┻ ╉)╆m trying to get better┸ but so is everyone else┸ so what is the next guy doing right now╂ ) don╆t even know who that guy is┸ but somebody out there is doing something┻ )t sounds cheesy┸ but ev┽erybody has their thing┸ and that╆s my thing┻ ) can╆t tell you all my secrets┸ but that╆s one of them┻╊Seguin was third in N(L scoring when┸ in his ばにnd game last season┸ he became tangled up with Tampa Bay Lightning defenseman Anton Stralman and sliced なの percent of his Achilles tendon┻ (ad he scored in the last など games at the pace he did ┽ished the season with ぱぬ points┸ good for fourth in the league┻ That would have given him two fourth┽place and ┽ing race in his three years in Dallas┻ Seguin has put up にぬね points the past three seasons┸ which trails only Sid┽ney Crosby ゅにばぬょ┸ Seguin╆s linemate 



Benn ゅにののょ and Patrick Kane ゅにぬひょ┻ Seguin╆s な┻どの points per game is just a fraction higher than Benn╆s┸ with only Crosby ゅな┻なのょ┸ Kane ゅな┻なぬょ and Evgeni Malkin ゅな┻どぱょ ahead of him┻ )t╆s no coincidence Benn had just なひぬ points in にのの games as a centerman before Seguin arrived but has にのの points in にねの games since he was moved to left wing alongside Seguin┻ Seguin makes his teammates better┻That doesn╆t happen by accident┻ (igh levels of skill and vision have something to do with it┸ as does an ability to get around the ice pretty well for a big man┻ Much of what you╆re seeing on the ice with Seguin now is a result of all the hard work he is putting in off the ice┻ The fact he╆s wondering during his last rep what the other guy is doing and uses that to drive him has made him a bet┽ter player┻ (e hired his own chef to cook for him in Dallas and┸ aside from his mother╆s egg salad sandwiches┸ which are his comfort food┸ his diet is strict┻ On this day┸ he leaves the rink with a boxed meal labeled ╉Tyler╊ that contains a few strips of chicken and some salad┻ That is his dinner┻But it╆s in the small BioSteel work┽out room at the back of the rink where Seguin is most impressive┻ At Nichol╆s workouts in the summer┸ everything is a competition┸ with the にね players in camp separated into two teams┻ On this day┸ it╆s right there on the board that Seguin╆s team ‒ which also in┽cludes Josh (o┽Sang┸ Lawson Crouse and Mike Cammalleri ‒ is ど┽に against a squad featuring Simmonds┸ Michael Del Zotto┸ Dylan Strome and Devante Smith┽Pelly┻ ╉Yeah┸ but ) haven╆t played yet┸╊ Seguin said between sets┻)t╆s not just the games that are com┽petitions┸ though┻ These guys mea┽sure themselves against each other in everything from squats to pull┽ups to who gets to the workouts on time┻ ╉(e works his ass off┻ What you╆re see┽ing today is a normal performance┸╊ Nichol said┻ ╉) still love you whether )╆m still going to let you know if you came last┻ Everything we do is a con┽test┸ and Tyler is in the mix in every single event┸ every test┻ And we test just about everything┻╊One of the criticisms of Seguin┸ aside from his off┽ice antics early in his career┸ was that he needed to add strength to win puck battles and with┽



I DON’T KNOW 

IF I DON’T LIKE IT 

THAT PEOPLE DON’T 

KNOW HOW HARD 

I WORK OFF THE ICE 

OR IF I WANT TO 

SURPRISE THEM



EVERYTHING WE 

DO IS A CONTEST, AND 

TYLER IS IN THE MIX IN 

EVERY SINGLE EVENT, 

EVERY TEST. AND WE 

TEST JUST ABOUT 

EVERYTHING 
– MATT NICHOL, 

SEGUIN’S TRAINER



stand the rigors of playing top┽line minutes┻ Mission accomplished┻ ╉) don╆t know if ) don╆t like it that people don╆t know how hard ) work off the ice or if ) want to surprise them┸╊ Se┽guin said┻ ╉Sometimes ) have this im┽age that ) don╆t take things seriously┸ but especially the past two summers┸ )╆m taking it seriously┻ When it comes to strength┸ )╆m not sure that ) like people not knowing that )╆m actually pretty strong┻╊
EXERCISE NO. 3  LAND MINES 

AND CABLE WOOD CHOP

Seguin stands in a staggered stance with a bar 
that has two 45-pound plates at one end and is 
secured in a rotating base at the other. Holding 
the end of the bar near his shoulder, he drives 
the weight up with one arm and rotates his body 
with the other. After a 30-second break, he goes 
to a machine with an air pressure resistance 
cable and pulls 35 pounds 10 times to strengthen 
his hips and core. After another 30-second break, 
he lies on the floor with his feet supported by an 
exercise ball and pulls up his body weight from 
a bar that is a few feet of the floor. Three sets.A year ago┸ People Magazine named Seguin the most attractive にぬ┽year┽old in the world┸ beating out the likes of Taylor Lautner┸ Nick Jonas and Josh (utcherson┸ all pretty dreamy┻ Two years ago┸ he appeared naked on a Zamboni for the Body )ssue of 
ESPN Magazine┻ Last summer┸ former Maple Leafs CEO Richard Peddie┸ Se┽guin╆s neighbor in one of Toronto╆s most posh downtown neighborhoods┸ complained about Seguin╆s late┽night parties and all the trash left behind in their wake┻ A Swiss newspaper re┽ported Seguin trashed his apartment in Biel when he played there during the lockout┻ The internet is chock full of pictures of Seguin and former team┽mate Brad Marchand partying with their shirts off after winning the Cup┻ When Seguin was in Boston┸ most of the players were married and had families┸ so he and Marchand would hang out with guys who played for the New England Patriots┸ including the rather notorious Rob Gronkowski┸ un┽til GM Peter Chiarelli┸ ╉kind of told me to stop hanging around with ╅Gronk┻╆ ╊(is reputation ultimately resulted in him being run out of Boston in a trade that is looking more lopsided with every passing year┻ ╉)t╆s crazy there was this image of me being a bad boy in Boston┸ but ) never did anything bad┸╊ Seguin said┻ ╉When 

) think back about it┸ it was crazy┻ ) mean┸ wild┻ )╆m なひ years old┸ and ) win the Stanley Cup and then )╆m making a couple million bucks┻ ) do sort of miss it a little bit because now in the last six months ) really feel like )╆m starting to get older now┻ ) can╆t go out three nights in a row┻ )t just can╆t happen┻ ) can╆t go out on a Saturday and not feel it still on Tuesday┻╊Now┸ at the ripe old age of にね┸ it╆s all about the work for Seguin┻ When it╆s not uncommon to see him show up for his workout at の a┻m┻ NFL star J┻J┻ Watt was also working out with Nichol┸ and one day Watt had a com┽mercial shoot in (amilton at ひ┺ぬど┻ So he backed everything up and calcu┽lated that he needed to show up at the gym at ね a┻m┻ to get a ひど┽minute leg workout in┻ When Seguin was travel┽ling one time for the ESPY Awards┸ Nichol told him about Watt╆s workout and challenged him to do the same┻ ╉) think that was an ╅Aha moment╆ for him┸╊ Nichols said┻
EXERCISE NO. 4  TORNADO BALL

Sitting on the floor with his legs spread, Seguin 
takes a 10-pound ball attached to a rope in both 
hands and swings it across his body, slamming 
it into the ground for 10 seconds each set. Three 
sets. “It’s an abdominal exercise,” Nichol said, 
“because he’s actually bracing and stabilizing 
with his core and rotation.”The second Seguin╆s foot hit the ice when he came out for the pre┽game warmups for Game に of the Stars╆ the Minnesota Wild last season┸ he felt something pop in his calf┻ (e had worked so hard to get his Achil┽les tendon ready for the playoffs┻ (e knew he shouldn╆t have run out the runway onto the ice┸ but he heard the crowd at American Airlines Center in a frenzy and couldn╆t help himself┻ (e immediately went to the trainer and told him something was wrong but made him swear not to say anything to Ruff┻ ╉When ) hopped on the ice┸ ) 
playing the game and didn╆t tell Lin┽dy┸ then in the third period he looked at me and said┸ ╅What╆s going on╂╆ ) said┸ ╅Just put me on the fourth line┻ ) can╆t skate┻╆ Then ) leave after the game on crutches┻ )t was heartbreak┽ing┻ ) was miserable┻╊

┽nal without Seguin in the lineup┻ )t╆s tempting to wonder how far they╆d be able to go with a healthy Seguin upgrade in goal that always seems to be an issue in Dallas┻ Under GM Jim Nill┸ one of the best in the league┸ anything is possible┻ Could it be Ben Bishop╂ Perhaps a trade deadline deal for (enrik Lundqvist╂ The Stars did consider trading for Martin Jones last summer and looking in retrospect at what Jones accomplished with the San Jose Sharks┸ it might have been a home run┻The Stars need to improve their goaltending and probably bolster their D┽corps┸ but any effort to make a run at a championship will be led by Seguin and Benn┻ Seguin has won traded┸ played in the All┽Star Game┸ been on a team that missed the play┽offs and been a big part of a team that just might be building toward something special┻ )n にどなぬ┸ the year the Bruins were ahead by a goal late in Game は and Seguin hit the crossbar┻ (ad he scored┸ the Bruins would have been ahead by two and likely headed for Game ば┻ )nstead┸ the Blackhawks scored twice in the last two minutes in a span of なば seconds┸ and the Bru┽ins were left wondering what had just happened to them┻To be sure┸ to win a championship in Dallas would be even more special for Seguin because he knows he╆d be a major component this time┻ (e╆s still young enough to be a top player in the league for a long time┸ and in his sev┽enth year in the N(L he╆s experienced enough to have seen it all┻ ╉)╆m up there now┸ and )╆m recognized as one of the elite players in the N(L┸╊ Se┽guin said┸ ╉but ) don╆t think )╆ve hit my ceiling yet┻ Not even close┻ And that╆s what╆s so exciting for me┸ knowing ) haven╆t touched where ) want to be or where ) want to go┻╊With that┸ Seguin picks up his boxed dinner and leaves the rink┻ (e jumps into his black sports car and heads off┸ knowing he╆ll be back to do it all over again less than にね hours from now┻ 
+ Check out images and video from Seguin’s
workout and photo shoot at thn.com/seguin.
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BY MATT LARKIN

Those around him paint a picture of an obsessive, analytical
and tenacious GM, perhaps even a bit paranoid. But Yzerman’s 
freakish preparation and dogged determination are what have 
made him the architect of a potential Tampa Bay dynasty
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and he sat in with me at the trade deadline┸╊ 

he wanted to build┸ and it made him a man 
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HE’S STRONG-WILLED. 
HE’S DETERMINED. 

HE’S INTENSE. 
IT’S NOT LIKE YOU  

GO FROM A PLAYER 
INTO THE FRONT 

OFFICE AND YOU LOSE 
ALL THOSE TRAITS

– Ken Holland, Detroit GM
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Four years earlier┸ around the time Sidney Crosby beat Ryan Miller between the legs in OT to clinch Canadian gold in Vancouver┸ Yzerman embarked on the fast track to be┽coming the fully matured GM he is now┻ )n the months after the golden goal┸ Yzerman told (olland it was time to leave the Red Wings┻Yzerman╆s resume since taking over the Lightning in にどなど suggests the years of study paid off┻ (e╆s built a track record of someone who rarely makes a bad decision ‒ whether at the draft podium┸ on a trade or at the nego┽tiating table┻ Look at the moves he╆s made┻ On ┽drej Meszaros to Philadelphia for a second┽round pick in にどなな┻ That pick turned out to be Nikita Kucherov┸ chosen のぱth overall┻ The Lightning also nabbed Vlad Namestnikov にばth┸ Nikita Nesterov なねぱth and┸ with the 

fourth┽last pick┸ Ondrej Palat にどぱth┻ (e╆s out┽scored all but four players in the にどなな class┻)n March of にどなな┸ he signed undrafted center Tyler Johnson┸ who developed into 
contending for the Stanley Cup┸ Yzerman nabbed Dwayne Roloson at the trade dead┽line┻ The cost╂ Ty Wishart┸ who has には N(L games to his name and now toils in Germa┽ny╆s tier )) league┻ Roloson posted a ┻ひにね save percentage in the playoffs┸ helping the Light┽ning get to Game ば of the Eastern Conference 
course┸ the Cory Conacher coup┻ Smack in the middle of Conacher╆s breakout rookie sea┽son in にどなに┽なぬ┸ Yzerman shocked pundits by 

sending him to Ot┽tawa for Bishop┸ a には┽year┽old pros┽pect who hadn╆t panned out yet┻ Yzerman got his franchise keeper┸ twice in the past three years┻Even the Martin St┽Louis trade┸ the culmi┽nation of a rift that began when St┽Louis was left off Canada╆s initial Sochi Olympic roster┸ came up roses for Yzerman┻ (e netted Ryan conditional second┽rounder that became an┽the New York Rangers┸ reached the Stanley 
┽those situations he worked himself through┸ he made sure that was how he was going to implement whatever decisions he was going successful┸ he knows what he╆s going to do┸ No GM is perfect┸ however┻ Yzerman whiffed on right winger Brett Connolly sixth right winger to go was Vladimir Tarasenko at No┻ なはょ┸ and re┽signing the injury┽prone Callahan in にどなね for six years and ｕぬね┻ぱ mil┽lion looks like a mistake already┻ But it sure seems like Yzerman wins ひど percent of his 

(e╆s determined┻ (e╆s intense┻ )t╆s not like 
St┽Louis went up against him and lost┻ The Drouin camp went up against him┸ and now 

LEARNING 
FROM THE BEST
Holland, middle, and 
Nill, left, both mentored  
Yzerman when he was 
with the Red Wings.

SEPT. 25, 2006
Named Red Wings 
vice-president 
and alternate 
governor.

JAN. 2, 2007
Detroit retires his 
No. 19 in ceremony 
at Joe Louis Arena.

JAN. 30, 2007
Named GM of 
Team Canada 
for 2007 World 
Championship.

MAY 25, 2010
Becomes GM 
of Tampa Bay 
Lightning.

FEB. 28, 2010
Wins gold as 
Canada GM at 
2010 Olympics.

MAY 13, 2007
Wins gold as 
Canada GM at 
2007 World 
Championship.

NOV. 9, 2009
Inducted into 
the Hockey Hall 
of Fame.

Yzerman built a Hall 
of Fame resume as a 
player. And the one 
he’s building as an 
executive is almost as 
impressive. All that’s 
missing is his first 
Stanley Cup as a GM.

STEVIE’S

WONDER

YEARS

APRIL 7, 2007
Plays major role 
in signing Pavel 
Datsyuk to seven-
year, $46.9-million 
extension with Detroit.

OCT. 18, 2008
Named executive 
director of Canada’s 
2010 Olympic team.

2007
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want to have a beer and a laugh with╊ but also ╉protective in all parts of his life┻╊ Yzer┽man goes out of his way to stay out of the limelight┻ That╆s why he and the Lightning declined to participate in this story┻ 
and wants no part of any potential distrac┽tion┻ (e prefers to focus on the one major 

honor that has eluded him as an executive┻ (e won the にどなね┽なの GM of the year award but hasn╆t cap┽tured a Stanley Cup┻ With his key pieces retained and a dominant team comprised almost exclusively of players still in their にどs┸ he╆s in a plum position to get his wish┻ 

LIGHTNING 
IN A BOTTLE
With Drouin seemingly 
out the door, Yzerman 
managed to bring him 
back into the fold.
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it appears Drouin will be a Bolt for years to come┻ A league source told T(N Yzerman not only tried persistently to honor Drouin╆s trade request but had actually been shopping him prior to it┻ Yzerman┸ however┸ wouldn╆t force the wrong deal┻ ╉) had conversations with a GM regarding the Drouin situation who said┸ ╅)f it were me┸ ) would╆ve traded Drouin with┽in two weeks┸╆ ╊ said a source┻ ╉ ╅) don╆t like 

debris┻ ) don╆t like messiness hanging around┻ Player doesn╆t want to be here╂ Situation is a distraction for everybody┻ ) don╆t let those situations linger┻╆ There aren╆t many GMs who would╆ve hung in there as long as he did┻╊)n the end┸ Yzerman kept his most prized prospect┸ brought him back to the team┸ and Drouin went on to be one of Tampa╆s best players in the playoffs┻ The two camps agreed after the season they all want to keep the partnership going┸ and Drouin is now off the market┻ ╉(e╆s one of my favorite people to deal with┸ because there╆s never a hidden 

agenda┸╊ said Drouin╆s agent┸ Allan Walsh┻ ╉(e doesn╆t talk in riddles┻ (e doesn╆t give you a couple of pieces to a のど┽piece puzzle┻ (e says┸ ╅(ere╆s what ) want to do┸ and here╆s why ) want to do it┻╆ You really know the en┽tire situation┸ and that level of frankness and honesty breeds trust┻╊╉Nobody crosses Steve Yzerman╊ is a fun idea┸ but it╆s not the full picture┻ Yzerman 

makes his moves based on painstaking prepa┽ration and research┸ with the help of his staff┸ including assistant GMs Julien BriseBois and Pat Verbeek┸ senior advisor Tom Kurvers and director of player development Stacy Roest┻ )n that group┸ Yzerman has his democratic panel┸ his version of the Detroit car┽ride crew┻Those who deal directly with Yzerman experience and appreciate his transparen┽cy┸ but his inner circle is hard to penetrate┻ They describe him as an intensely private man┸ devoted to his wife Lisa and their three daughters┻ Nicholson calls him ╉someone you 

HE DOESN’T TALK IN 
RIDDLES. HE DOESN’T 

GIVE YOU A COUPLE OF 
PIECES TO A 50-PIECE 

PUZZLE. HE SAYS, 
‘HERE’S WHAT I WANT 

TO DO, AND HERE’S 
WHY I WANT TO DO IT’

– Allan Walsh, agent

JUNE 24, 2011
Snags Vladislav Namestnikov 
(27th), Nikita Kucherov (58th), 
Nikita Nesterov (148th) and Ondrej 
Palat (208th) in one draft class.

MARCH 24, 2013
Fires coach Guy 
Boucher and 
promotes AHL 
ailiate coach Jon 
Cooper.

JULY 1, 2016
Signs Victor 
Hedman to eight-
year, $63-million 
extension.

MARCH 7, 2011
Signs undrafted 
center Tyler 
Johnson to a 
three-year deal.

APRIL 3, 2013
Deals Cory Conacher 
to Senators for Ben 
Bishop on trade 
deadline day.

MAY 28, 2011
Yzerman’s Lightning 
reach East final, falling 
to eventual-champion 
Boston Bruins in 
Game 7.

JUNE 30, 2013
Drafts Jonathan 
Drouin third 
overall.

FEB. 23, 2014
Wins second Olympic gold 
medal as Canada GM, then 
steps down as executive 
director.

MARCH 5, 2014
Trades Martin St-
Louis to Rangers for 
Ryan Callahan and 
what turns out to be 
two first-round picks.

JULY 1, 2014
Signs Anton 
Stralman to 
five-year, 
$22.5-million 
contract.

JUNE 29, 2016
Signs Steven 
Stamkos to eight-
year, $68-million 
contract.

MAY 26, 2016
Yzerman’s Lightning reach 
East final, fall to eventual-
champion Pittsburgh 
Penguins in Game 7.
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FOR UP-TO-THE-MINUTE COVERAGE, VISIT THN.COM

DEFEATS

STANLEY CUP FINAL

*Playof team

LEFT DEFENSE
Dan Hamhuis 3.75M
Johnny Oduya 3.75M
Jordie Benn 1.1M
Patrik Nemeth 900K
Jamie Oleksiak 919K

RIGHT DEFENSE
John Klingberg 4.25M
Stephen Johns 725K
Esa Lindell 746K
Julius Honka 863K
Andrew Bodnarchuk 725K

GOALIES
Kari Lehtonen 5.9M
Antti Niemi 4.5M
Maxime Lagace 600K

LEFT WING
Jamie Benn 5.25M
Jiri Hudler 2.0M
Mattias Janmark 734K
Antoine Roussel 2.0M
Adam Cracknell 600K

CENTER 
Tyler Seguin 5.75M
Jason Spezza 7.5M
Cody Eakin 3.85M
Radek Faksa 863K
Jason Dickinson 894K

RIGHT WING
Patrick Sharp 5.9M
Valeri Nichushkin RFA
Ales Hemsky 4.0M
Patrick Eaves 1.0M
Brett Ritchie 875K

 INJURED

PROJECTED LINES

RED indicates  
new arrival

CAN TYLER SEGUIN PLAY A FULL 
SEASON? Seguin missed 11 games in 
2014-15 and, including the playofs, 22 
last season. He played one playof game 
before aggravating his Achilles injury. He 
has dominated the past three seasons, 
but is it time to label him an injury risk?

Seguin deserves a mulligan. He’s just 24 
and both his injuries came from freak con-
tact. His 2014-15 knee sprain occurred on 
an illegal hit for which Dmitry Kulikov was 
suspended, and last year’s Achilles injury 
came when Seguin got sliced by Anton 
Stralman’s skate. Seguin merely needs a bit 
of luck in 2016-17 to avoid the infirmary. 

IS A YOUNGER BLUELINE A BETTER 
BLUELINE? Alex Goligoski, Jason 
Demers and Kris Russell are gone, leaving 
a hole in the starting lineup, though Dan 
Hamhuis comes in as a free agent. The 
plan: give more responsibility to the 
young ‘D,’ including Stephen Johns, Patrik 
Nemeth, Jamie Oleksiak, Esa Lindell and 

Julius Honka. Dallas’ future looks promis-
ing. The question is whether the kids are 
ready for big minutes. Look for hulking 
Johns and skilled Lindell to emerge as the 
best of the lot in 2016-17.

IS DALLAS’ GOALTENDING GOOD 
ENOUGH? Dallas won the Central 
Division in spite of, not because of, Kari 
Lehtonen and Antti Niemi. They ranked 
38th and 40th among the 44 qualified 
leaders in save percentage. Each stopper 
had his moments in the playofs but, 
ultimately, their spotty play sunk them 
in Game 7 of the Central Division final 
versus St. Louis. 

The Stars, led by superstar Jamie Benn, 
look close to a championship team, but 
their goaltending isn’t good enough. GM
Jim Nill told THN in August he plans to 
stick with the status quo for now. If the 
tandem doesn’t bounce back, though, 
expect Nill to pursue a big-name goalie by 
the trade deadline.

NHL
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AVALANCHE  Pg. 51

6. MINNESOTA
WILD  Pg. 51

5. WINNIPEG
JETS*  Pg. 50
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COYOTES  Pg. 54
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OILERS  Pg. 54

4. CALGARY
FLAMES  Pg. 53
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RED WINGS  Pg. 58
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BRUINS*  Pg. 57
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FILIP
FORSBERG

LEFT DEFENSE
Roman Josi 4.0M

Mattias Ekholm 3.75M

Anthony Bitetto 613K

Matt Carle 700K

Matt Irwin 575K

RIGHT DEFENSE
P.K. Subban 9.0M

Ryan Ellis 2.5M

Yannick Weber 575K

Petter Granberg 613K

Stefan Elliott RFA

GOALIES
Pekka Rinne 7.0M

Marek Mazanec 575K

Juuse Saros 693K

LEFT WING
Filip Forsberg 6.0M

Colin Wilson 3.94M

Calle Jarnkrok 2.0M

Austin Watson 575K

Kevin Fiala 863K

CENTER 
Ryan Johansen 4.0M

Mike Fisher 4.4M

Mike Ribeiro 3.5M

Colton Sissons 625K

Cody Bass 613K

RIGHT WING
Craig Smith 4.25M

James Neal 5.0M

Viktor Arvidsson 632K

Miikka Salomaki 613K

Pontus Aberg 781K

 INJURED

PROJECTED LINES

RED indicates  
new arrival

WILL P.K. SUBBAN HAVE A CAREER 
YEAR? The conditions appear just right 
for an explosive Subban campaign. He 
takes his freewheeling, creative scoring 
talents to coach Peter Laviolette, who 
favors an aggressive style and encourages 
his D-men to join the rush. Subban and 
Roman Josi already look like one of the 
league’s top tandems on paper. 

Subban is smack in the middle of 
his prime at 27, and he will have plenty 
to prove after the Montreal Canadiens 
shipped him away for Shea Weber.

CAN ANY PREDATOR SCORE GOALS 
OTHER THAN FILIP FORSBERG?
Forsberg tied Jason Arnott’s franchise re-
cord with 33 goals last season. It was only 
Forsberg’s second full NHL campaign, so 
a leap to 40 goals and true star status is 
possible if not probable. But will the other 
Nashville forwards step up? 

James Neal can be counted on for 25 
or 30 snipes, but the rest of the group is 
suspect. If only Colin Wilson could score 
in the regular season like he does in the 
playofs, Nashville’s forward corps would 
look far more dangerous.

IS PEKKA RINNE IN DECLINE? Rinne 
sparkled with a .923 save percentage 
two seasons ago, but his .908 mark 
last season placed him 34th in the NHL. 
Rinne has finished at .910 or lower three 
times in his past four seasons. That’s 
not good enough for a goalie making $7 
million annually. 

Rinne’s been average to below aver-
age more often than not of late and found 
himself benched in favor of Carter Hutton 
for consecutive games when healthy at 
one point last year. That had never hap-
pened before. Rinne, 33, needs to make a 
statement in 2016-17.

LEFT DEFENSE
Jay Bouwmeester 5.4M

Joel Edmundson 1.05M

Carl Gunnarsson 2.9M

Petteri Lindbohm 637K

Chris Butler 600K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Alex Pietrangelo 6.5M

Kevin Shattenkirk 4.25M

Colton Parayko 859K

Robert Bortuzzo 1.05M

Jordan Schmaltz 925K

GOALIES
Jake Allen 2.35M

Carter Hutton 1.13M

Ville Husso 848K

LEFT WING
Jaden Schwartz 5.35M

Robby Fabbri 894K

Patrik Berglund 3.7M 
Scottie Upshall 900K

Magnus Paajarvi 700K

CENTER 
Jori Lehtera 4.7M

Paul Stastny 7.0M

Alexander Steen 5.8M

Kyle Brodziak 950K

Landon Ferraro 700K

RIGHT WING
Vladimir Tarasenko 7.5M

David Perron 3.75M

Dmitrij Jaskin 1.0M

Ryan Reaves 1.13M

Ty Rattie 650K

 INJURED

PROJECTED LINES

RED indicates  
new arrival

WHO REPLACES DAVID BACKES’ 
LEADERSHIP? Captain Backes’ 
departure leaves a void in the Blues’ 
room. Whose team is this now? Vladimir 
Tarasenko is St. Louis’ face and most 
talented player, but keep an eye on Robby 
Fabbri, the dynamic rookie who showed 
tantalizing talent and moxie in the 2016 
playofs. He looks like a long-term fran-
chise pillar. Young D-man Colton Parayko 
also leads the Blues’ new generation.

IS JAKE ALLEN READY TO BE A
PRIME-TIME GOALIE? With Brian 
Elliott’s contract expiring and an expan-
sion draft looming next summer, one 
netminder had to go. Elliott outperformed 
Allen last season, but the Blues wisely 
invested in the younger Allen long term. 

Allen’s sample size has grown from 15 
to 37 to 47 games in his three seasons, 
and his save percentage has jumped from 

.905 to .913 to .920. That’s a great sign. 
Look for Allen to flirt with 60 starts and 
become a star in 2016-17.

CAN KEN HITCHCOCK LEAVE ON
A HIGH NOTE? ‘Hitch’ needed a deep 
playof run to remain the Blues’ coach 
after he signed a one-year extension last 
of-season following a third consecutive 
first-round exit. He succeeded, taking St. 
Louis to the Western Conference final, 
and GM Doug Armstrong rewarded him 
with another one-year pact. 

Hitchcock, 64, vows to retire after this 
season. Can he take the Blues all the way? 
It helps that they cleared a mental hurdle 
last spring, winning two playof series, but 
they didn’t get better in the of-season. 
The only major replacement for Backes 
and Troy Brouwer was David Perron. The 
Blues might even regress slightly unless 
their sophomores make major leaps.

JAKE
ALLEN

NASHVILLE
PREDATORS
CENTRAL

ST. LOUIS
BLUES
CENTRAL
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CAN YOUTH HELP STAN BOWMAN WEAVE CAP 
MAGIC? Gone are Teuvo Teravainen, Andrew Shaw and 
Andrew Ladd, squeezed by the Hawks’ annual salary-cap 
crunch. GM Bowman has replaced priced-out vets time 
and again with efective young players complementing his 
star core of Jonathan Toews, Patrick Kane, Duncan Keith, 
Brent Seabrook, Marian Hossa and Corey Crawford. But 
this year’s depth chart is thinner than ever. 

Prospects Nick Schmaltz and Ryan Hartman have solid 
potential, especially the ofensively gifted Schmaltz, but 
any team is better of having its kids earn NHL jobs rather 
than being forced into them by default.

IS BRIAN CAMPBELL THE YEAR’S BEST BARGAIN?
Campbell took a page from Brad Richards and signed a 
one-year deal at the dirt-cheap cap hit of $1.5 million. 
Campbell won a Stanley Cup with the Blackhawks in 
2010, and that’s the goal this time around. He fills 
a major need, as the Hawks’ D-corps struggled last 
season after Johnny Oduya’s departure. Shoehorning 
Trevor van Riemsdyk into a second-pairing role didn’t 
work. Campbell will take that spot now and, if he plays 
anything like he did as a Florida Panther, he’ll provide 
tremendous bang for his buck. The only caveat: he’s 37.

IS ARTEMI PANARIN REALLY THIS GOOD? Panarin 
was the first rookie to finish top-10 in scoring since Sidney 
Crosby and Alex Ovechkin in 2005-06. Panarin’s smash-
ing debut defied the stereotype of KHL stars struggling 
in the NHL. It also coincided with linemate Kane’s scoring 
title and the MVP. ‘The Bread Man’ benefitted from the 
company he kept and, while there’s no reason to split him 
and Kane up, it’s mildly concerning that Panarin’s posses-
sion numbers tanked whenever he played without Kane.

CHICAGO
BLACKHAWKS
CENTRAL

LEFT WING
Nikolaj Ehlers 894K
Mathieu Perreault 3.0M
Shawn Matthias 2.13M
Kyle Connor 925K
Nic Petan 758K

CENTER
Mark Scheifele 6.13M
Bryan Little 4.7M
Alexander Burmistrov 1.55M
Adam Lowry 1.13M
Quinton Howden 650K

RIGHT WING
Blake Wheeler 5.6M
Patrik Laine 925K
Drew Staford 4.35M
Joel Armia 925K
Marko Dano 925K

LEFT DEFENSE
Jacob Trouba RFA
Toby Enstrom 5.75M
Mark Stuart 2.63M
Brian Strait 600K
Josh Morrissey 863K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Dustin Byfuglien 7.6M
Tyler Myers 5.50M
Ben Chiarot 850K
Paul Postma 888K
Julian Melchiori 625K

GOALIES
Ondrej Pavelec 3.9M
Michael Hutchinson 1.15M
Connor Hellebuyck 668K

 INJURED
RED indicates  

new arrival

PROJECTED LINES

LEFT WING
Artemi Panarin 813K
Richard Panik 875K
Andrew Desjardins 800K
Tanner Kero 668K
Brandon Mashinter 575K

CENTER
Artem Anisimov 4.55M
Jonathan Toews 10.5M
Marcus Kruger 3.08M
Nick Schmaltz 925K
Dennis Rasmussen 575K

RIGHT WING
Patrick Kane 10.5M
Marian Hossa 5.28M
Ryan Hartman 863K
Jordin Tootoo 750K
Mark McNeill 600K

LEFT DEFENSE
Duncan Keith 5.54M
Brian Campbell 1.5M
Erik Gustafsson 668K
Michal Kempny 700K
Viktor Svedberg 750K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Brent Seabrook 6.88M
Niklas Hjalmarsson 4.1M
Trevor van Riemsdyk 825K
Michal Rozsival 600K
Ville Pokka 925K

GOALIES
Corey Crawford 6.0M
Scott Darling 588K
Mac Carruth 575K

 INJURED
RED indicates  

new arrival

PROJECTED LINES

WAS MARK SCHEIFELE’S BREAKOUT FOR REAL?
The Jets have a superstar No. 1 center on their hands if 
we accept Scheifele’s performance over the season’s 
final two months as legit. He ripped of 16 goals and 32 
points in 25 games after Bryan Little’s season-ending 
back injury. 

That Scheifele’s performance improved when he was 
thrust onto the top line, facing tougher defense pairings 
without Little to insulate him, bodes extremely well. 
Scheifele also has first-round draft pedigree. It’s hardly a 
stretch to imagine him as a top-10 scorer in the league as 
soon as this season.

WILL PATRIK LAINE TAKE THE NHL BY STORM?
It sure seems like Laine will light up opposing goalies 
as an 18-year-old rookie. His powerful, dynamic sniping 
game reminds scouts of a young Alex Ovechkin. It’s no 
guarantee Laine immediately excels and wins the Calder, 
but would you bet against it? He has an NHL body and 
was named MVP of the Finnish League playofs last year, 
facing grown men every night. He’s ready. He’ll make the 
Jets’ power play deadly with his wrist shot and one-timer. 

WHO WILL BE WINNIPEG’S NO. 1 GOALIE BY 
YEAR’S END? Winnipeg still pays Ondrej Pavelec, its 
third-best goalie, a $3.9-million AAV. The Jets handed 
No. 2 stopper Michael Hutchinson a two-year extension. 
Meanwhile, their best netminder, Connor Hellebuyck, may 
have to start the year in the AHL. Hellebuyck looked like 
he belonged when the Jets called him up to the NHL last 
year and really should be starting for them now if they 
want the best chance to win. But it may take a trade or in-
jury to give him the shot he deserves. Hellebuyck remains 
a good bet to win the job once and for all by season’s end.

WINNIPEG
JETS
CENTRAL

MARK
SCHEIFELE

PATRICK
KANE
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IS MIKKO RANTANEN READY TO ROCK? The Avs 
drafted Rantanen 10th overall in 2015, and he was a con-
sensus pick to go directly to the NHL. Even at 18, he was 
6-foot-4, 211 pounds and had several years of pro experi-
ence in the Finnish League. But Rantanen’s nine-game 
trial flopped, and Colorado assigned him to AHL San 
Antonio to avoid burning a year of his entry-level deal. 

Rantanen racked up 24 goals and 60 points in 52 
games and was the circuit’s co-rookie of the year. He has 
more than earned a full-season look in the NHL and will 
challenge for the Calder Trophy playing on a scoring line 
in Colorado.

HAS COLORADO IMPROVED ITS ‘D’ ENOUGH? Per 
corsica.hockey, the Avs finished last in the NHL in score- 
and venue-adjusted Corsi against per 60 at a pitiful 63.42 
percent. They’ve ranked between 24th and 30th four 
straight years. They allow far too many scoring chances.

The Avs acquired Patrick Wiercioch and Fedor Tyutin 
for veteran blueline help. They added Nolan Pratt from 
AHL champion Lake Erie to coach the D-corps. Will these 
changes be enough? Don’t bet on it. Wiercioch and Tyu-
tin are bottom-pair types. Youngsters Chris Bigras and 
Nikita Zadorov haven’t shown they’re ready to contribute 
as impact NHLers yet. The blueline still looks thin after 
Erik Johnson, Tyson Barrie and Francois Beauchemin.

WHEN DOES JOE SAKIC BLOW IT UP? With Patrick 
Roy stepping down in August, this team has a new look 
on the coaching side. But what about player personnel? 
Should Colorado fall flat again, Nathan MacKinnon and 
his seven-year contract extension would be the only safe 
body in Denver. Matt Duchene has been the subject of 
trade rumors, as has captain Gabriel Landeskog.

COLORADO
AVALANCHE
CENTRAL

LEFT WING
Zach Parise 7.54M
Mikael Granlund 3.0M
Nino Niederreiter 2.67M
Jordan Schroeder 650K
Joel Eriksson Ek 894K

CENTER
Eric Staal 3.5M
Mikko Koivu 6.75M
Erik Haula 1.0M
Tyler Graovac 625K
Zac Dalpe 600K

RIGHT WING
Charlie Coyle 3.2M
Jason Pominville 5.6M
Jason Zucker 2.0M
Chris Stewart 1.15M
Alex Tuch 925K

LEFT DEFENSE
Ryan Suter 7.54M
Marco Scandella 4.0M
Nate Prosser 625K
Mike Reilly 925K
Gustav Olofsson 795K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Jared Spurgeon 5.19M
Jonas Brodin 4.17M
Matt Dumba 2.55M
Christian Folin 725K
Victor Bartley 650K

GOALIES
Devan Dubnyk 4.33M
Darcy Kuemper 1.55M
Alex Stalock 650K

 INJURED
RED indicates  

new arrival

PROJECTED LINES

LEFT WING
Gabriel Landeskog 5.57M
Mikhail Grigorenko 1.3M
Blake Comeau 2.4M
Andreas Martinsen 640K
J.T. Compher 925K

CENTER
Nathan MacKinnon 6.3M
Matt Duchene 6.0M
Carl Soderberg 4.75M
John Mitchell 1.8M
Rocco Grimaldi 925K

RIGHT WING
Jarome Iginla 5.33M
Mikko Rantanen 894K
Joe Colborne 2.5M
Cody McLeod 1.33M
Mike Sislo 600K

LEFT DEFENSE
Francois Beauchemin 4.5M
Nikita Zadorov 894K
Fedor Tyutin 2.0M
Patrick Wiercioch 800K
Ryan Stanton 600K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Erik Johnson 6.0M
Tyson Barrie 5.5M
Eric Gelinas 1.58M
Chris Bigras 843K
Duncan Siemens 874K

GOALIES
Semyon Varlamov 5.9M
Calvin Pickard 1.0M
Spencer Martin 728K

 INJURED
RED indicates  

new arrival

PROJECTED LINES

CAN BRUCE BOUDREAU SAVE ANOTHER TEAM?
Boudreau can’t win the big one in the playofs but has a 
great track record of coaching teams into contention. He 
did it with the Washington Capitals and Anaheim Ducks. 
He’s won a division title in eight of his nine seasons as a 
bench boss. It stands to reason he can turn the Wild, a 
bubble playof team, into a juggernaut given his history. 

But Boudreau had a young Alex Ovechkin and Nicklas 
Backstrom in D.C. He had Ryan Getzlaf and Corey Perry in 
their primes in Anaheim. He doesn’t have the same kind 
of stars in Minnesota, though it will be interesting to see 
if he can help Mikael Granlund finally break out.

HOW HEALTHY IS ZACH PARISE? Parise is an “old” 
32. He missed one or zero games in seven of his first eight 
seasons but sat out 35 over his past three, averaging 11.7 
DNPs. Last season’s back injury was serious enough that 
Parise lost feeling in his leg and foot for chunks of time. 
He claims to be fully healthy for 2016-17, but he’s clearly 
an injury risk at this point. Parise hasn’t topped 62 points 
since signing with the Wild in 2012, either.

WHAT DOES ERIC STAAL HAVE LEFT? Staal en-
dured his worst campaign since 2003-04, and when we 
factor in 2003-04 was his rookie year, 2015-16 stands out 
as his weakest efort. He managed just 13 goals and 39 
points. His 2.4 shots per game marked his lowest average 
since his rookie season. Staal made almost no impact 
after the New York Rangers took a chance and acquired 
him from Carolina at last year’s trade deadline. The Wild 
handed him $10.5 million over three years, so he’ll get 
a shot to re-establish himself as a top-flight center on a 
scoring line. Staal’s career trajectory points downward, 
but he’s not ancient at 31 and has been quite durable.

MINNESOTA
WILD
CENTRAL

MIKAEL
GRANLUND
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LEFT DEFENSE
Paul Martin 4.85M

Marc-Edouard Vlasic 4.25M

Brenden Dillon 3.27M

Mirco Mueller 894K

Tim Heed 775K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Brent Burns 5.76M

Justin Braun 3.8M

David Schlemko 2.1M

Dylan DeMelo 650K

Patrick McNally 800K

GOALIES
Martin Jones 3.0M

Aaron Dell 625K

Troy Grosenick 600K

LEFT WING
Tomas Hertl 3.0M

Patrick Marleau 6.67M

Mikkel Boedker 4.0M

Matt Nieto 735K

Nikolay Goldobin 863K 

CENTER 
Joe Thornton 6.75M

Logan Couture 6.0M

Chris Tierney 712K

Tommy Wingels 2.48M

Micheal Haley 625K 

RIGHT WING
Joe Pavelski 6.0M

Joonas Donskoi 925K

Joel Ward 3.28M

Melker Karlsson 1.65M

Timo Meier 894K 

 INJURED

PROJECTED LINES

RED indicates  
new arrival

LEFT DEFENSE
Hampus Lindholm RFA

Cam Fowler 4.0M

Clayton Stoner 3.25M

Shea Theodore 863K

Nate Guenin 600K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Sami Vatanen 4.88M

Kevin Bieksa 4.0M

Simon Despres 3.7M

Josh Manson 825K

Korbinian Holzer 700K

GOALIES
John Gibson 2.3M

Jonathan Bernier 4.15M

Dustin Tokarski 600K

LEFT WING
Nick Ritchie 894K

Andrew Cogliano 3.0M

Ryan Garbutt 900K

Mason Raymond 675K

Nicolas Kerdiles 925K 

CENTER 
Ryan Getzlaf 8.25M

Ryan Kesler 6.88M

Rickard Rakell RFA

Antoine Vermette 1.75M

Nate Thompson 1.6M 

RIGHT WING
Corey Perry 8.63M

Jakob Silfverberg 3.75M

Chris Wagner 638K

Jared Boll 900K

Stefan Noesen 600K 

 INJURED

PROJECTED LINES

RED indicates  
new arrival

IS THIS THE SAN JOSE SWAN SONG 
FOR JOE THORNTON AND PATRICK 
MARLEAU? In reaching the Cup final 
last season, 36-year-olds Thornton and 
Marleau knew they were down to their 
last few strikes. Now in the final year of 
their contracts with the Sharks, we can 
start to see the end of the road.

But don’t be surprised to see the pair 
be open and willing to signing one-year 
deals with San Jose, starting in 2017-18 
when they’ll both be 38. There are other 
factors in play, of course. Are the Sharks 
still a Stanley Cup contender? And are 
Thornton and Marleau willing to move 
down somewhat from the $6.75 and 
$6.67 million they now make?

IS JOONAS DONSKOI THE NEXT BIG 
THING? He dazzled fans and teammates 
in his rookie season with his breakaway 
speed and slick skills. Now is Donskoi 

ready to take it to the next level? He had 
some rough patches during the season, 
but still managed 11 goals and 36 points. 
He was even better with more on the 
line in the playofs, scoring at a pace 
that would have topped 20 goals and 40 
points. Donskoi is sure to get some work 
on the top two lines.

IS THIS THE YEAR BRENT BURNS 
WINS THE NORRIS TROPHY? Not 
since Mike Green scored 31 goals in 2008-
09 has a defenseman scored as many as 
the 27 goals Burns had last season. And 
not since Ray Bourque took 390 shots in 
1995-96 has a defenseman blasted away 
as Burns did – 353 shots. If Burns, 31, 
comes close to those numbers again, he’ll 
make believers out of Norris voters. Burns 
was a distant third to Drew Doughty and 
Erik Karlsson last season, getting just 
three of 150 first-place votes.

CAN RANDY CARLYLE REGAIN HIS 
COACHING MAGIC? Carlyle had one of 
the most impressive winning percentages 
in NHL history after seven seasons coach-
ing the Ducks and won the Stanley Cup in 
his second year (2006-07). He even had 
a winning record in less than 200 games 
coaching the dysfunctional Maple Leafs. 
So why is his return to Anaheim met with 
such mixed reviews?

GM Bob Murray wouldn’t have hired 
Carlyle if he thought stars Corey Perry and 
Ryan Getzlaf would resist the move. With 
Carlyle, the Ducks will peak in the playofs 
rather than the regular season. 

IS NICK RITCHIE READY FOR 
TOP-LINE DUTY? When Ritchie was 
drafted 10th overall in 2014, it was with 
the anticipation he’d be able to make an 
impression on Anaheim’s top line with 
Getzlaf and Perry. After all, Ritchie is 

big (6-foot-2, 232 pounds), and showed 
excellent finish in the OHL. He started 
last season as a 19-year-old in the AHL 
and made a smooth transition, but he 
struggled in 33 NHL games (two goals 
and four points). With few other options 
for Anaheim on the left wing, they’ll give 
the young power forward a long leash.

CAN JOHN GIBSON BE THE MAIN 
MAN AT 23? Knowing they’d lose either 
Gibson or Frederik Andersen in next 
summer’s expansion draft, the Ducks 
got a first-round pick from Toronto for 
Andersen. That’s putting a lot of faith in 
Gibson, whose numbers haven’t been 
quite as solid as Andersen’s. 

Gibson is a future top-10 goalie in the 
NHL. The only question is how soon? Ana-
heim added fallen-Leaf Jonathan Bernier 
as insurance, but don’t expect a co-No. 1 
situation to develop.

SAN JOSE
SHARKS
PACIFIC

JOHN
GIBSON

ANAHEIM
DUCKS
PACIFIC

JOONAS
DONSKOI
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CAN THE KINGS BECOME A MODERN-DAY NHL 
DYNASTY? It used to be you had to win at least three 
Cups in a row to be called a dynasty. But with massive 
expansion, the bar has been lowered to multiple Cups in 
a five- or six-year window. Detroit won three Cups in six 
seasons (1997 to ’02), yet many people don’t call that a 
dynasty. Chicago won three in six seasons (2010 to ’15) 
and many call that a dynasty. The Kings have two in five 
seasons. A third would get them there, and most experts 
consider L.A. among the top eight contenders.

IS ANZE KOPITAR WORTH $10 LARGE UNTIL 36?
Make a list of the top 10 players and chances are you 
won’t see Kopitar’s name until the final one or two, if at 
all. So does he deserve to be the No. 3 paid player ($10 
million AAV), behind two Hawks? The short answer is 
probably not, but Kopitar does a lot of things well, and 
the Kings weren’t in a position to let him walk as a UFA or 
trade him for prospects and picks. Kopitar, 29, is a central 
figure in L.A.’s run and will be for several seasons. But the 
back half of his eight-year deal is not going to be pretty.

IS THIS REALLY DUSTIN BROWN’S FINAL YEAR 
WITH THE KINGS? The longest-serving captain in 
the 50 years of the Kings is still an important face in the 
room, but his production has fallen of a clif. Can a team 
up against the salary cap aford to pay a bottom-six 
forward a $5.88-million AAV the next six seasons? 

Once a lock for 50 points (six straight seasons, pro-
rated), Brown has slipped to 27, 27 and 28 the past three 
years – despite missing just three games total. With Tyler 
Tofoli and Tanner Pearson due big raises in 2017, the 
Kings may have no choice but to peddle the soon-to-be 
32-year-old Brown.

LOS ANGELES
KINGS
PACIFIC

LEFT WING
Johnny Gaudreau RFA
Micheal Ferland 825K
Hunter Shinkaruk 863K
Lance Bouma 2.2M
Matthew Tkachuk 925K

CENTER
Sean Monahan 6.38M
Mikael Backlund 3.58M
Sam Bennett 925K
Matt Stajan 3.13M
Freddie Hamilton RFA

RIGHT WING
Troy Brouwer 4.5M
Michael Frolik 4.3M
Alex Chiasson 800K
Linden Vey 700K
Brandon Bollig 1.3M

LEFT DEFENSE
Mark Giordano 6.75M
T.J. Brodie 4.65M
Jyrki Jokipakka 900K
Tyler Wotherspoon 625K
Ladislav Smid 3.5M

RIGHT DEFENSE
Dougie Hamilton 5.75M
Dennis Wideman 5.25M
Deryk Engelland 2.92M
Brett Kulak 657K
Oliver Kylington 762K

GOALIES
Brian Elliott 2.5M
Chad Johnson 1.7M
Jon Gillies 925K
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LEFT WING
Teddy Purcell 1.6M
Adrian Kempe 894K
Tanner Pearson 1.4M
Dwight King 1.95M
Andy Andreof 588K

CENTER
Anze Kopitar 10.0M
Jef Carter 5.27M
Nick Shore 600K
Trevor Lewis 2.0M
Michael Latta 600K

RIGHT WING
Marian Gaborik 4.88M
Tyler Tofoli 3.25M
Dustin Brown 5.88M
Kyle Cliford 1.6M
Jordan Nolan 950K

LEFT DEFENSE
Jake Muzzin 4.0M
Alec Martinez 4.0M
Brayden McNabb 1.7M
Rob Scuderi 1.13M
Kevin Gravel 668K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Drew Doughty 7.0M
Matt Greene 2.5M
Tom Gilbert 1.4M
Zach Trotman 650K
Derek Forbort 650K

GOALIES
Jonathan Quick 5.8M
Jef Zatkof 900K
Jack Campbell 613K
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CAN NEW COACH GLEN GULUTZAN GET THE 
FLAMES TO PLAY WITH POSSESSION? Deposed 
Calgary coach Bob Hartley was a big fan of the stretch 
pass to create ofensive chances and stressed shot block-
ing to suppress the opposition. Both meant the puck was 
wayward rather than controlled. That type of old school 
thinking ran thin with GM Brad Treliving, and the coach of 
the year in 2014-15 was replaced.

Gulutzan is regarded as more progressive in his 
coaching style and is sure to find creative ways of keep-
ing the puck on the sticks of his skilled young forwards 
and mobile defense corps.

WHO’S THE NEXT YOUNG GUN TO STEP IN AND 
SHINE? In each of the past three seasons, Calgary has 
seen an unproven rookie blossom in an ofensive role. 
From Sean Monahan to Johnny Gaudreau to Sam Ben-
nett, the future is in good hands. 

Expect to see two of the following win jobs. Winger 
Hunter Shinkaruk showed well in an eight-game trial last 
season, sixth-overall pick Matthew Tkachuk is a mature 
18, Daniel Pribyl is big and skilled, and 2013 first-rounder 
Emile Poirier is quick with nice finish.

IS BRIAN ELLIOTT’S STELLAR SAVE PERCENTAGE 
TRANSFERRABLE TO ALBERTA? Was it the team 
system in St. Louis or just Elliott’s ability to stop shots 
at an elite level that led to an otherworldly .925 save 
percentage the past five seasons combined?

Chances are it was a combination of both. Elliott is 
unheralded, but then again, the defensive schemes of 
Ken Hitchcock leads to his goalies posting nice SPs. At 31, 
Elliott is in the final year of his contract at a modest $2.5 
million. A good showing and he’ll double that number.

CALGARY
FLAMES
PACIFIC

HUNTER
SHINKARUK

DUSTIN
BROWN
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WILL THE REAL JORDAN EBERLE PLEASE STAND 
UP? It’s been five seasons now since Eberle had the best 
season of his career – a 34-goal, 76-point campaign as 
a 21-year-old in 2011-12. Since then, his points per 82 
games settled at 63, 67, 64 and then dropped to 56 last 
season. At 26, he’s now in his prime. So why do we think 
there’s much more to ofer?

Expect Eberle to break through his career high 
playing on a line with Connor McDavid and prob-
ably Milan Lucic. After 500 regular season NHL 
games, however, Eberle likely won’t get his first 
taste of the Stanley Cup playofs next spring.

CAN ADAM LARSSON BECOME A TOP-PAIR 
BLUELINER? In trading Taylor Hall to New Jersey, the 
Oilers paid a stif price to secure the services of a second-
pair defenseman. But the anticipation is the 23-year-old 
Larsson, going into his sixth NHL season, can evolve into a 
minute-munching, two-way force.

Larsson did play on New Jersey’s top pair for the first 
time last season, but his numbers were underwhelming, 
and he has yet to live up to his billing as the fourth-overall 
pick in 2011. His 0.79 shots per game last season ranked 
191st among defensemen who played at least 20 games.

WILL THE OILERS SET A MARK FOR FUTILITY?
When the Oilers missed the playof for the 10th consecu-
tive season in 2015-16, they matched Florida (2001 to 2011) 
for the longest in NHL history. Can Edmonton make that 
record its own with 11 straight dry springs? Most experts 
say yes. The Hockey News predicts the Oilers to finish fifth 
in the Pacific Division and not be a wild card team. On the 
bright side, they’ll be in the lottery for a chance at their 
fifth first-overall pick in eight years.

EDMONTON
OILERS
PACIFIC

LEFT WING
Max Domi 863K
Jamie McGinn 3.33M
Tobias Rieder RFA
Lawson Crouse 894K
Jordan Martinook 613K

CENTER
Martin Hanzal 3.1M
Dylan Strome 894K
Christian Dvorak 839K
Brad Richardson 2.08M
Laurent Dauphin 745K

RIGHT WING
Anthony Duclair 773K
Shane Doan 3.88M
Radim Vrbata 1.0M
Ryan White 1.0M
Craig Cunningham 600K

LEFT DEFENSE
Oliver Ekman-Larsson 5.5M
Alex Goligoski 5.48M
Kevin Connauton 1.0M
Klas Dahlbeck 750K
Jarred Tinordi 700K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Connor Murphy 3.85M
Michael Stone 4.0M
Zbynek Michalek 3.2M
Luke Schenn 1.25M
Jamie McBain 650K

GOALIES
Mike Smith 5.67M
Louis Domingue 1.05M
Justin Peters 600K
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LEFT WING
Milan Lucic 6.0M
Benoit Pouliot 4.0M
Patrick Maroon 1.5M
Matt Hendricks 1.85M
Taylor Beck 650K

CENTER
Connor McDavid 925K
Ryan Nugent-Hopkins 6.0M
Leon Draisaitl 925K
Mark Letestu 1.8M
Anton Lander 988K

RIGHT WING
Jordan Eberle 6.0M
Jesse Puljujarvi 925K
Zack Kassian 1.5M
Nail Yakupov 2.5M
Iiro Pakarinen 725K

LEFT DEFENSE
Andrej Sekera 5.5M
Oscar Klefbom 4.17M
Darnell Nurse 863K
Griin Reinhart 863K
Andrew Ference 3.25M

RIGHT DEFENSE
Adam Larsson 4.17M
Mark Fayne 3.63M
Brandon Davidson 1.43M
Mark Fraser 575K
Jordan Oesterle 585K

GOALIES
Cam Talbot 4.17M
Jonas Gustavsson 800K
Laurent Brossoit 750K
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WILL THERE BE MUCH OF AN NHL LEARNING 
CURVE FOR DYLAN STROME? Strome was the third-
overall pick in 2015 and finished as the No. 1 prospect in 
Future Watch 2016. The crafty center has another season 
of junior eligibility, but don’t expect him to see the OHL 
unless he picks it up on satellite. He’s ready for the NHL. 

Strome is the team’s future No. 1 center, perhaps as 
soon as next season. For now, expect to see him get 
sheltered time on Arizona’s second line behind Martin 
Hanzal, perhaps with Shane Doan and Jamie McGinn. It’s 
tempting to put Strome with young guns Max Domi and 
Anthony Duclair, but that won’t happen right away.

IS ANTHONY DUCLAIR A CANDIDATE FOR THE 
SOPHOMORE SLUMP? Playing with fellow rookie 
Domi, Duclair started of like gangbusters last season, 
scoring a hat trick in his third game and recording points 
in five of his first six games. But defenses started to hone 
in on the Arizona rookies and their production dipped. 

Of Duclair’s 20 goals, only eight came in the second 
half, and he finished the year with just four goals in 26 
games. Duclair will have to use his speed and smarts to 
find ways of beating tough defenses.

WILL WE SEE THE MIKE SMITH OF OLD OR OLD 
MIKE SMITH? After posting a .930 save percentage 
and finishing fourth in Vezina voting in 2011-12, Smith has 
been trending to below league-average numbers. He’s 
now 34 and has three years left at $5.67 million AAV.

Smith missed more than three months last season 
with a core muscle injury. But the good news is that in 
the 10 games he played after his return last March, he 
posted two shutouts and had a .944 save percentage. 
That sounds like the Mike Smith of old.

ARIZONA
COYOTES
PACIFIC

DYLAN
STROME

JORDAN
EBERLE
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LEFT WING
Daniel Sedin 7.0M
Sven Baertschi 1.85M
Alexandre Burrows 4.5M
Brendan Gaunce 863K
Mike Zalewski 633K

CENTER
Henrik Sedin 7.0M
Bo Horvat 894K
Brandon Sutter 4.38M
Markus Granlund 900K
Michael Chaput 600K

RIGHT WING
Loui Eriksson 6.0M
Jannik Hansen 2.5M
Jake Virtanen 894K
Derek Dorsett 2.65M
Emerson Etem 775K

LEFT DEFENSE
Alexander Edler 5.0M
Ben Hutton 896K
Olli Juolevi 925K
Luca Sbisa 3.6M
Andrey Pedan 700K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Chris Tanev 4.45M
Erik Gudbranson 3.5M
Nikita Tryamkin 925K
Alex Biega 750K
Jordan Subban 755K

GOALIES
Ryan Miller 6.0M
Jacob Markstrom 1.55M
Richard Bachman 575K
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ARE THE SEDINS DESTINED TO GO DOWN WITH 
THE SHIP? The Canucks aren’t in rebuild mode yet – 
they look to be reloading still – but when that happens 
does that mean the Sedin twins will be peddled for picks 
and prospects? Henrik and Daniel will be 36 when the 
season opens and have two years remaining at $7 million 
AAV on identical pacts. If things go pear-shaped this sea-
son or next, what are the chances the Sedins waive their 
no-movement clauses and accept a deal to one team 
with a ton of cap room? That’s a slim to none proposition.

BRANDON SUTTER IS DUE FOR SOME GOOD 
HEALTH, ISN’T HE? After missing 60 games with a 
sports hernia and broken jaw, Sutter was dearly missed 
in Vancouver in terms of production (he should be good 
for 20 goals) and what he ofers as a proven two-way 
center. His return to good health is a strong bet, and 
there should be few concerns about his fragility. He 
missed just three games total in the five seasons before 
coming to Vancouver.

WILL THE CANUCKS DRAFT FIRST OVERALL FOR 
THE FIRST TIME EVER? Since joining the NHL in 1970, 
the Canucks have drafted second-overall four times (Dale 
Tallon, Trevor Linden, Petr Nedved, Daniel Sedin) and 
third-overall four times (Jocelyn Guevremont, Don Lever, 
Dennis Ververgaert, Henrik Sedin). But they’ve never 
picked first. Several prognosticators peg them for 30th, 
which still just gives them a 20-percent shot of winning 
the lottery. So odds are they’ll lose the draft lottery, too.

VANCOUVER
CANUCKS
PACIFIC

BRANDON
SUTTER

#FrozenMemories

Backyard perfection

OUTDOOR ICE RINK Liners, Support Brackets, Boards, Resurfacers and ALL the accessories!

Details-Instructions-Videos-Photos-Chat at NiceRink.com or call 888.642.3746
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VICTOR
HEDMAN

LEFT DEFENSE
Victor Hedman 4.0M

Jason Garrison 4.6M

Nikita Nesterov RFA

Slater Koekkoek 894K

Matt Taormina 575K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Anton Stralman 4.5M

Andrej Sustr 1.45M

Braydon Coburn 3.7M

Luke Witkowski 575K

Dominik Masin 808K

GOALIES
Ben Bishop 5.95M

Andrei Vasilevskiy 925K

Kristers Gudlevskis 575K

LEFT WING
Alex Killorn 4.45M

Ondrej Palat 3.33M

Vladislav Namestnikov 1.94M

J.T. Brown 1.25M

Jeremy Morin 575K 

CENTER 
Steven Stamkos 8.5M

Tyler Johnson 3.33M

Valtteri Filppula 5.0M

Brian Boyle 2.0M

Brayden Point 687K 

RIGHT WING
Jonathan Drouin 894K

Nikita Kucherov RFA

Ryan Callahan 5.8M

Cedric Paquette 813K

Erik Condra 1.25M

 INJURED

PROJECTED LINES

RED indicates  
new arrival

LEFT DEFENSE
Keith Yandle 6.35M

Mike Matheson 925K

Mark Pysyk 1.13M

Jakub Kindl 2.04M

Ian McCoshen 925K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Aaron Ekblad 925K

Jason Demers 4.5M

Alex Petrovic 1.05M

Steven Kampfer 613K

Jonathan Racine 660K

GOALIES
James Reimer 3.4M

Reto Berra 1.45M

Roberto Luongo 4.53M

LEFT WING
Jonathan Huberdeau 3.25M

Jussi Jokinen 4.0M

Jared McCann 894K

Jonathan Marchessault 750K

Connor Brickley 650K 

CENTER 
Aleksander Barkov 5.9M

Vincent Trocheck 4.75M

Nick Bjugstad 4.1M

Derek MacKenzie 1.3M

Greg McKegg 700K 

RIGHT WING
Jaromir Jagr 4.0M

Reilly Smith 3.43M

Logan Shaw 660K

Colton Sceviour 950K

Shawn Thornton 600K 

 INJURED

PROJECTED LINES

RED indicates  
new arrival

CAN VICTOR HEDMAN WIN THE 
NORRIS TROPHY? He certainly can, 
especially since Drew Doughty finally 
got his. Hedman will have plenty of op-
portunity to put up points (always a 
voting factor) on a high-powered Tampa 
Bay team, but he also has the defensive 
chops to justify a win. Hedman already 
faces the toughest competition of any 
blueliner on the Bolts and still comes out 
with excellent possession numbers. If he 
stays healthy, he’s a strong candidate to 
win it all.

IS THERE ENOUGH ICE TIME TO GO 
AROUND? The Lightning are flush with 
talented forwards, and as Jonathan Dr-
ouin has proven himself to be a top-shelf 
threat, meting out shifts will be tricky 
for coach Jon Cooper. Steven Stamkos’ 
blood clot largely shielded Cooper from 
the challenge in the latter stages of the 

season, but with all hands on deck, you’re 
looking at three scoring lines with little 
drop-of. Cooper can manage what is the 
best problem a coach can have, however. 
And, really, things can’t be any more 
chaotic and distracting than they were 
last season, which still saw the team push 
Pittsburgh in the Eastern Conference final.

WHO IS TAMPA’S GOALIE AT THE 
END OF THE SEASON? Andrei Vasi-
levskiy, but it’s a tough, pragmatic call. 
Vasilevskiy, 22, is younger and cheaper 
than Ben Bishop. Vasilevskiy also proved 
in the playofs he can be just as reliable. 
Bishop is a UFA next summer, when he’s 
30, and could even be trade deadline bait 
should a team come in with a blockbuster 
ofer (Dallas, we’re looking in your direc-
tion). Otherwise, Vasilevskiy is clearly the 
future and might as well be the present, 
come playof time.

HOW GOOD WILL ALEKSANDER 
BARKOV BE? Really good. The big cen-
ter will be 21 when the season begins, but 
he’s already in his fourth NHL campaign. 
Given how pivots of his ilk tend to prog-
ress, we’re looking at another big leap 
from a kid who was nearly a point-per-
gamer in 2015-16. Barkov’s production 
has jumped every year and, with the 
talent surrounding him, there’s no reason 
to believe he’ll be slowing down anytime 
soon. Funny to think he was once seen 
as a dicey pick over Jonathan Drouin and 
Seth Jones in the 2013 draft.

HOW FLUKY WAS THE PANTHERS’ 
DIVISION TITLE? It was a little bit fluky, 
to be sure. Florida had one of the best 
winning percentages in one-goal games, 
and there’s no math to prove that will 
happen again this season. The team also 
had a high PDO (shooting percentage 

plus save percentage), which is equated 
with “ luck.” Plus, Roberto Luongo 
continued to play like a goaltender 10 
years younger than his actual age of 37. 
That helped a lot. This season, Luongo 
is returning from of-season hip surgery, 
and the Cats won’t rush or pressure him. 
Hence the signing of James Reimer over 
the summer.

WILL JAROMIR JAGR LEAD THE 
TEAM IN SCORING AGAIN? No, but 
the legend will turn 45 during the season, 
so it’s no shame if he gets passed by 
Barkov or Vince Trocheck or Jonathan 
Huberdeau. Jagr couldn’t find his ofense 
during the first-round loss to the Isles, 
but you can’t say he slowed down as the 
season went on: the ageless one tallied 11 
points in the last nine games of the sea-
son. Either way, it’s time for the younger 
generations to take the reins full time.

TAMPA BAY
LIGHTNING
ATLANTIC

FLORIDA
PANTHERS
ATLANTIC
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IS ALEX GALCHENYUK A NO. 1 CENTER? Sweet 
lord, yes. It took the Habs long enough to figure out, but 
they got there eventually. Galchenyuk was one of the few 

bright spots in last year’s cratering, and a combina-
tion of skill and vision led the youngster to his first 
30-goal NHL campaign. Galchenyuk still needs to 

improve on his faceofs, but with a win percentage of 
47.9 percent last season, he’s not that far of the mark. 
Should coach Michel Therrien attempt to claw back 
Galchenyuk’s development, the Habs would regress to 
being a team with three second-line centers, and that’s 
just not going to cut it.

WILL THE HABS REGRET THE SUBBAN-WEBER 
TRADE? Maybe not immediately, but eventually they 
will. Weber is older and appears to be declining in efec-
tiveness. He’ll still be a No. 1 defenseman short term, but 
there will be diminishing returns from there. Plus, trading 
the charismatic Subban did nothing to change the image 
of the Canadiens as a cold, personality-killing franchise. 
In the meantime, enjoy Weber’s bomb point shots and 
surly corner work, Habs fans.

WHAT KIND OF IMPACT CAN ALEXANDER 
RADULOV HAVE? Based on his reputation, Radulov is 
probably a little underhyped right now. The mystifying 
veteran says he has matured since his curfew antics got 
him benched in Nashville a few years ago, and his num-
bers in the KHL haven’t tailed of one bit. At 30, he’s no 
youngster, but he knows how to put the puck in the net 
and how to operate on the NHL’s smaller ice surface, so 
there won’t be much of an adjustment period – assuming 
he stays in line discipline-wise.

MONTREAL
CANADIENS
ATLANTIC

LEFT WING
Brad Marchand 4.5M
Matt Beleskey 3.8M
Frank Vatrano 793K
Danton Heinen 873K
Brian Ferlin 725K

CENTER
Patrice Bergeron 6.88M
David Krejci 7.25M
Ryan Spooner 950K
Dominic Moore 900K
Zac Rinaldo 850K

RIGHT WING
David Backes 6.0M
David Pastrnak 925K
Jimmy Hayes 2.3M
Riley Nash 900K
Seth Griith 625K

LEFT DEFENSE
Zdeno Chara 6.92M
Torey Krug 5.25M
Joe Morrow 800K
Matt Grzelcyk 859K
Tommy Cross 600K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Kevan Miller 2.5M
Adam McQuaid 2.75M
John-Michael Liles 2.0M
Colin Miller 1.0M
Alex Grant 600K

GOALIES
Tuukka Rask 7.0M
Anton Khudobin 1.2M
Malcolm Subban 863K
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new arrival
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LEFT WING
Max Pacioretty 4.5M
Andrew Shaw 3.9M
Daniel Carr 725K
Paul Byron 1.17M
Artturi Lehkonen 839K

CENTER
Alex Galchenyuk 2.8M
Tomas Plekanec 6.0M
David Desharnais 3.5M
Brian Flynn 950K
Phillip Danault 913K

RIGHT WING
Brendan Gallagher 3.75M
Alexander Radulov 5.75M
Sven Andrighetto 650K
Torrey Mitchell 1.2M
Michael McCarron 863K

LEFT DEFENSE
Andrei Markov 5.75M
Nathan Beaulieu 1.0M
Alexei Emelin 4.1M
Mark Barberio 750K
Philip Samuelsson 600K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Shea Weber 7.86M
Jef Petry 5.5M
Greg Pateryn 800K
Zach Redmond 613K
Mikhail Sergachev 925K

GOALIES
Carey Price 6.5M
Al Montoya 950K
Mike Condon 575K

 INJURED
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CAN THE DEFENSE HOLD UP? The Magic Eight Ball 
says “don’t hold your breath.” Last year’s Bruins were 
a bottom-half possession team and tied for second-
worst in shots allowed. Zdeno Chara will be 40 before 
the campaign ends, and GM Don Sweeney made no 
additions over the summer. It’s ba�ing to consider 
how much trouble this team would be in defensively 
without responsible forwards such as Patrice Bergeron 
and David Krejci.

IS IT STILL TUUKKA TIME? Perhaps not coinciden-
tally, goalie Tuukka Rask’s stats have declined as the 

Bruins’ defense has become more porous. Rask’s goals-
against average has risen the past three seasons, and his 
save percentage has dropped the past two (and it was 
basically even the season prior to that). Though he’s only 
29, Rask’s fall from grace and his mercurial nature in net 
are screaming for the Bruins to give top goalie prospect 
Malcolm Subban a serious kick at the can at some point.

HOW MUCH OF AN IMPACT CAN DAVID 
BACKES MAKE? He was the biggest of-season 

acquisition made by the Bruins, and he comes with risk. 
Based on the way Backes turned his game up a notch 
in the playofs with St. Louis, the former Blues captain 
can at least be a powerful player for another season or 
two. Sure, he’s on the wrong side of 30 and has played 
a battle-scarring style for years, but Backes has juice 
left in the tank. Whether he’s still an efective player 
a couple seasons down the road when he’s mid-30s is 
another question. But for now, his five-year contract 
(with an AAV of $6 million) is a problem for the future, 
not the present.

BOSTON
BRUINS
ATLANTIC

ZDENO
CHARA

ALEX
GALCHENYUK
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DOES THE PLAYOFF STREAK END THIS YEAR?
Yes, 25 years will be the capper. The Red Wings have 
simply lost too much top-end talent the past few years, 
and Pavel Datsyuk’s Russian retirement surely seals their 
fate. Without Datsyuk, Detroit returns just one player 
who tallied more than 45 points last year: captain Henrik 
Zetterberg (a team-leading 50 points). Thomas Vanek 
sure isn’t going to move mountains, and Frans Nielsen’s 
impact will be more in the two-way department. Plus, 
Tomas Jurco may start the season on the shelf while 
recovering from a back injury – and he was a guy they 
needed to make a leap this year.

WHO WILL BE THE MOST EFFECTIVE DEFENSE-
MAN? With Niklas Kronwall’s career on the wrong side 
of a tipping point, it might be Danny DeKeyser. The Red 
Wings had incredibly stratified usage when it came to 
their blueline last year, and DeKeyser played the toughest 
minutes of all. Second place went to Kyle Quincey, but 
he’s gone. At least one more salvageable season from 
Kronwall would go a very long way, but he already has a 
knee problem that kept him from the World Cup.

WHAT CAN WE EXPECT FROM DYLAN LARKIN?
Continued ascent, for sure. Larkin labored in the second 
half of his rookie campaign, and coming of one year in 
college (where the game schedule is light) may have 
been a factor. But now the splendid young center knows 
what to expect, and the speed he used as jet fuel during 
all-star weekend festivities will be used even more ef-
fectively thanks to a full summer of training. Once Larkin 
really takes hold, he’s the ofensive heir apparent to the 
outgoing Zetterberg/Datsyuk alliance.

DETROIT
RED WINGS
ATLANTIC

LEFT WING
Evander Kane 5.25M
Tyler Ennis 4.6M
Matt Moulson 5.0M
Marcus Foligno 2.25M
Cal O’Reilly 700K

CENTER
Ryan O’Reilly 7.5M
Jack Eichel 925K
Zemgus Girgensons RFA
Johan Larsson 950K
Derek Grant 650K

RIGHT WING
Kyle Okposo 6.0M
Sam Reinhart 894K
Brian Gionta 4.25M
Nicolas Deslauriers 775K
Hudson Fasching 925K

LEFT DEFENSE
Dmitry Kulikov 4.33M
Jake McCabe 1.6M
Josh Gorges 3.9M
Justin Falk 650K
Brendan Guhle 703K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Rasmus Ristolainen RFA
Zach Bogosian 5.14M
Cody Franson 3.33M
Taylor Fedun 600K
Casey Nelson 650K

GOALIES
Robin Lehner 2.23M
Anders Nilsson 1.0M
Linus Ullmark 776K
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LEFT WING
Henrik Zetterberg 6.08M
Justin Abdelkader 4.25M
Thomas Vanek 2.6M
Andreas Athanasiou 628K
Drew Miller 1.03M

CENTER
Frans Nielsen 5.25M
Dylan Larkin 925K
Riley Sheahan 2.08M
Luke Glendening 628K
Steve Ott 800K

RIGHT WING
Gustav Nyquist 4.75M
Tomas Tatar 2.75M
Darren Helm 3.85M
Anthony Mantha 863K
Tomas Jurco 900K

LEFT DEFENSE
Danny DeKeyser 5.0M
Jonathan Ericsson 4.25M
Brendan Smith 2.75M
Xavier Ouellet 715K
Brian Lashof 650K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Mike Green 6.0M
Niklas Kronwall 4.75M
Alexey Marchenko 1.45M
Ryan Sproul RFA
Robbie Russo 680K

GOALIES
Petr Mrazek 4.0M
Jimmy Howard 5.29M
Edward Pasquale 575K

 INJURED
RED indicates  

new arrival

PROJECTED LINES

WHEN WILL THE SABRES BE GOOD? Not this year, 
but probably next year. That’s the thing about rebuilds; 
they take longer than you’d expect. Just ask Los Angeles 
and Chicago about that one. The Sabres will improve in 
the standings a third straight season, but the bar was so 
low it’s practically inevitable. Consider 2016-17 a transi-
tion year, where Jack Eichel, Sam Reinhart and Rasmus 
Ristolainen continue to grow while the team’s brass 
figures out if Robin Lehner can be a legit No. 1 
goaltender. They could scrap for a playof 
spot, but it’s all about learning for the 
future right now.

WHO WILL LEAD THE TEAM IN SCORING? Eichel. 
Sophomore slump be damned, the second overall pick in 
2015 gained steam as his rookie season went on, ending 
with a five-game point streak. Not only that, but the 
addition of Kyle Okposo and the return to health of Tyler 
Ennis will bolster the Sabres’ depth. That means Eichel 
and Ryan O’Reilly (who will take on tougher competition 
assignments) will have even more talent to work with on 
their wings.

DOES EVANDER KANE END THIS SEASON IN 
BUFFALO? When you’re literally taken into Central 
Booking during the summer, it’s not a good look. Kane’s 
arrest for trespassing, harassment and disorderly conduct 
– all stemming from an alleged incident at a Bufalo 
nightspot – once again took the focus of his hockey 
talents. While he pleaded not guilty, his list of career 
distractions is getting long. For a team on the rise, he 
may not be the right fit in the long term, and trades have 
already been rumored for the power forward.

BUFFALO
SABRES
ATLANTIC

JIMMY
HOWARD
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WHO IS TORONTO’S NO. 1 CENTER? Technically, 
it’s going to be Nazem Kadri again. Yes, highly vaunted 
rookie Auston Matthews arrives, but he’ll need to be 
protected at least somewhat, just as Bufalo has Ryan 
O’Reilly for Jack Eichel. Kadri has been playing some of 

the toughest competition and coming out with good 
possession numbers, so really, nothing will change. 
But make no mistake: in a year or two, Matthews takes 

over. If his World Championship performance with Team 
USA was any indication, you basically just have to tell 
Matthews when it’s time to take over a team and he’ll do 
it. Must be nice.

WHAT IS THE NEXT STEP FOR MORGAN RIELLY?
Toronto’s best defenseman at 22, Rielly plays tough 
competition and drives possession. His ofense is pretty 
decent for a blueliner, but the next mission will be to kick 
it up another notch. The Leafs were starved for scoring 
last year, and the power play was a drag. Rielly had eight 
points with the man advantage. He’s capable of improv-
ing on that, and once he does, his totals will be more in 
line with what they should be. Breaking 40 points should 
be the goal to begin with.

IS FREDERIK ANDERSEN THE ANSWER IN NET?
He could be, but don’t expect too much this season. The 
Maple Leafs may have landed Matthews, but they’re 
still in the midst of a rebuild that will see them take on 
more water before the leaks get plugged. Anaheim was 
a slightly better possession team than Toronto and gave 
up fewer shots against, so Andersen will be busier. As 
long as he doesn’t take this year’s stats personally, the 
workload could help him in the long run.

TORONTO
MAPLE LEAFS
ATLANTIC

LEFT WING
James van Riemsdyk 4.25M
Milan Michalek 4.0M
Matt Martin 2.5M
Colin Greening 2.65M
Zach Hyman 900K

CENTER
Nazem Kadri 4.5M
Auston Matthews 925K
Tyler Bozak 4.2M
Peter Holland 1.3M
Brooks Laich 4.5M

RIGHT WING
Leo Komarov 2.95M
William Nylander 894K
Mitch Marner 894K
Nikita Soshnikov 737K
Jofrey Lupul 5.25M

LEFT DEFENSE
Matt Hunwick 1.2M
Jake Gardiner 4.05M
Martin Marincin 1.25M
Connor Carrick 750K
Viktor Loov 693K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Morgan Rielly 5.0M
Nikita Zaitsev 925K
Roman Polak 2.25M
Frank Corrado 600K
Andrew Campbell 575K

GOALIES
Frederik Andersen 5.0M
Jhonas Enroth 750K
Garret Sparks 575K
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NAZEM
KADRI

LEFT WING
Mike Hofman 5.19M
Clarke MacArthur 4.65M
Zack Smith 1.89M
Ryan Dzingel 750K
Nick Paul 670K

CENTER
Derick Brassard 5.0M
Kyle Turris 3.5M
Jean-Gabriel Pageau 900K
Chris Kelly 900K
Philip Varone 700K

RIGHT WING
Bobby Ryan 7.25M
Mark Stone 3.5M
Curtis Lazar 894K
Chris Neil 1.5M
Mike Blunden 738K

LEFT DEFENSE
Marc Methot 4.9M
Dion Phaneuf 7.0M
Mark Borowiecki 1.1M
Patrick Sielof 894K
Thomas Chabot 894K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Erik Karlsson 6.5M
Cody Ceci 2.8M
Chris Wideman 800K
Michael Kostka 800K
Fredrick Claesson 700K

GOALIES
Craig Anderson 4.2M
Andrew Hammond 1.35M
Matt O’Connor 925K
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new arrival
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BOBBY
RYAN

CAN BOBBY RYAN FIND HIS CONSISTENCY?
There’s weird mojo going on with Ryan in March and 
April. The past two seasons, he has scored just once in 
his final 20 games. The year before that? Four times. 
For a big-money player on a team searching for ofense, 
that can’t happen again. Whether it’s conditioning or 
something mental, Ryan has yet to figure out a way to 
play productively through 82 games. Prove us wrong, 
Bobby. Your team may depend on it.

WHICH CRAIG ANDERSON WILL SHOW UP?
The good one. Anderson has played well every other 

season during his tenure in Ottawa. Oddly, he has been 
more efective in campaigns cut short by injury – but 
no one wishes that on him. Last year, his numbers were 
pedestrian, and the Senators missed the playofs. But the 
past two times he has been on, they’ve made the dance. 
Luckily for Ottawa, the 35-year-old goalkeeper is due. 
And right now there’s no obvious guy to push him, so the 
Senators need Anderson more than ever.

CAN THIS DEFENSE CORPS SURVIVE? While Erik 
Karlsson is the best ofensive defenseman in the league, 
he presides over a porous blueline corps (a charge of 
which he is not immune himself). No team surrendered 
more shots against than Ottawa in 2015-16, while the 
Senators also posted the second-worst penalty kill 
overall. New coach Guy Boucher is known as a defensive 
man, and while he may not have the ideal personnel, he 
can at least coax a little improvement out of the unit. 
Dion Phaneuf will be the key. If the veteran can play 
within himself, it will go a long way in shor-
ing up that back-end corps.

OTTAWA
SENATORS
ATLANTIC
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LEFT DEFENSE
Karl Alzner 2.80M

Dmitry Orlov RFA

Brooks Orpik 5.5M

Taylor Chorney 800K

Aaron Ness 613K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Matt Niskanen 5.75M

John Carlson 3.97M

Nate Schmidt 813K

Madison Bowey 703K

Darren Dietz 575K

GOALIES
Braden Holtby 6.1M

Philipp Grubauer 750K

Joe Cannata 575K

LEFT WING
Alex Ovechkin 9.54M

Andre Burakovsky 894K

Marcus Johansson 4.58M

Daniel Winnik 2.25M

Jakub Vrana 863K 

CENTER 
Evgeny Kuznetsov 3.0M

Nicklas Backstrom 6.7M

Lars Eller 3.5M

Jay Beagle 1.75M

Brad Malone 575K

RIGHT WING
T.J. Oshie 4.18M

Justin Williams 3.25M

Brett Connolly 850K

Tom Wilson 2.0M

Stanislav Galiev 575K

 INJURED

PROJECTED LINES

RED indicates  
new arrival

LEFT DEFENSE
Brian Dumoulin 800K

Olli Maatta 4.08M

Ian Cole 2.1M

Derrick Pouliot 863K

David Warsofsky 575K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Kris Letang 7.25M

Trevor Daley 3.3M

Justin Schultz 1.4M

Stuart Percy 575K

Tim Erixon 575K

GOALIES
Matt Murray 628K

Marc-Andre Fleury 5.75M

Tristan Jarry 631K

LEFT WING
Conor Sheary 668K

Carl Hagelin 4.0M

Chris Kunitz 3.85M

Tom Kuhnhackl 625K

Scott Wilson 625K

CENTER 
Sidney Crosby 8.7M

Nick Bonino 1.9M

Evgeni Malkin 9.5M

Matt Cullen 1.0M

Oskar Sundqvist 701K

RIGHT WING
Patric Hornqvist 4.25M

Phil Kessel 6.8M

Bryan Rust 640K

Eric Fehr 2.0M

Daniel Sprong 693K

 INJURED

PROJECTED LINES

RED indicates  
new arrival

WHO WILL LEAD THE CAPITALS 
IN SCORING? It may sound like an 
odd question, but Evgeny Kuznetsov 
is your man. He is, after all, the team’s 
reigning scoring champ. And though Alex 
Ovechkin is far from finished, Kuznetsov 
is a better bet right now. The 24-year-old 
center is entering his prime and has the 
vision and skills to pile up points. While 
‘Ovie’ is a huge goal-scoring threat, he 
doesn’t rack up the assists like Kuznetsov 
does. It’s a fun debate if you’re a Caps fan.

WHERE DOES BROOKS ORPIK FIT 
IN THE LINEUP? When he was brought 
in via free agency two summers ago, 
Orpik was the veteran Cup winner who 
played tough minutes against top lines. 
The five-year contract was never going to 
end well, but the laborious 36-year-old 
skater’s best-before date is here now. 
The Capitals can aford to make him their 

sixth defenseman if another bubble guy 
steps up, but it’s not an ideal situation for 
a team gunning for its first Cup. And to 
think, Matt Niskanen was second to Orpik 
on Washington’s priority list when both 
were signed out of Pittsburgh.

WOULD ANOTHER PRESIDENTS’ 
TROPHY MATTER? Nope. Once again, 
it’s Cup or bust for this crew, and the path 
will not be easy. The speedy Penguins ex-
posed the Capitals last season. And with 
Tampa Bay still soaring and Carey Price 
back healthy in Montreal, Washington 
isn’t guaranteed to get out of the division 
or conference, let alone win it all. Coach 
Barry Trotz may have the Jack Adams 
Award on his mantle right now, but he 
still has to figure out a way past the 
second round, something he has never 
done in his long NHL career, dating back 
to his time in Nashville.

CAN SIDNEY CROSBY WIN THE 
SCORING TITLE? He probably could 
win the Art Ross Trophy again, but he 
won’t. Crosby is fully entrenched as the 
best player in the world right now, but he 
does so as a devastating two-way player, 
not a scoreboard scorcher. Sure, if the 
Penguins need a goal, he’ll be there, but 
so will a healthy Evgeni Malkin, another 
superstar center Pittsburgh can rely on. 
Crosby, 29, will leave the Art Ross races 
for Patrick Kane, Jamie Benn and Connor 
McDavid, focusing instead on another 
deep playof run.

CAN THE PENGUINS REPEAT 
AS CUP CHAMPS? No. It’s just too 
hard – especially in a World Cup year in 
which Crosby and Malkin will be playing 
big-time games earlier than usual. While 
the Penguins will still be one of the top 
threats in the NHL, so much has to go 

right for a repeat, and no longer will 
instant heroes such as Matt Murray, Conor 
Sheary or Bryan Rust be surprises to 
opponents. Plus, Tampa Bay came very 
close to eliminating the Penguins in the 
East final even without Steven Stamkos in 
the lineup for almost the entire series.

CAN THE DEFENSE HOLD UP? Kris 
Letang and friends did just fine en route 
to the Cup. And though Ben Lovejoy is 
gone, Trevor Daley is healthy again. Brian 
Dumoulin is a hidden gem no longer 
thanks to his play last season, while 
growth from Olli Maatta and Derrick Pou-
liot will help. But coach Mike Sullivan’s 
system of getting the puck out and up to 
the forwards ASAP may be the biggest 
advantage. While there may be some 
of nights during the regular season, the 
team’s eiciency in the post-season gives 
it a great template.

WASHINGTON
CAPITALS
 METRO

MATT
MURRAY

PITTSBURGH
PENGUINS
METRO
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BRAYDEN
SCHENN

franchise to Jon Ledecky and Scott Malkin, there will be 
drama as always. The team’s arena fiasco is still a topic, 
especially with rumors about moving to Queens beside 
New York Mets or back to Nassau County. And with Ste-
ven Stamkos back in Tampa, John Tavares becomes the 
new target for Toronto fans and media hoping a local boy 
will become a Maple Leaf via free agency (and that’s not 
until 2018). So expect Tavares to be confronted with the 
same aggravating question anytime he’s within spitting 
distance of Toronto.

WHAT DIRECTION IS THIS TEAM HEADED IN?
Down, but luckily the division is softening right now. The 
Islanders are still a playof team but not a threat to make 
a long run right now. Replacing Kyle Okposo and Frans 
Nielsen with Andrew Ladd and P-A Parenteau makes 
the team older, not better, even if Jason Chimera is an 
upgrade over Matt Martin in the bottom six. And that 
goaltending situation is not ideal, unless Halak or Greiss 
really seizes the reins. The Islanders are stuck in the 
middle right now.

WHO IS THE STARTING GOALIE? Contract numbers 
say it’s Jaroslav Halak. End-of-year results say Thomas 
Greiss. But Halak has more than dollars on his side. 
Before he was lost to a groin injury, he had won five of 
his past six starts. And Tampa Bay made Greiss look as 
mortal in the playofs as Florida made him look superhu-
man, so the backup’s run should be taken with a grain of 
salt. Most likely, we see a battery in Brooklyn, at least to 
start the season.

CAN THE ISLES STAY OUT OF THE RUMOR MILL?
Nope. Even with colorful owner Charles Wang selling the 

NEW YORK
ISLANDERS
METRO

LEFT WING
Brayden Schenn 5.13M
Michael Ra� 2.35M
Dale Weise 2.35M
Pierre-Edouard Bellemare 713K
Taylor Leier 780K

CENTER
Claude Giroux 8.28M
Sean Couturier 4.33M
Scott Laughton 863K
Boyd Gordon 950K
Travis Konecny 894K

RIGHT WING
Wayne Simmonds 3.98M
Jakub Voracek 8.25M
Matt Read 3.63M
Nick Cousins 840K
Chris VandeVelde 713K

LEFT DEFENSE
Michael Del Zotto 3.88M
Andrew MacDonald 5.0M
Ivan Provorov 894K
T.J. Brennan 625K
Nick Schultz 2.25M

RIGHT DEFENSE
Mark Streit 5.25M
Shayne Gostisbehere 925K
Radko Gudas 3.35M
Brandon Manning 975K
Samuel Morin 863K

GOALIES
Steve Mason 4.1M
Michal Neuvirth 1.63M
Anthony Stolarz 753K
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LEFT WING
Andrew Ladd 5.5M
Anders Lee 3.75M
Nikolay Kulemin 4.19M
Jason Chimera 2.25M
Shane Prince 850K

CENTER
John Tavares 5.5M
Brock Nelson 2.5M
Matt Barzal 894K
Casey Cizikas 3.35M
Mikhail Grabovski 5.0M

RIGHT WING
P-A Parenteau 1.25M
Ryan Strome RFA
Josh Bailey 3.3M
Cal Clutterbuck 2.75M
Josh Ho-Sang 863K

LEFT DEFENSE
Nick Leddy 5.5M
Calvin de Haan 1.97M
Thomas Hickey 2.2M
Adam Pelech 854K
Matthew Finn 828K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Travis Hamonic 3.86M
Johnny Boychuk 6.0M
Ryan Pulock 863K
Scott Mayfield 625K
Devon Toews 925K

GOALIES
Jaroslav Halak 4.5M
Thomas Greiss 1.5M
Jean-Francois Berube 675K

 INJURED
RED indicates  

new arrival

PROJECTED LINES

season shooting percentage getting carved almost 
in half (from nine percent to five percent). Voracek’s 
struggles manifested most obviously on the power play, 
where he scored just once after tallying 11 times with 
the man advantage in 2014-15. A second training camp 
under Hakstol’s watch will help him get back to his usual 
scoring ways, plus Voracek will get a running start to the 
season thanks to his spot with the Czechs at the World 
Cup of Hockey.

WHO IS THE STARTING GOALIE? The Flyers have 
that problem right now where there are two options in 
net – Steve Mason and Michal Neuvirth. Mason has been 
the starter for the past three seasons, with results that 
have bounced between OK and pretty good. Neuvirth 
has never played more than 48 games in an NHL season 
and that was back in 2010-11. But he scared the daylights 
out of the Capitals in the playofs, surrendering just two 
goals in three games to push the series to six games 
after the Flyers started of 0-3. For now, we’ve got a 
platoon. The best man will win.

HOW FAR CAN DAVE HAKSTOL TAKE THIS TEAM?
The rookie coach gained traction in the second half of 
the season and brought out the best in players such as 
Brayden Schenn while also unleashing the mighty power 
of rookie Shayne Gostisbehere before that. The Flyers 
gave Washington an uncomfortable amount of pushback 
in the first round of the playofs, and you can expect 
more of the same this time out as the coach becomes 
more entrenched.

JAKUB VORACEK WILL BE BETTER, RIGHT? He 
has to be. Voracek had a rough 2015-16, with his typical 

PHILADELPHIA
FLYERS
METRO

JAROSLAV
HALAK
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SERGEI
BOBROVSKY

WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT DAN GIRARDI?
Not much, unless Jef Gorton has incriminating photos 
of another team’s GM. Not only has Girardi’s play slid 
of a mountain lately, but he also has one of the worst 
contracts in the NHL. Just to add insult to injury, his 
no-movement clause means the Rangers must protect 
him in the Las Vegas expansion draft. Best-case scenario, 
New York has to hope the veteran rediscovers some of 
his earlier form. Otherwise, Girardi’s long-term deal will 
continue to smart. At least New York can minimize his 
ice time while promoting youngster Brady Skjei, who is 
ready for more responsibility.

WHAT IMPACT CAN MIKA ZIBANEJAD HAVE?
Immediately, he can play a similar role to the man he was 
traded for, Derick Brassard. In the short term, Brassard 
is the better player, but Zibanejad has more upside, 
assuming he puts it all together. This bodes well for New 
York in the future, especially since the team also landed 
Jimmy Vesey via free agency, so the Rangers aren’t going 
to be as old as they usually are. But Blueshirts supporters 
must calibrate their expectations properly when it comes 
to Zibanejad.

IS PAVEL BUCHNEVICH READY FOR PRIME TIME?
Buchnevich, 21, has been developing in the KHL for a 
couple years now because he didn’t want to come over 
to North America until he was ready for the NHL. Thanks 
to his size, deft hands and the edge he brings, he looked 
to be a fit in the Rangers’ collective right now. But with 
New York’s depth up front and recent free agent signings 
of Vesey and Brandon Pirri, he’ll likely face an appren-
ticeship in the AHL. 

NEW YORK
RANGERS
METRO

LEFT WING
Brandon Saad 6.0M
Scott Hartnell 4.75M
Matt Calvert 2.2M
Pierre-Luc Dubois 925K
Sonny Milano 863K

CENTER
Brandon Dubinsky 5.85M
Boone Jenner 2.9M
Alexander Wennberg 925K
William Karlsson 1.0M
Gregory Campbell 1.5M

RIGHT WING
Cam Atkinson 3.5M
Nick Foligno 5.5M
Oliver Bjorkstrand 656K
David Clarkson 5.25M
Sam Gagner 650K

LEFT DEFENSE
Ryan Murray 2.83M
Jack Johnson 4.36M
Zach Werenski 925K
Dillon Heatherington 771K
Scott Harrington 633K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Seth Jones 5.4M
David Savard 4.25M
Dalton Prout 1.58M
Cody Goloubef 750K
Oleg Yevenko 575K

GOALIES
Sergei Bobrovsky 7.43M
Curtis McElhinney 800K
Joonas Korpisalo 743K

 INJURED
RED indicates  

new arrival

PROJECTED LINES

LEFT WING
Rick Nash 7.8M
Chris Kreider 4.63M
Brandon Pirri 1.1M
Jimmy Vesey 925K
Pavel Buchnevich 925K

CENTER
Derek Stepan 6.5M
Mika Zibanejad 2.63M
Kevin Hayes 2.6M
Josh Jooris 600K
Oscar Lindberg 650K

RIGHT WING
Mats Zuccarello 4.5M
J.T. Miller 2.75M
Michael Grabner 1.65M
Jesper Fast 950K
Nathan Gerbe 600K

LEFT DEFENSE
Ryan McDonagh 4.7M
Marc Staal 5.7M
Nick Holden 1.65M
Brady Skjei 925K
Chris Summers 600K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Dan Girardi 5.5M
Kevin Klein 2.9M
Dylan McIlrath 800K
Adam Clendening 600K
Mat Bodie 600K

GOALIES
Henrik Lundqvist 8.5M
Antti Raanta 1.0M
Magnus Hellberg 625K

 INJURED
RED indicates  

new arrival

PROJECTED LINES

CAN SERGEI BOBROVSKY STAY HEALTHY? Having 
pushed through a plethora of groin-related injuries, 
Bobrovsky started his season early thanks to World 
Cup duty with Russia. That’s not ideal. And while it’s 
nearly impossible to predict a player getting hurt, it’s 
for the best that Columbus has Anton Forsberg and 
Joonas Korpisalo coming up the pipe. On top of his body, 
Bobrovsky has also struggled with the mental part of the 
game recently. He needs some positive results early.

WHO IS THE NO. 1 CENTER HERE? Nothing wrong 
with the Ryan Johansen-Seth Jones trade from the 

Jackets’ perspective, other than the fact no one replaced 
Johansen on the depth chart. Boone Jenner will get a 
look, while other possibilities include Brandon Dubinsky 
and Alexander Wennberg. All three are No. 2 centers in 
an ideal world (Jenner is usually a winger), but Columbus 
doesn’t have another option right now. If the team is go-
ing to make noise in the near future, it needs to find that 
dominating guy down the middle. Pierre-Luc Dubois, the 
Jackets’ 2016 first-rounder, may be that player, but he 
will need some time before he can be expected to take 
on such a big, meaty NHL role.

HOW DOES THE DEFENSE LOOK? Pretty fun, actu-
ally. Jones brought much-needed minute-munching with 
his skill, and a full year of David Savard will help. Ryan 
Murray played all 82 games last season, and Zach Weren-
ski is a rookie to watch closely. That’s a top-four you can 
really make hay with, though there will be the awkward 
task of pushing Jack Johnson down the depth chart. If 
Columbus is going to improve, however, it’s the younger 
generation taking over that will make it happen.

COLUMBUS
BLUE JACKETS
METRO
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DAMON
SEVERSON

LEFT WING
Jef Skinner 5.73M
Teuvo Teravainen 894K
Bryan Bickell 4.0M
Viktor Stalberg 1.5M
Phil Di Giuseppe 818K

CENTER
Jordan Staal 6.0M
Victor Rask 4.0M
Elias Lindholm 2.7M
Jay McClement 1.2M
Derek Ryan 600K

RIGHT WING
Lee Stempniak 2.5M
Sebastian Aho 925K
Andrej Nestrasil 913K
Joakim Nordstrom 1.28M
Brendan Woods 650K

LEFT DEFENSE
Jaccob Slavin 743K
Noah Hanifin 925K
Ron Hainsey 2.83M
Haydn Fleury  863K
Keegan Lowe 750K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Justin Faulk 4.83M
Brett Pesce 809K
Ryan Murphy 788K
Matt Tennyson 675K
Trevor Carrick 675K

GOALIES
Cam Ward 3.3M
Eddie Lack 2.75M
Alex Nedeljkovic 812K

 INJURED
RED indicates  

new arrival

PROJECTED LINES

CAN THE YOUNG DEFENSE KEEP IT TOGETHER?
The Hurricanes found their form once rookie blueliners 
Noah Hanifin, Brett Pesce and Jaccob Slavin took on 
bigger roles last year, and they’ll need to continue their 
ascent if Carolina has any shot at the playofs. Justin 
Faulk is still the main man on the back end, but all the 
Hurricanes’ young defensemen have a coach in Bill Peters 
who believes in them. They already played without a 
safety net once, so they’re bound to improve. Will there 
be hiccups along the way? For sure. But the Canes have 
more work to do up front, so the defense can grow 
organically without worrying about hurting the result.

DOES CAM WARD HAVE ANYTHING LEFT?
Although he showed glimpses of his old self in 2015-16, 
Ward, 32, also got beat up on the scoreboard just as 
often, if not more. Taking a big pay cut may put his 
mindset in the right perspective, but there likely won’t 
be another NHL contract in Carolina for the veteran goal-
tender once his new two-year pact expires. If anything, 
he becomes a solid mentor once Alex Nedeljkovic gets a 
chance to see his first action in an NHL arena.

WHO WILL STEP UP AT CENTER? Jordan Staal and 
Victor Rask are pencilled in, but the Hurricanes need a 
youngster to step up, too. Teuvo Teravainen, Elias Lind-
holm and Sebastian Aho have all played center and wing 
in their careers, so none can be considered a true NHL 
pivot just yet. Lindholm must get stronger first, while 
Aho hasn’t played a shift in the league, so give the inside 
track to Teravainen. He cut his teeth in Chicago and has 
the Stanley Cup ring (and scoring heroics) to prove his 
worth. If none works out, there’s always the 2017 draft 
class to check out.

CAROLINA
HURRICANES
METRO

NOAH
HANIFIN

LEFT WING
Taylor Hall 6.0M
Mike Cammalleri 5.0M
Reid Boucher 715K
Joseph Blandisi 648K
Luke Gazdic 700K

CENTER
Adam Henrique 4.0M
Travis Zajac 5.75M
Pavel Zacha 894K
Vernon Fiddler 1.25M
Sergey Kalinin 800K

RIGHT WING
Kyle Palmieri 4.65M
Devante Smith-Pelly 1.3M
Beau Bennett 725K
Jacob Josefson 1.1M
Nick Lappin 843K

LEFT DEFENSE
Andy Greene 5.0M
John Moore 1.67M
Steve Santini 925K
Seth Helgeson 588K
Andrew MacWilliam 575K

RIGHT DEFENSE
Damon Severson 606K
Ben Lovejoy 2.67M
Jon Merrill 1.14M
Vojtech Mozik 680K
Karl Stollery 575K

GOALIES
Cory Schneider 6.0M
Keith Kinkaid 725K
Scott Wedgewood 588K
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HOW MUCH MOTIVATION DOES TAYLOR HALL 
HAVE? Oh, it’s going to be fun seeing what Hall does in 
New Jersey. He took his trade from Edmonton personally, 
and now he’s heading to a team in need of a marquee 
name up front. Hall will have one heckuva chip on 
his shoulder and a familiar face to play with in junior 
linemate Adam Henrique. Expect big numbers from Hall, 
especially Jan. 7 when Edmonton and Adam Larsson 
come to town. The fact Hall won’t be subjected to as 
rigorous a travel schedule as he had out West may also 
add some jump to his already powerful stride, so it’s a 
good situation overall.

DID THE DEVILS DO ENOUGH ON DEFENSE?
Ben Lovejoy replaces Larsson, and no, that will not be 
enough. New Jersey also lost David Schlemko via free 
agency, so the hope is that youngsters Damon Severson 
and Steven Santini will pick up the slack. That’s a lot of 
pressure on a pair with a combined 124 NHL games – 
especially since only one of those contests belongs to 
Santini. Brandon Gormley was signed, but he has failed 
to make a dent with two other franchises, so he’s more of 
a flyer than anything. Cory Schneider is going to be busy 
again in net.

WILL KYLE PALMIERI REPEAT HIS CAREER 
SEASON? Not with Hall in the fold this season, but 
Palmieri did lead the Devils in scoring last year, while hit-
ting the 30-goal mark for the first time. Technically, he’s 
always been this good. In terms of points per 60 minutes, 
Palmieri has averaged around 1.84 for the past four years. 
He just didn’t get the ice time in Anaheim. So really, New 
Jersey simply unlocked what was already there by giving 
him top-six minutes.

NEW JERSEY
DEVILS
METRO
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THE STRAIGHT EDGE
WITH RYAN KENNEDY    @THNRYANKENNEDY
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USED TO BE you could count on the fourth┽lin┽ers to create some mayhem and misdirection to break up the monotony of a long N(L sea┽son┻ But now the structure of today╆s game is like wave after wave hitting the beach┻ And frankly┸ that routine the past two years has resulted in a boring game┻ Not in the play┽offs┸ mind you ‒ a Stanley Cup championship series is pretty much always fun ‒ but if )╆m going to nitpick┸ even the past couple show┽downs have been almost too neat┻four goals in a game twice┻ San Jose did it once┸ as did Tampa Bay ゅand look where it got themょ┻ Smart teams are winning titles┸ and if you╆re a student of the game┸ that╆s a great thing┻ (eck┸ ) love the subtleties my┽self┸ and you have to appreciate how the Pittsburghs and Chicagos of the league get things done┻But let╆s talk about Fun┻ And ) mean ob┽jective fun┸ not just the satisfaction of your team winning┻ All this championship ship┽in┽a┽bottle precision is OK┸ but if we want the fun back in hockey┸ it╆s time to bring back the party animals ‒ the enforcers┻Fighting is down in hockey┻ To that there is no dispute┻ And the guys who do the majority to the A(L or worse┻Now┸ you know me┸ if the gloves get dropped in a game┸ )╆m popping my head up like a meerkat┻ ) don╆t try to intellectually that not everyone shares my view┸ and that╆s ┽ing will continue to decline in hockey┻ The ju┽nior leagues are already cracking down┸ with the O(L recently announcing that any player will be subjected to a two┽game suspension with further discipline for additional donny┽brooks┻ The threshold used to be など games┻ getting drafted high by N(L teams┸ so the pri┽orities are obvious┻

And )╆m not here to argue that enforcers are important to a team╆s success┻ )╆m actual┽ly here to argue the opposite┺ we need these guys back in the N(L because they╆re not as good at hockey┻We need chaos┸ people┻ )sn╆t it obvious╂ )f you don╆t buy into the visceral theatre of cool┻ Players be┽lieve it┸ but the stats don╆t bear it out┻ But if you want more goals in a game╂ Get those goons back on the ice┿ Look at the possession sta┽tistics in the past few years and the worst perform┽ers have included beauties such as George Parros┸ ┽er McLaren┻ Co┽

lumbus painfully parted ways with Jared Boll this summer┸ but the veteran loose cannon was literally the worst possession player on its roster┻ (e made David Clarkson look like Patrice Bergeron┻Now┸ if self┽preservation is an instinct GM Jarmo Kekalainen possesses┸ he will not look for a future Boll for his lineup┻ But there is a glint of light here for those of us who want to see odd┽man rushes caused by an irrespon┽sible and【or cement┽booted fourth liner┸ and it comes in the form of expansion┻ We╆re 

adding にぬ N(Lers to the pot when Las Vegas talent from below┻ Could a couple of those Will Las Vegas bring in an enforcer╂ Oh man┸ it╆s gonna be John Scott┸ isn╆t it╂)t╆s all too perfect┻ Expansion teams never like to be pushed around ゅStu Grimson was an original Mighty Duck┸ lest we forgetょ and if you╆re looking for name recognition┸ all┽star MVP and potential lifetime movie┽of┽the┽week fodder┸ Scott is your man┻ (e╆s a great dude┸ he╆s larger than life ゅeven for Ve┽gasょ┸ and he can cave in some heads if need be┻ (e might as well open a comp tab at the Bellagio right now┻Not everything can be corporately neat┻ ) like my hockey a little messy┸ and if that of a の┽ど game┸ so be it┻ Look at what has happened to NASCAR┻ )t wasn╆t long ago that racing was supposed to be the hottest 

sport in America┻ But NASCAR got popular because folks liked watching Luke Duke and a couple times┻ Now it╆s Jeff and Skip from the yacht club turning left for four hours┸ and guess what╂ The grandstands are half empty now┻ Every coach would love a team of にに Jona┽than Toews clones┸ but you need foils to show just how special a guy like Toews is┻ Enforc┽ers are those players and┸ for the sake of ex┽citement┸ we need to put the foils back on┻ 

FISTS AND FLAWS
Enforcers like John 

Scott and the retired 
Colton Orr provide 

furious fists and 
defensive miscues.

RELEASE THE

HOUNDS
There’s one important thing the buttoned-up NHL needs during the regular season, 
and that’s some unbuttoned, unbridled passion (and mistakes) from the goon squad
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CROSSWORD

CROSSWORD SOLUTION: ACROSS 1. NIAGARA, 4. IN-LAW, 7. ZACH 8. FLATTENS, 10. MARV ALBERT, 12. HOTEL, 13. EATON, 14. GALCHENYUK, 
18. ITALIANS, 19. JOEL, 20. SBISA, 21. HEALTHY DOWN 1. NAZEM, 2. ACCURATE, 3. AD-LIB, 4. INTERFERES, 5. LIES, 6. WESTERN, 9. PAUL KARIYA, 
11. STAYS OUT, 12. HIGGINS, 15. CINCH, 16. KELLY, 17. DANI

BY LARRY HUMBER

GUESS
WHO!

BEN BISHOP  |  TEAM USABEHIND  
THE

MASK

The world undergoes staggering technological 
advances annually. Even to goalie masks. Ben Bishop 
continues to experiment with a dazzling Dave Gun-
narsson design that uses “GLOW Tech FX,” illuminat-
ing certain aspects of the art in the dark. In Bishop’s 
case, the electronic “bike trail,” inspired by the movie 
Tron: Legacy, glows in the dark, as does the USA logo 
on his state-of-the-art World Cup lid. – MATT LARKIN

CLUE #1
“I went to the Oilers in a 1987 trade that sent 

defenseman Paul Cofey to the Penguins.”

CLUE #2
“I scored 50 goals in 1987-88, and I led the 
1990 playofs with 16 goals in 22 games.”

CLUE #3
“I won the CBC reality figure skating show 

Battle of the Blades in 2009.”

GUESS WHO ANSWER: 

CRAIG SIMPSON

6544321

1

87

109

10

111

1312

17116

161514

17

1918

1

2120

ACROSS
 1 Where junior hockey’s IceDogs are based
  4 Matt Moulson is Jonathan Quick’s
  brother-___-___
  7 First name of the Wild’s wealthiest forward
  8 Knocks to the ice
 10 Though he’s better known for basketball, he 
  was also the voice of the Rangers for decades
 12 Montreal’s Queen Elizabeth ___ was the 
  scene of many early NHL drafts
 13 Blueliner Mark ___ had two stints in Pittsburgh
 14 Montreal’s Alex ___
 18 The Espositos and others who share 
  their heritage (like 20 Across)
 19 Coach ___ Quenneville
 20 Vancouver’s Luca ___
 21 A ___ scratch could suit up but is asked to sit

DOWN
 1 First name of Leafs’ top scorer in ’15-16, pictured
  2 On target
  3 To ___-___ is to improvise
 4 Impedes opponent not in possession of puck
  5 Most sticks have ___ between 4 and 7
  6 The Mustangs represent this Ontario university
  9 This Hobey Baker Award winner went on to be 
  named Lady Byng winner in 1996 and 1997
 11 Avoids the rough stuf, ___ ___ of trouble
 12 Chris ___ was with Habs, Flames and Canucks
 15 Sure thing
 16 Ottawa’s Chris ___ was previously with Boston
 17 NWHL commissioner ___ Rylan

The Global Leader in Sports Education  |  SMWW.com  |  1-877-SMWW-Now

CAREER

HOCKEY

Attend our  
Hockey Career 

Conference at the 
NHL Draft in  
Chicago, IL
June 2017
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THE LAST WORD
WITH KEN CAMPBELL    @THNKEN CAMPBELL
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IT DOESN’T TAKE a hockey historian to come to the conclusion the Detroit Red Wings made a philosophical about┽face in the summer of にどなに┻ That was the moment the Wings organization went from being a pe┽rennial Cup contender to one that suddenly embraced the goal of simply making the playoffs┻ )t╆s no coincidence that was also the summer all┽world defenseman Nick Lid┽strom retired┻The Red Wings haven╆t been the same since┸ but they continue to tilt against wind┽mills┸ refusing to accept their fate that one day they╆ll be on the outside looking in when it comes to the playoffs┻ That ╉let╆s just get in and see what happens╊ approach almost worked┸ the year after it played out to per┽fection for the Los Angeles Kings and in De┽┽offs by just one point┸ the Red Wings knocked off heavily favored Anaheim in seven games┸ then choked up a ぬ┽な lead in the second round and lost Game ば に┽な in overtime against the Chicago Blackhawks┸ who went on to win the にどなぬ Stanley Cup┻But in the four years since Lidstrom re┽┽offs by an average of just two points and have gone down to the short strokes of the season season にの consecutive years┸ an accomplish┽ment that┸ in keeping with the new lowered standard┸ was commemorated with an on┽ice logo during the playoffs last spring┻We at T(N have picked the Red Wings to miss the playoffs┻ We also did it two years ago and the Wings responded with a などど┽point season┻ But if you╆re a Wings fan who is ac┽customed to the gold standard when it comes to your team┸ will you really care if they somehow furiously make a run for the playoffs for a にはth straight time┸ then are round╂ Didn╆t think so┻That╆s why it wouldn╆t be the worst thing 

in the world for the Red Wings to be outside the playoff picture┻ No longer would the bur┽den of continuing the playoff streak hang over them┻ No longer would they be chas┽ing the Boston Bruins╆ pro sports record of にひ straight years in the post┽season┸ which is perhaps one of the least consequential records in the game┸ considering the Bru┽ins had just two Cups to show for their run of longevity┻ ゅThe Blackhawks┸ incidentally┸ hold down second at にぱ years┸ with zero Cups during that run┻ The St┻ Louis Blues are tied with the Red Wings at にの┸ with no Cups┻ The fact the longest streak in the NBA is にに 

years┸ なね in MLB and nine in the NFL is more a testament to how much easier it has been to make the playoffs in the N(L than it is a benchmark of team excellence┻ょNot making the playoffs would allow the Red Wings to hit the reset button┸ recalibrate their organization and┸ most importantly┸ start a meaningful rebuild┻ They have been three consecutive seasons┸ and GM Ken (ol┽land has been hinting through most of that period that it is time for the organization to change its approach┻ But it hasn╆t done that yet┻ And this summer┸ more than any other screamed of that opportunity┸ particularly when Pavel Datsyuk decided to forego the last year of his contract and play in Russia┻ 

The Red Wings were able to dump his con┽tract to the Arizona Coyotes in what amount┽ed to a salary┽cap┸ dead┽money dump┸ giv┽ing them a perfect opportunity to readjust their course┻ Then on July な┸ they went out and signed Frans Nielsen to replace Datsyuk and Thomas Vanek to┸ well┸ do whatever it is Thomas Vanek does these days┻ Those moves┸ while noble in their goal┸ will stunt the Red Wings more than help them┻Unless Vanek actually begins to listen to his coaches and stops playing on the periphery┸ he could be playing in the minors by the end of the season┻ Signing Nielsen makes more sense┸ until you consider Dylan Larkin wants to and thinks he can play center in the N(L and needs to start getting reps now if he╆s go┽ing to become the next Datsyuk or Jonathan Toews┻ (e won╆t get those playing left wing behind a top┽three center ice corps of (enrik Zetterberg┸ Nielsen and Riley Sheahan┻Look┸ we get it┻ (olland abhors tanking and the thought of not making the playoffs makes his stomach turn┻ ゅTrust us┸ we╆ve seen how he reacts to those kinds of projec┽tions┻ょ But by continuing to spin his wheels by signing aging free agents┸ the Wings are spinning their wheels along with him┸ be┽or good enough to do damage in the playoffs┸ but not bad enough to get a quality draft pick┻)t╆s true the Red Wings could have picked a better time to become mediocre┸ what with them moving into a spanking new arena in the fall of にどなば┻ But consider this┻ When the Red Wings went from the Olympia to the Joe Louis Arena halfway through なひばひ┽ぱど┸ they were in the midst of a run of missing the playoffs なに of なぬ seasons┸ and their best play┽ers were Vaclav Nedomansky┸ Dale McCourt┸ Reed Larson and Errol Thompson┻ )t was the darkest period in the history of the franchise┻Everything worked out well for them┻ And it will again┻ But the Wings┸ from the owner┽ship of Mike )litch down to (olland┸ have to 

NOT MAKING THE 
PLAYOFFS WOULD ALLOW 

THE RED WINGS TO HIT 
THE RESET BUTTON, 

RECALIBRATE AND START 
A MEANINGFUL REBUILD

TIME TO GROUND THE 

RED WINGS
Detroit’s playo� streak pursuit is nice on paper, but it’s become harmful in reality. 
Hockey’s model franchise needs to take some steps back to move forward again

DYLAN
LARKIN



DROP EVERYTHING. EVEN DOUBT.

Become part of a leading cycling nation. Ride. Cheer. Support. HopOnCanada.ca



A MAN’S BEST FRIEND’S 

NEW BEST FRIEND. 

With more safety, performance, and comfort than ever before, it’s easy for the new 

and improved 2017 Subaru Forester to make friends. And now with heated seats available 

in the front and rear, it’ll be hard to keep them out. Learn more at subaru.ca/forester.  

WELL-EQUIPPED FROM
$25,995*

*MSRP of $25,995 on 2017 Forester 2.5i Base Model. MSRP excludes Freight & PDI of $1,675. Taxes, license, registration and insurance are extra. $0 security deposit. Model shown is 2017 Forester 2.0XT Limited 
with technology package with an MSRP of $39,495. Dealers may sell for less or may have to order or trade. Vehicle shown solely for purposes of illustration, and may not be equipped exactly as shown. See 

your local Subaru dealer for complete program details. **See Owner’s Manual for complete details on system operation and limitations. Forester and Subaru are registered trademarks. 


